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Abstract

At present time, aging of the population is one of the main challenges of the 21st century.
The current situation is leading to an increased number of people afflicted with cognitive
disorders such as Alzheimer's disease. This group of people suffers from a progressive decline in
their abilities to perform what are called the activities of the daily living (ADLs).The
consequence of this reality is the urgent need for more home assistance services, as these people
desire to continue living independently at home. To address this important issue, Smart Home
laboratories such as LIARA, DOMUS and MavHome perform research in order to propose
technological solutions for assistance provision to residents of the Smart Home. Assisting people
in carrying out their ADLs, increasing quality of life and optimizing spent energy are some of the
goals in Smart Home design. Technically speaking, a Smart Home is an ambient environment
which, through its embedded sensors, captures data resulting from the observation of activities
carried out in this environment. This data is then analyzed by artificial intelligence techniques in
order to provide information about home state normality and needed assistance. In the end, the
system aims to intervene by providing guidance through its actuators. In this context, activity
recognition becomes a key element in order to be able to provide adequate information services
at the right moment.

This thesis aims to contribute to this important challenge relating to activity recognition in
the Smart Home designed for cognitive assistance. This contribution follows in the footsteps of
temporal data mining and activity recognition approaches, and proposes a new way to
automatically recognize and memorize ADLs from low-level sensors. From a formal point of
view, the originality of the thesis relies on the proposition of a new unsupervised temporal data-
mining model for activity recognition addressing the problem of current temporal approaches
based on Allen's framework. This new model incorporates some applications of fuzzy logic in
order to take into account the uncertainty present in the realization of daily living activities by
the resident. More specifically, we propose an extension of the fuzzy clustering technique in
order to cluster the observations based on the degree of similarity between observations, so that
activities are modeled and recognized. Moreover, anomaly recognition, decision making for
assistance provision and judgment for simultaneous activities are some of the applicative
contributions of this thesis. From a practical and experimental standpoint, the contribution of this
research has been validated in order to evaluate how it would perform in a realistic context. To
achieve this, we used MATLAB software as a simulation platform to test the proposed model.
We then performed a series of tests which took the form of several case studies relating to
common activities of daily living, in order to show the functionality and efficiency of the
proposed temporal data-mining approach for real-life cases. This was especially relevant to the
activity recognition application. We obtained very promising results which have been analyzed
and compared to existing approaches. Finally, most parts of the contribution presented in this
thesis have been published in documents ensuing from reputed international conferences
(Springer LNCS proceedings [7], AAAI symposium and workshops [8, 9], MAICS [10], IEEE
[11]) and a recognized journal (Springer Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Humanized
Computing [12, 13]). This clearly constitutes recognition showing the potential of the proposed
contribution.
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1 Introduction

In this thesis, we present a research contribution which takes the form of a data-driven

learning model for unsupervised reasoning in the Smart Home. In this chapter, we first present

motivation and context concerning the issue addressed in this thesis. Then we summarize

existing works and point out their limitations, which leads to thesis achievement. At the end of

the chapter, we offer a brief summary of our contributions and introduce research objectives and

methodology.

1.1 Research context: aging population and the need for new technology

Population aging represents an important and growing preoccupation for most governments

around the world, which fear its fast progression and catastrophic economical and social effects

[14]. Since age is the main risk factor in the manifestation of dementia, it is also fair to say that

the number of cases of cognitive impairment will increase with aging population. At this time,

the number of people with dementia in the world is estimated at 35.6 million, and this number is

predicted to double by 2030 [1]. The main cause of dementia is Alzheimer's disease (AD), which

can be defined as a neurodegenerative illness characterized by a progressive decline of cognitive

functions. It results in memory impairment, aphasia, agnosia, apraxia and executive dysfunctions

[15]. These physical deficits lead to a need for assistance in performing the activities of daily

living (ADL) [16]. ADLs can be instrumental (e.g. cooking, driving and handling personal

finances) or basic (e.g. eating, dressing and bathing) and the capacity to complete instrumental

ADLs decreases in the early stages of AD. In the middle phase of AD progression, some

deterioration in basic ADLs occurs, as well as a bigger loss of instrumental ADLs. As the disease
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gets worse, patients lose more and more skills and become more dependent on caregivers. It has

an impact on patients because the loss of autonomy can lead to frustration, apathy or depression,

but it also has an impact on caregivers for which the physical, financial and social burdens

increase [17]. These factors often force patients to be institutionalized, even if most of them wish

to stay home as long as possible [1]. Since the cost associated with AD is very high [18] and

resources are lacking (e.g. medical staff), governments want to prolong the time people with AD

can remain in their homes.

1.2 Smart Homes as a possible solution

One of the promising solutions to help facing the current generation's challenge on this

matter concerns the development of technological tools for automatically assisting elders in their

residence, in what we call a Smart Home [19]. Smart Homes have recently become a very active

trend in research, bringing hope to the effort to postpone the institutionalization of the elderly

[20]. A Smart Home can be defined as an environment enhanced by various types of

miniaturized sensors (electromagnetic, infrared, radio-identification tags, etc.) and prompting

devices (lights, speakers, IPad, etc.) embedded in everyday life objects (refrigerator, cabinets'

doors, etc.). It can provide assistance services by making decisions and effectively prompting the

resident (by giving hints, suggestions and reminders) while remaining as less intrusive as

possible [21]. The Smart Home is based on the emerging concept of ambient intelligence [22],

which refers to a multidisciplinary approach that consists in enriching a common environment

(room, building, car, etc..) with technology - mainly composed of sensors - in order to build a

system that makes useful decisions which benefit the users of this environment based on real-

time information and historical data gathered from a large set of ubiquitous sensors.
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One of the main challenges related to this Smart Home concept concerns the huge amount of

data resulting from the observation of the ongoing activities through smart sensors [23]. In this

sense, a Smart Home can be seen as a challenging big data warehouse in need of an efficient

automated computational way to interpret the sensors' data in order to provide high level

information about the home's state of normality and needed assistance. More specifically,

temporal data requires analysis in order to extract behavioral patterns which can be then used by

the Smart Home system for recognizing ongoing activities, predicting subsequent actions,

determining a potential situation where assistance is needed and identifying the right moment to

provide proper guidance or reminders [12]. This issue is key in developing Smart Home

technologies and refers to a very prolific field of artificial intelligence which is called data

mining [24] or, more specifically, temporal data mining [25].

1.3 Problem: data mining in the Smart Home

Data mining (DM), also commonly known as knowledge discovery in databases, is a process

that uses a variety of data analysis tools to discover patterns and relationships in data that may be

used to make valid predictions [26]. More specifically, it refers to the nontrivial extraction of

implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful information from data in databases [27].

While data mining and knowledge discovery in databases (or KDD) are frequently treated as

synonyms, data mining is actually only a part of the knowledge discovery process. The following

figure (Figure 1.1) shows data mining as a step in an iterative knowledge discovery process.
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Useful
information
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Figure 1.1.: The process of knowledge discovery in a database

As one can see in Figure 1.1, a typical KDD process is composed of several important steps

[28] allowing a huge quantity of raw input data to be analyzed and interpreted in order to extract

useful high-level information (patterns). The first step of this process is data cleaning, which is

also known as data cleansing. It is the first phase in which noise and irrelevant data are removed

from the collection. The second step is called data integration. This maneuver is required to

create a single common data source if input comes from multiple heterogeneous data sources.

The third step of the process is data selection, which consists in retrieving data relevant to the

analysis from the collection. Once the right data is retrieved, the next step is data transformation,

also known as data consolidation. This is a phase in which selected data is transformed into

forms appropriate for the mining procedure. Only after that can one proceed to the data-mining

phase, which is a crucial step in which appropriate techniques are applied to extract patterns that

may be potentially useful. Finally, after the data-mining process, two post-processing phases

remain. The first one is pattern evaluation. It consists in identifying the truly interesting patterns

representing knowledge based on some interestingness measures. The second one is knowledge

presentation, where visualization and knowledge representation techniques are used to present
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the mined knowledge to the user. This phase is not required if the data resulting from the mining

process is directly passed to a program.

In our specific context, the Smart Home can be seen as a warehouse storing a variety of data

about the resident, coming from different sensors [12]. On one hand, a huge amount of data

which includes information about activities is produced, and, on the other hand, we aim to

decrease the role of human expertise in knowledge provision in order to achieve more

automation in the Smart Home; therefore, data mining (DM) techniques- are extended for

making smarter homes [23, 29-31]. The complexity of daily activity recognition in a Smart

Home is due to the large number of activities that an occupant can perform. This complexity

initially causes a problem in creating models of activities, an essential step in the process of

activity recognition where we find not only all the activities that an occupant usually performs,

but also the various actions that compose them [32]. The discovery of all frequent activities

performed by a Smart Home occupant is the first task that must be tackled to constitute an

activity database. It is by exploiting knowledge that the Smart Home is able to recognize the

activity which an occupant is trying to accomplish and can try to make predictions about the

future actions, which is a key component from an assistive point of view. Data mining allows the

creation of an activity database by extracting frequent patterns from the Smart Home sensor

history log. Using DM techniques is important because it creates an activity database tailor-made

for the specific occupant. However, knowing how the occupant realizes his activities is not

enough. Temporal relationships must also be explored in order to know which activity is being

performed and when the occupant needs assistance. For instance, if it is detected that the

occupant is boiling water, knowing the time and duration of this action gives precious

information about what he or she is trying to do by comparing this data with an activity
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knowledge base. If water is heated for two minutes, then he or she might be making tea, but if it

is boiled for 15 minutes, making pasta would be a better guess. The use of temporal information

for pattern mining in Smart Homes constitutes a very important issue that only few teams of

scientists have tried to address [23].

1.4 Summary of related works on temporal data mining in the Smart Home

Data-mining methods may be categorized as either supervised or unsupervised [25]. In

unsupervised methods, no target variable is identified as such. Instead, the data-mining algorithm

searches for patterns and structure among all variables [30].

Most data-mining approaches developed for activity recognition in Smart Homes are,

however, supervised methods [23, 25, 33]. This means that (i) there is a particular pre-specified

target variable, and (ii) the algorithm is given many examples where the value of the target

variable is provided, so that the algorithm may learn which values of the target variable are

associated with which values of the predictor variables [30]. In this kind of supervised method, it

is assumed that we know the form of activities in terms of sensor events and, therefore, we can

use training examples to train the model [34]. This requires that we have access to annotated data

where each sensor event appearing in the data is labeled with its appropriate activity name. The

supervised data-mining approaches for activity recognition range from simple methods such as

Naive Bayes [35], based on sensor events independence assumption, to more recent and

sophisticated methods such as conditional random fields [36] that model sensor events as

probabilistic sequences. Other no suitable supervised methods include decision trees [37],

Markov models [38], and Dynamic Bayes Networks [33]. There are a number of problems with

supervised approaches. Firstly, the assumption of consistent predefined activities does not hold
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in reality. Due to physical, mental, cultural and lifestyle differences [39], not all individuals

perform the same set of tasks. Even for the same predefined activity, different residents might

perform it in various ways, making the reliance on a list of predefined activities impractical due

to inter-subject variability. Therefore, data needs to be annotated for each individual and task.

However, annotating and hand labeling data is a very time-consuming and laborious task.

Consequently, unsupervised approaches seem to be more suitable for activity recognition in a

normal day-to-day setting [30].

In contrast to supervised methods, unsupervised methods require no labeled data; rather,

they look for interesting patterns in data. There are some works that have explored unsupervised

data mining for activity recognition in Smart Homes such as [40] looking for frequent sensor

sequences; [41] in mining discontinuous activity patterns and in the work of [42], mixed frequent

and periodic activity patterns have been detected. Most of these approaches either do not

discover discontinuous patterns, as well as patterns whose order varies from occurrence to

occurrence; however, the erratic nature of human activities requires a method that is able to

identify discontinuous patterns and, also, their variations. For example, [43] found that variation

in overall activity level at home was correlated with mild cognitive impairment. This highlights

the fact that it is important for an assistive Smart Home system to be able to recognize and

monitor all of the daily activities and their variations which are performed regularly by an

individual in his or her environment.

Finally, the information log provided by sensors in a Smart Home can be of different natures

(Boolean, logical, temporal, spatial, etc.). All of these kinds of information can be used for

pattern mining in activity recognition, but it is clear that the temporal information is highly

valuable for characterizing human behavior [44]. In our literature review, we found only few
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teams, such as [23, 32, 45], who tried to exploit this temporal information (duration, delay,

action ordering, etc.) for that purpose. Most of them, such as the well-known, and probably one

of the most reputed in the field, work of Cook's [23] based is mining temporal approach on the

Allen's temporal framework [5], which is not robust enough for our context, which is ambiguous

in the sense that it allows a large variability in the interval of time between boundary, and which

does not take into account the fundamental aspects of human behavior related to the

normal/abnormal duration of an action and the normal/abnormal delay between two actions.

1.5 Contributions of this thesis

The contribution of this thesis follows in the footsteps of temporal data mining and activity

recognition approaches that have been cited in an earlier section. This thesis takes a step forward

by providing answers to the questions which have arisen that are related to temporal data mining

in the Smart Home for cognitive assistance. The contribution is thus threefold: theoretical,

practical and experimental.

On a theoretical level, the originality of this thesis relies on the proposition of a new

unsupervised temporal data-mining model [12] for activity recognition addressing the problem of

current temporal approaches based on Allen's framework. This new model incorporates some

elements of fuzzy logic [6] in order to take into account the imprecision in the realization of an

activity of daily living by a resident. More specifically, we propose an extension of the fuzzy-

clustering technique in order to group together observations based on similarity degrees between

observations, so that the activities are modeled and recognized. Hence, two viewpoints about

activities are proposed. In the first, activities are regarded as a series of temporal fuzzy events that

occur in the Smart Home environment. A fuzzy event is inferred when an action is accomplished
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in the environment. By this event-driven viewpoint, it is expected that realization of similar

activities leads to occurrence of similar-event series. Therefore, in order to perform activity

recognition, we propose an activities mining model which is useful for finding a series of events

which is similar to current observations. The second viewpoint concerning activities refers to a

sort of complementary extension of the first viewpoint. Through this viewpoint, we regard

activities as fuzzy concepts formalized as multiple regression function that their forming entities

are the fuzzy events and each fuzzy function of the activity is dependent to a set of role-playing

variables which traverse of the fuzzy events in realization of the activities. In others words, we

propose a formal framework based on the multivariable function fa (a, s) where at indicates the

weight factor of the role played by the ith sensor st in activity a. The goal of this mined function

is to recognize activities and, to do that, it projects the observations of each sensor st into the

fuzzy activity space. For instance, if we consider the positions of the glass and sugar objects

during the realization of the coffee-making activity, by transferring observations to the activity

space, the activity-recognition reasoning system makes hypotheses and concepts around these.

These hypotheses are summarized in a smoothing curve or line that runs across the fuzzy states

of the coffee-making activity. At recognition time, it checks how close (similar) the observations

are to their smoothing curve of the coffee-making function. Finally, activities are ranked based on

the inferred similarities to the observations. By this viewpoint, we can reason the occurrence of

two or more simultaneous concepts (activities) [46]. In order to perform activity recognition, the

mining model is applied to find possible combinations of the known concepts that may better

explain the observations. Hence, around a single reality several hypotheses are made and the

hypothesis which matches reality best is selected as the most possible ongoing activity concept.

As a main element of the originality of our contribution, we propose to transform the recognition
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problem into a multivariable mining activity function on role playing sensors. From a practical

and experimental standpoint, we have implemented this new model to evaluate how it would

perform in a realistic context. To achieve that, we used MATLAB software [47] as a simulation

platform to test the proposed model. Moreover, a Visual Studio .Net environment and Microsoft

SQL server have also been used. The reason for selecting MATLAB as the main simulation

environment is that by transforming the format of the initial primary data (sensed data) into

matrix format, we could benefit from the matrix operators of MATLAB and extract knowledge

in matrix format, which lets us apply and represent knowledge in various forms. We then

performed a series of tests, taking the form of several case studies related to common activities

of daily living, in order to show the functionality and efficiency of the proposed temporal data-

mining approach for real world cases and, especially, the activity recognition application. The

proposed thesis also has some advantages which enable more practical recognition of activities.

For example, it needs relatively fewer training samples rather than other samples; it welcomes

application of more sensors and processes many features of the activities; it addresses sensor

imprecision and uncertainty in the human behavior; it considers and analyzes multiple types of

data sourced from different types of sensors; it takes the temporal features of activities into

account, and it makes inference and reasoning independent from the physical layer (hardware

structure and sensors' positions). The aforementioned contributions and advantages have

directed us toward more reliable ways of activity recognition.

1.6 Research methodology

The research project presented in this thesis was carried out by means of research

methodology divided into four key steps.
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During the first step of this research project, the problems of temporal data mining and

activity recognition were investigated in depth. At this stage, we first aimed to gain general

knowledge of the field of research, which is ambient intelligence and data mining related to the

Smart Home context, by reviewing the key books [22, 25, 48] and works [21, 49, 50] on the

subject. Then we conducted a much more targeted survey by reviewing the fundamental and

applied works [51-53] related to the specific problem of temporal data mining in the Smart

Home for activity recognition. Finally, we investigated why a temporal data-driven approach for

activity recognition should essentially be proposed. This first step served as a basis for

elaborating our conceptual contribution.

During the second phase of this research, we developed a new formal model inspired by the

advantages and weak points discovered in the literature review. As pointed out in the review of

previous works related to the Smart Home, temporal information constitutes a key element for

correctly identifying activities of daily living, but only few works [23, 32, 45] made use of that

kind of temporal data in the mining process. Moreover, most of them only relied on Allen's

temporal framework [5], which is a very limited approach. Therefore, the second phase of our

methodology consisted in developing a formal framework, adapted for our specific context, for

temporal data mining in order to recognize activities. As a novelty, we also introduced fuzzy

logic and, more specifically, fuzzy time in reasoning, which allows the taking into account of

imprecision in activity patterns and recognition of activities. We modeled the activities,

formalized our conceptual ideas and articulated them into a complete model. We then provided a

framework for automatic reasoning with'simultaneous activities.

The third step of our methodology consisted in validating the formal model developed

during the previous step, in order to be able to test its efficacy. For this step, we used Microsoft
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Visual Studio .Net, SQL server and MATLAB software to simulate the equations of the

proposed model. The developed application includes a fuzzy-inference system, subtractive

clustering algorithm, regression and some classification processes to interpret and make

inferences about the observations, as well as a few software tools.

Finally, the fourth and final stage of the methodology consisted in experimenting our model

inside the laboratory infrastructure of LIARA [2]. This infrastructure consists of a standard

apartment (including a kitchen, living room, dining room, bedroom and bathroom) with a set of

infrared sensors, pressure mats, video and audio actuators, smart tags (radio frequency

identification or RFID) to obtain the position and real-time identification of individuals and main

objects in the environment. More types of sensors relating to light and temperature are also

embedded in this laboratory. We conducted experiments on our new temporal data mining model

by using several case studies based on real-case scenarios (historical data from sensors). We then

completed a statistical analysis of obtained results which we compared with the ones presented in

former works. The results obtained were very promising.

Throughout all of the project's different steps, contributions to the field were made which

took the forms of scientific publications in proceedings of reputed international conferences

(Springer LNCS proceedings [7], AAAI symposium [9], AAAI expertise workshop of STAMI

[8], MAICS [10], IEEE Workshop on Data Integration and Mining [11], etc.) and two long

papers in a recognized journal (Springer Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Humanized

Computing [12, 13]). These contributions were peer-reviewed and well received in the scientific

community. These constitute a clear sign of recognition and confirm the potential of the

contribution proposed in this thesis.
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1.7 Organization of the thesis

This thesis is organized into five chapters that fall into direct chronology with the research

methodology. The first chapter, now coming to an ending, was intended as an introduction to the

thesis, our context of study and issues raised in this research. It provides a summary of the

problems related to data mining for activity recognition in the Smart Home. It has also situated

our contribution in the field, and has provided a comprehensive plan of what was achieved in the

course of this research proj ect.

The, second chapter provides an introduction to ambient intelligence and the Smart Home,

and introduces the reader to the main works in the field exploiting data mining, temporal data

mining and activity recognition using learning techniques. The formal tools necessary to

understand the related works are also presented. In other words, the chapter is a state-of-the-art

look on the main data-mining approaches used in the Smart Home for activity recognition. At the

end of the chapter, we conclude with a comparison between advantages and disadvantages of the

different models presented and justify our proposition in regard to these previous works.

The third chapter examines the fundamental contribution resulting from this research. It

describes in detail the formal elements of our temporal data-mining model and the incorporation

of fuzzy temporal elements. The first contribution refers to the modeling of activities and

proposes an innovative method used to perceive activities. As a second contribution, a fuzzy-

logic based mining model is proposed to reason world state normality and events that may occur

in future.

The fourth chapter presents the practical and experimental contribution of this research. It

shows that validation of this new model of recognition within an intelligent home was achieved.
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This chapter also discusses the process employed to test the proposed model with a series of case

studies and presents a comparative analysis of results obtained from the main approaches in the

field.

Finally, the fifth and last chapter concludes the thesis by presenting a detailed account of the

research project highlighting the contribution of this work above and beyond previous works.

This chapter will also address the limitations of the proposed model and future work which may

arise from this research.
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2 Literature review: data mining in the Smart Home

In this chapter, we aim to review the problem which motivated us to write this thesis; go

over the preceding works related to the subject and associated artificial intelligence techniques

which are concerned with activity recognition in the context of the Smart Home, particularly the

ones which apply temporal data mining in the recognition process. They are analyzed; their

proposed advantages, deficiencies and weak points are highlighted. Consequently, summary of

their limitations in reviewed works is put forward in order to justify the proposal of the presented

thesis. At the end of this section, we will briefly describe a schema about the proposed solution

of this thesis.

2.1 Introduction to research in ambient intelligence and Smart Homes

A major development in recent years is the importance given to research on ambient

intelligence (Ami) in the context of activity recognition. Ami, in opposition to traditional

computing where the desktop computer is the archetype, consists of a new approach based on the

capacities of mobility and integration of digital systems in the physical environment, in

accordance with ubiquitous computing [51]. In this new vision, processors, sensors and actuators

are integrated to the objects that are applied every day in order to carry out the activities of daily

living (ADLs). This issue allows the ADL objects to be embedded in the environment as

unobtrusive, interconnected, adaptable, dynamic and intelligent. This mobility and fusion are

made possible by the miniaturization and reduced power consumption of electronic components

and the omnipresence of wireless networks. It allows foreseeing the opportune composition of

devices and services of all kinds on an infrastructure characterized by a granular and variable
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geometry, endowed with faculties of capture, action, treatment, communication and interaction

[22]. Therefore, Ami is the vision of a future in which environments support the people

inhabiting them. The envisioned Ami environment is sensitive to the needs of its inhabitants, and

capable of anticipating their needs and behavior [19]. It is aware of their personal requirements

and preferences, and interacts with people in a user-friendly way. A majority of works in

literature [54] on the subject identify Ami as an intelligent, embedded, digital environment that is

sensitive and responsive to the presence of people. For most authors, the key features here are

intelligence and embedding [55]. By the term embedding, we mean miniaturized devices that

merge into the environment while an inhabitant performs his or her ADLs. By intelligence, we

mean the system is sensitive to context, is adaptive, learns from the behavior of users and gives

punctual required services at the right moment. This important feature constitutes the central

focus of this thesis as we address the issue of intelligence, learning and activity recognition.

Similarly, research in [56] identifies five related key technology features: embedded, context

aware, personalized, adaptive and anticipatory. Once again, we note that most of the identified

key features (personalized, adaptive and anticipatory) are related to the issues that we address in

this thesis, which are learning and recognition.

The Ami concept comes with great expectations. Some of them are near to realization, and

others look more like science fiction for now. But the scope of potential Ami applications is rich

and vast. For instance, families may now never lose track of their Alzheimer's disease-ridden

relatives because of location sensors and miniature communication devices sewn into the fabric

of clothes [55]. Blind people may be guided in unfamiliar environments by intelligent signposts

and public transport timetables that may communicate via wireless headsets [57]. Traditional

memory aids can remind the user about activities on their daily schedule, but more sophisticated
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memory aids can be context-sensitive. These can "observe" the user in his or her activities, infer

desired tasks and, on that basis, issue reminders and guidance [21]. Today, we could even

monitor walking patterns of cognitively-impaired people with smart shoes [58].

2.1.1 Application of Ami in the indoor context: Smart Homes

The potential of Ami at home has been the subject of research for at least a decade in both

academic laboratories and major industries. For instance, the Microsoft Corporation Domestic

Home [55] shows a case of Ami-based smart appliance technologies for residences. There are no

desktop or laptop computers, but the wallpaper is interactive, and can be controlled by tablet

PCs. The mailbox outside tracks the mailman's location by using a GPS and users can get a real-

time estimate of when mail will arrive, on the mailbox display or by cell phone. RFID (radio

frequency identification) tags embedded into envelopes even provide information about what

mail is on the way. RFID tags are active barcodes which attach digital information to objects.

This technology is being increasingly used by industry for tracking inventory. These tags can be

quite small and do not require a battery. In the Microsoft Home, there are RFID tags on clothes

as well. In a bedroom, by holding clothes up to a mirror which doubles as a screen, one can get

information about these, including whether matching items like a skirt or jacket are in the

wardrobe or laundry. The kitchen has an intelligent note board. If you pin a pizza coupon on it,

the restaurant's menu and phone number are displayed. You can call the restaurant with a tap on

the board.

In the UK, British Telecom (BT) and Liverpool City Council have run trails on telecare

technology within a project devised by BT's Pervasive ICT Research Centre [59]. The trial

concerned a system that responded to crises in the home. Each home contained 12 wireless
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sensors, including passive infrared sensors, entry switch sensors, occupancy sensors, a toilet

flush sensor and a temperature sensor, all connected to a central gateway and a BT server via a

secure broadband IP channel. If a cause for concern is flagged, a voice call is made to the home's

occupant. If he or she confirms that they are okay, voice recognition technology is used to cancel

the concern, otherwise a voice alert is sent to selected personnel who can then use a standard

Web browser to access information about the inhabitant and circumstances of the alert.

Another example refers to the work of [60], where the bathroom mirror can remind a person

of the medication he or she has to take, and the car stereo can tune into the same station that was

on during breakfast. Some ideas and functionalities are distant visions, such as self-monitoring

and self-painting walls, and lighting and furniture recognizing emotions and moods; some have

already produced prototypes such as dormitories that learn the simple preferences of their single

occupants regarding open or shut windows and level of lighting or heating. Some simple Ami-

based devices such as temperature sensitive heating systems, movement-sensitive lighting and

light-sensitive blinds are even routinely available in stores.

2.2 Smart Homes

Various names have been used to describe homes equipped with pervasive technology to

provide Ami services to the residents who inhabit these. Smart Homes may be the most popular

term [48], and other terms include aware houses, intelligent homes, integrated environments or

alive, interactive, responsive homes/environments. Innovation in domestic technology has long

been driven and marketed by the desire to reduce labor and improve the quality of time spent at

home. This continues to be one of the motivations for development of Ami at home. Other

factors include technological advances and expectations, and an increasing trend in a way of life
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that blurs the boundaries between home, work and places of rest and entertainment. In this thesis,

Smart Homes are foreseen as a potential way of assisting cognitively-impaired people in

performing their activities of the daily living [12] at home, thus increasing their quality of life

and optimizing spent energy, which are the desired goals of Smart Home design. Technically,

such a Smart Home can be described as an ambient home-similar environment which, through its

embedded sensors, captures accomplishment of actions concerning to the realization of ADLs.

The data resulting from observation of activity realization in the Smart Home forms what we

consider a big data warehouse. It must be analyzed by artificial intelligence techniques

embedded within the Smart Home in order to provide information about home state normality

and then infer required assistance for the Smart Home resident or achieve other Smart Home

design objectives. Thus activity recognition applies artificial intelligence techniques in order to

provide key knowledge for the Smart Home by interpretation of Smart Home observations, in

order to make decisions for assistance of the Smart Home resident or to achieve any objective of

Smart Home design.

2.3 Knowledge provision for reasoning

Knowledge is the set of rules that indicate relationships between data points. Knowledge is a

basic and essential requirement in reasoning. Generally, the required knowledge for a typical

reasoning system can be sourced in two main ways. The first way is to transfer the human expert

idea and apply his idea as knowledge; but considering that there may be a lot of machine states

or narrow and delicate rules in activity recognition, it would be a very difficult task for an expert

to define the rules for recognition of activities. Moreover, the expert may not be available every

moment that we need him or her. Sometimes, he or she may not be fast enough at this task for
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every Smart Home in the world. There would be many exceptions for this imaginary rule-base

and the expert would have to consider many parameters and variables. For example, assuming

that many activity features would be observed in a typical Smart Home (600 activity features are

observed in LIARA), and most sensors indicate multiple states of their observations (rather than

binary-state sensors), thus activity recognition in LIARA would deal with at least

2 =4.1495166+180 machine states. The reality is that this problem could cause billions of times

more possible states, rather than the latter mentioned digit. Even the activity recognition problem

is demonstrated as a sort of NP-Hard problem. It could become even more complicated if we

desire personalized knowledge for each resident. The expert's high-level rules should be

translated into low-level rules or instructions in order to conduct reasoning and world actuation

through machine facilities (in this case, the Smart Home). Furthermore, at the machine level,

there are some delicate specific low-level rules (instructions) that an expert could not normally

recognize or even express with his high-level knowledge. Although there are other limitations to

an expert-driven approach, the mentioned argument is sufficient to not select &pure knowledge-

driven approach as a practical solution for activity recognition in the Smart Home. The

alternative solution, which solves knowledge-driven problems, is intelligent data understanding

by inferring the hidden knowledge from this data.

Hence, by this second generic way, the data resulting from frequent observation of activity

realization is mined. This operation is called data mining [26] and it refers to a group of artificial

intelligence techniques that deal with knowledge discovery taken from data. Generally,

discovered knowledge is kept in a knowledge base or rule base. The challenge of a pure data-

driven approach is that even if the best data-understanding method is applied, many high-level

rules or concepts (easily understandable for an expert) may not be discovered. The solution
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proposed by this thesis is not to completely eliminate the role of the expert's knowledge from the

knowledge provision process; however, this knowledge can be merged to the perceived rules

from mined data through the fuzzy-logic theory [6, 61]. This theory provides facilities in order to

correlate humanistic lingual knowledge to low-level instructions. Benefiting from this property

on one hand, the expert could place the discovered.knowledge resulting from data mining in a

fuzzy rule base (which holds fozzy rules) and, on the other hand, the expert can modify, remove

or add the data-driven inferred fuzzy rules. Therefore, a fozzy rule plays the role of a sort of

mediator between complicated high-level concepts (derived from expert's idea) and the lower-

level concepts that are understandable from data analysis.

2.4 Data mining

As it was mentioned earlier, knowledge is the set of rules that indicate relationships between

data points. In order to automatically discover knowledge, data is mined. Generally, four

operations may be conducted to discover relationships among data points in large databases.

These are classification or prediction, clustering or segmentation, association rules discovery and

frequent sequential pattern discovery [25]. The resulting knowledge, which is the set of rules,

patterns or relationships, is stored in a knowledge base:

� Classification refers to an algorithmic procedure for assigning a given piece of input data

into one of a given number of categories. In the classification process, stored data is used

to locate data in predetermined groups. For example, a restaurant chain could mine

customer purchase data to determine when customers visit and what they typically order.

� Clustering means the assignment of a set of observations into subsets (called clusters) so

that observations in the same cluster are similar in some sense. In the clustering process,
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data items are grouped according to logical relationships or preferences. For example,

data can be mined to identify market segments or consumer affinities.

� Association rule learning concerns the methods applied for discovering relationships

between variables in large databases. From a technical viewpoint, association rule mining

searches for relationships between items in a data set. For example, in a sports store, T-

shirts and trousers are mostly bought together (or in the same quantity). The sequence of

transactions is not notified in this example. Another example is that 98% of people who

purchase tires and auto accessories also buy automotive services. One other specification

of association rule mining is that there are no restrictions on the number of items in the

head or body of the rule.

� Sequential pattern discovery refers to the discovery of the frequent patterns that exist in

a sequence of events. In this process, data is mined to anticipate behavior patterns and

trends. For example, an outdoor equipment retailer could predict the likelihood of a

backpack being purchased based on a consumer's purchase of sleeping bags and hiking

shoes. In this process, the sequence of transactions is annotated.

Basic data-mining operations (classification and clustering) can be conducted based on

various parameters or logics; for example, regardless of existing data values in a data set, values

of data points can be compared to an absolute value like a definitive integer and any number

greater than it may be classified in a specific category, as well as classification of the smaller

numbers. Another way is to find the average of the data values and to classify these based on the

mean value. In conclusion, there are various ways to cluster or classify data points and so there

are various data-mining algorithms which are pertinent to find the rules that explain data sets

succinctly; however, the efficiency and functionality of each algorithm may differ.
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Choosing the best algorithm to use in a specific analytical task can be a challenge. While we

may use different algorithms to perform the same task, each algorithm produces a different

result, and some algorithms can produce more than one type of result. For example, we can use

the decision tree [52] algorithm not only for prediction, but also as a way to reduce the number

of columns in a data set because the decision tree can identify columns that do not affect the final

mining model [25]. Algorithm complexity (time and memory), data-mining purpose, error rate,

ability to consider data noise and uncertainty are some of the criteria that a data miner can

consider in accomplishing his or her task [62]. Depending on the data type, various data-mining

techniques may be applied in order to discover underlying knowledge. For example, if the data

type is "text", then text data-mining (text mining) techniques can be applied in order to find

relationships between texts [63]. Another example is "temporal data mining", which refers to

knowledge discovery from temporal data sets [25]. We dealt with temporal data in activity

recognition so that we could limit our literature review to the group of temporal data-mining

methods. Before we review the methods pertaining to knowledge discovery from temporal data,

we will survey how a typical data-mining algorithm enables one to discover knowledge.

Therefore, in continuing this chapter, we will review some of the most important temporal-data

comprehension methods and discuss the theoretical foundation and philosophy of each one.

2.4.1 Philosophy behind data-mining algorithms

The summarization of primary data into higher-level expressions is the principal task of data

mining. A simple example of data mining is the equation that describes a line such as y = x. By

a mathematical expression, all the points that exist by that equation are indicated in a

summarized manner (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure2.1 .Diagram of a y �= x equation

This equation can be discovered by a simple regression technique [34, 64]. Knowledge

resulting from the data-mining process may include exceptions (errors)', for example, some data

points (objects or individuals) may not be described by the discovered expression or the rules

may validate objects that do not really exist. It is not impossible for a random-based function to

explain reality with an error rate that is smaller than many algorithms. Therefore, the "error" may

exist always with any data-mining method; however, its rate does matter. Algorithm complexity

traditionally is another way to compare the functionality of data-mining algorithms.

A typical rule discovered by a typical data-mining algorithm is a formality that succinctly

indicates a set of data points with their existing interrelationships. Rules can be expressed from

different viewpoints with different logics. For example, when using set theory, the y � x

equation is formalized as {(x,y) E Jl2:y = x}. Out of the possible ways of rule representation,

first order logic (FOL) is a way to indicate the discovered rules in consequence of causes and

effects. In this way, rules like a -» b -> c express a consequence of causes while demonstrating

the priority of asserts and prepositions. For example in this case, a causes b and, by observation

of c, the validation of a and b can be inferred; however, a has a higher priority than b and

c [65]. Therefore, one of the more important tasks of data mining is to discover causality in the

observations' data.
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In order to discover rules and causality in data sets, typical data-mining algorithms' work is

based on one of two possible general strategies, which are quantitative and qualitative mining.

2A.1.1 Quantitative strategy mining

Quantitative strategy mining can be summarized by the following law: if there is a rule, then

we should observe a quantity of individuals, samples, objects, or concerning data that are caused

by it; if not, it does not exist. The rule that produces more individuals is of higher priority. For

example, if there is a car factory that produces cars, so we should observe its production on the

street. If these cars are observed on the street, then there is a factory that produced them (rule).

Through this viewpoint, we are able to count similar objects and, according to the quantity of

objects, representative rules are indicated and ranked. Then, based on calculated statistics,

probabilistic rules - which estimate the future states - are calculated. In this way, these

probabilistic rules are called discovered knowledge.

Let us indicate aforementioned approaches that depend on the count of objects as being

instances of quantitative or probabilistic strategy. This strategy has some limitations that are

indicated well in [66-68]. One important limitation that probabilistic data-mining approaches

typically face is that observations must be stochastic, accidental or random. Furthermore, these

observations must not be interfered intelligently. This is a contrast to Smart Home observations,

which are directed intelligently by the Smart Home resident. The second limitation is that objects

must be completely similar to be classified in a common category. The third limitation is that the

quantity of observations must be sufficient and the observation set should include all possible

events in order to obtain enough quantity. The fourth constraint is that object properties should

be stable and objects cannot be of a dynamic nature or the observer should be non-dynamic
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(steady, fixed or stable). Another consequence of the latter limitation is that all objects should be

measured and parameterized with common parameters and even common measuring units.

By probabilistic strategy, objects are not compared together; however, they are compared to

unique and universal criteria (absolute values). Uncertainty is an indispensable feature of

probabilistic approaches, since this classification process would naturally categorize two or more

dissimilar objects in a common class just because they appear similar regarding absolute,

universal criteria. This kind of classification (clustering) would make the inferred knowledge

completely dependent on the expert-selected "absolute measures" and a partial modification

(change) in the mentioned values would cause invalidity of knowledge. For instance, in activity

recognition, we put some sensors which estimate the positions of objects in the environment.

These sensors measure the distance to these objects; therefore, the quantitative inferred

knowledge extracted from the analysis of this data would be highly dependent on the position

(absolute or universal criterion) of the sensors in the environment and, if they were relocated, the

previously generated knowledge would be no longer valid.

By a quantitative approach, if we have more information about an object (or many objects)

than other objects, we should ignore this knowledge. In other words, we must consider only the

common attributes of all objects in order to discover knowledge. Thus, "Knowledge ignorance"

is another property of quantitative (probabilistic) machine-learning strategies. The most essential

presumption of quantitative machine-learning approaches is that there is no intelligence behind

the observed events and any event is caused accidentally.

There is another major disadvantage with quantitative strategies. Perhaps in reality there is a

rale, but we observe no individuals concerning it, or the quantity of its individuals is much fewer
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than other individuals; therefore, as a result, this rule would be ignored or not be taken into

account. For instance, if Factory A produces 1000 cars, while another one (Factory B) produces

only five cars, then Factory B would be probably ignored, although it does indeed exists.

2.4.1.2 Qualitative strategy mining

There is a second machine learning strategy which includes qualitative metho.ds of data

understanding. These approaches work based on discovered similarities between objects. In these

approaches, the possible number of discoverable relationships (rules) may be even greater than

the number of objects. Qualitative approaches essentially presume that there is a plan behind

events. By such strategies, possible plans that cause events in the world are modeled, and if

observations match a part of a previously learned model, then it can be inferred that the plan is

repeated. The law of this strategy says(C if there is a rule, then there is a perfect instance of such a

rule and other objects of this rule are similar to this perfect object. The object that is the most

similar to all of the other objects is selected as the best representative and indicates the generic

rule's specifications. Other objects that represent specifications of some other groups of

individuals are labeled as instances of more particular rules. "

Qualitative approaches welcome consideration of more objects' attributes in order to better

distinguish objects' differences. This is in contrast to the quantitative machine-learning

approaches that try to ignore the differences between objects. In this way, different machine

states would be better distinguished and the rules which describe delicate relationships would be

discovered.

Because a comparison is made between objects, inferred knowledge would be indicated

based on the interactive states of the objects (relative knowledge) and it could be free from the
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measuring universal units. For example, in activity recognition, no matter where location-

estimator sensors are placed in the environment, the distance and position of objects regarding

themselves would be taken into account. This would provide some independence for the

reasoning approach from steady-positioned hardware and other absolute parameters [7, 12].

Most of the proposed data-driven works in activity recognition up to now are probabilistic.

Uncertainty in such approaches is the deviation from the learned plan and it would be handled if

the plan structure were respected. In such approaches, no event occurs unless there is a reason

behind it. In the next part of this thesis, we will discuss a series of machine-learning approaches

that are applied in order to discover knowledge in Smart Homes.

As a brief conclusion, it can be said that basically, activity recognition in ambient

environments is not a proper application of quantitative approaches because it may lead to high-

process complexity, unreliability of knowledge and lack of confidence in reasoning and results.

2.4.2 Temporal data mining

Temporal data results when different states of a parameter (variable) are observed

frequently, and per each definitive time point the value of the variable is indicated (see Figure

2.2).

Variable
value

/ \

Figure 2.2. Temporal data sample
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For example, sensors that frequently observe an activity feature in a Smart Home generate

temporal data and this data is stored in temporal data sets (see Table 2.1). As it is shown in

Figure 2.2, a temporal data set represents the statuses of variables at common time points. For

instance, we can see the different statuses of different variables at time point t2.

Table2.1 Temporal data set sample
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Temporal data sets indicate primary data concerning behavior of an observed system or

agent. A total temporal data set tells how a plan (activity or operation) is realized in pure detail.

These concrete details are highly low-level and need to be interpreted in order to be mined for

modeling or understood by humans. Analysis of temporal data is a more difficult task than

analysis of non-temporal data, such as an IRIS data set [69] in a botanic domain, because in non-

temporal data each data record explains an object's specifications. However, it is the total

temporal data set which indicates the behavior of a system. In other words, each temporal data

set is one or more object that is intended to be learned.

An important task in temporal data mining is the computation of similarity between data

points [25]. A prerequisite of performing such mentioned calculations is that one needs to know

the temporal data type from which one would like to mine it.
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2.4.2.1 Identification of temporal data type

Temporal data types can be of three different categories, which are time series, temporal

sequences and semantic temporal data.

� Time series represent ordered real-value measurements at regular temporal intervals. A

time series X = {xlf x2,..., xn} for t = tlf t2,..., tn is a discrete function with value xt for

time point tl9 value x2 for time point t2, and so on. Time series data consists of varying

frequencies in which the presence of noise is also a common phenomenon. A time series

can be divided into multivariate and.univariate1 groups or into stationary and non-

stationary groups2;

� Temporal sequences are time-stamped at regular or irregular time intervals3. An example

of a temporal sequence is the time-stamped sequence of purchases of a customer on a

website. Another example refers to activity recognition if the sequence of actions of the

Smart Home resident is time-stamped;

� Semantic temporal data refers to definition of temporal data within the context of

ontology. For example, "senior" and "middle-aged" are defined within the context of

human-lifetime ontology.

Higher level temporal data types can be defined based on the mentioned basic temporal data

types. For example, an event can be considered as a special case of temporal sequence with one

1 A multivariate time series is created by more than one variable, while in a univariate time series there is
one underlying variable.

2 A stationary time series has a mean and variance that do not change over time, while a non-stationary one
has no salient mean and can decrease or increase over time.

3 Time intervals represent the beginning and ending times of temporal entities such as activities.
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time-stamped element. Similarly, a series of events is another way to denote that a temporal

sequence is of the same types semantically, such as actions, operations, earthquakes, alarms, etc.

After defining the temporal data type, it is time to clean it.

2.4.2,2 Temporal data cleaning

In order to get meaningful results from the data-mining process, the data must be

appropriately preprocessed to become clean. Data cleaning aspects are the missing data handling

and noise removal, which can be performed depending on the application.

Data can be missed for several reasons such as malfunctioning equipment, human error or

environmental conditions. In order to handle the missing data there are two ways to proceed. The

first way is to ignore the missing data and eliminate it from the data-mining process; however,

the second way consists in estimating the missing data using interpolation techniques or other

mathematical solutions.

Noise is defined as a random error that occurs in the data-mining process. By the expression

random error, we refer to unplanned or unintended error. Such errors can be caused by several

factors such as faulty measuring equipment and environmental factors. Noise can be removed in

two general ways, the first of which is data binning. Through the binning process, data is divided

into buckets or bins of equal size and then it is smoothed by using the mean, median or

boundaries of the bin. In other words, binning methods smooth [70] a sorted data value by

consulting its neighborhood. The sorted values are distributed into a number of buckets or bins.

Because binning methods consult the neighborhood of values, they perform local smoothing. For

instance, assuming that we had the following time series data: {4, 8, 15, 21, 21, 24, 25, 28, 34},

we would partition it into (equal-depth) bins, for example Binx = {4,8,15}; Bin2 = {21, 21,
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24}; Bin3 = {25, 28, 34}. Using median smoothing, which is the middle value in the bin, we

would get the following: Bin± = {9,9,9}; Bin2 = {22,22,22}; Bin3 = {29, 29, 29}; smoothing

by bin boundaries would result iniBir^ = {4,4,15}; 5m 2 = {21,21,24}; £m 3 = {25, 25, 34}.

The second way to remove noise is called moving-average smoothing. A moving average is

a form of average which has been adjusted to allow for seasonal or cyclical components in a time

series. Moving-average smoothing is a smoothing technique used to make the long term trends of

a time series clearer. This technique relies on the principle that averages of data can be used to

represent the original data. When applied to a time series, a number of data points are averaged,

then another group of data points are averaged in a systematic fashion, and so on and so forth. It

is generally quite simple. Table 2.2 represents a moving-average calculation:

Table2.2. Calculation of moving average in a time series

Time (t)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Data (y)

12

10

15

13

16

13

18

21

19

Moving average

(12+10+15)/3=12.3

(10+15+13)/3=12,7

(15+13+16)/3=14.7

{13+16+13)/3=14,0

(16+13+18)/3=15,7

(13+18+21)/3=17.3

(18+21+19)/3=19.3

The third column of Table 2.2 is computed from the first two in this way:

1- Take the first three t points (1, 2, 3) and find their average (2); take the first three y points

in the table (12, 10, 15) and find their average (12.3).
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2- Take the next three t points (2, 3, 4) and find their average (3); take the next three y

points in the table (10, 15, 13) and find their average (12.7).

3- Repeat until you reach the last three t points.

4- Take the last three t points (7, 8, 9) and find their average (8); take the last three y points

in the table (18,21,19) and find their average (19.3).

After data cleaning, it is time to survey the measuring of similarity degrees between data

points.

2.4.2.3 Time-series similarity measures

If we have a time series that includes N data points, then the similarity measures of this time

series can be surveyed in two ways. The first way is to define an absolute value like an

epsilon (e) and find all data-point pairs that have a distance that is less than e. The second way is

index by the content, which is done either by finding all-time series that have distance which is

less than e, or by finding the m closest neighbors for a specific time series. Out of several

existing methods of similarity-degree estimations, we will deal with Euclidean distance and KL

divergence in order to discuss the concept of similarity estimation adequately.

2.4.23.1 Euclidean distance

Euclidean metric is the ordinary distance between two points that one would measure with a

ruler. The Euclidean distance between points p and q is the length of the line segment

pq connecting them. In Cartesian coordinates, if p = (pl9 p2,..., pn) and q = (q1; q2,»>, qn)
 a r e

two points in Euclidean n-space, then the distance from p to q, or from q to p is given by

d(p9q) = d(q,p) = V0?i ~~ ViY + 0?2 ~ P2)2 + �" � +(<7n ~ VnY- The utility of the Euclidean
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distance metric is limited to time series that have the same baseline, scale and length.

Furthermore, the two time series should not have any gaps. In addition, the Euclidean distance is

sensitive to the presence of noise and variations in the time axis.

2.4.23.2 KL divergence

In both probability and information theory, Kullback-Leibler divergence [71], which is also

called information divergence or KL divergence, is a non-symmetric measure of the difference

between two probability distributions P and Q. If x is a discrete variable, then the KL divergence

on two time series of P and Q would be KLD(P,Q) = Z;t^(x)log(P(x)/Q(X)), and, if x is a

continuous variable, then the KL divergence on two time series of P and Q would

be; KLD(P, Q) = / log(P(x)/Q(x)) dp^xy The KL divergence method is different from simple

Euclidean-distance measurement. The solutions in which Euclidean distance measurement is

applied and comparison between pairs of data points matters; however, KL divergence measures

the distance between two distributions of P and Q or, in other words, two time series.

KLD{P, Q) measures the similarity ratio of a P sample to a P time series and a Q sample to the Q

time series. Furthermore, it identifies which random sample is typically similar to which time

series.

2.4.3 Temporal classification and clustering

Classification is the task of assigning a new sample to a set of previously known classes,

while clustering is the task of grouping samples into clusters of similar samples. This is the

reason that classification is known as supervised learning and clustering is known as

unsupervised learning. Hence this definition, we infer that the clustering operation on temporal

data is generally of a higher priority than the classification process. But, it is possible to apply an
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expert's knowledge in data-mining processes and thus, the clustering phase would be eliminated

or completed after classification.

2.43.1 Temporal clustering

A cluster is a set of similar objects, where similarity is defined by some measure of distance.

Any of the distance measures discussed in the previous chapter can be used for the computation

of similarity in clustering. Clustering is a type of unsupervised machine-learning technique

because clusters are not predetermined by human beings. Unsupervised algorithms seek out

similarity between pieces of data in order to determine whether they can be characterized as

forming a group called a cluster.

The clustering problem is a kind of challenge because attributes4 and their values, which

differentiate one cluster from another, are not known. We do not have data to tell us which

features differentiate objects that belong to different clusters and, as the quantity of data

increases, the number of clusters as well as the number and type of differentiating factors might

change. Moreover, there is no guide to indicate what constitutes a cluster and the success of

clustering algorithms is influenced by the presence of noise in the data, missing data and outliers.

Generally, clustering can be done in three strategies. The first way is to cluster data is based

on predetermined or absolute values. The second way is to cluster data based on existing

differences and similarities within data values and the third strategy is to cluster data points

based on a combination of absolute and relative parameters. The first strategy of clustering,

which deals with segmentation of data points based on some absolute'values which are irrelevant

4These are also called features, aspects or properties.
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and independent from data values, is called partitioning. The k-means algorithm is an instance of

this strategy. The fuzzy c-means algorithm is an instance of the second strategy which considers

relative values for clustering and, finally, subtractive clustering is an instance of the third type of

clustering which considers both the relative and absolute criteria in clustering.

2.4.3.1.1 K-means clustering

The main idea in a k-means [72] clustering algorithm is to create k clusters of data, where

the number k is entered by the expert. This algorithm is suitable mainly for numerical data. The

original clustering, also known as partitioning, is performed randomly and then objects are

moved in and out of clusters, using as a guide the criterion of "closeness". Partitioning

algorithms are very popular because of their ease of implementation and low computational cost.

However, they do have the following disadvantages: (1) they are sensitive to the presence of

noise and outliers, (2) they can discover only clusters with convex shapes and (3) the number of

clusters needs to be specified.

As it was mentioned earlier, the main idea in the k-means algorithm is to use the means to

represent clusters and use these as a guide to assign objects to clusters. K-means is one of the

simplest unsupervised learning algorithms. The procedure follows a way to classify a given data

set through a certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) fixed beforehand. The main idea is

to define k centers with a ratio of one for each cluster. These centers should be placed in an

intelligent way because their placement in different locations will cause different results. As a

result, the better choice would be to place them as far away as possible from each other. The next

step is to take each point belonging to a given data set and associate it to the nearest center.

When no point is pending, the first step is completed and an early grouping is done. At this point
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we need to re-calculate new k centers resulting from re-performance of the previous step. After

we have found these k new centers, a new binding has to be conducted between the same data set

points and the nearest new centers. A loop has thus been generated. As a result of this loop, we

may notice that k centers change location step by step until no more changes are required. In

other words, these centers stop moving.

Finally, this algorithm aims to minimize an objective function, in this case a squared error

function. The objective function / = Éy=i£?=i\\xi "" cj\\ > where � Cj\\ is a chosen

distance measure between a data point x\] and the center, which is an indicator of the distance of

the n data points from their respective cluster centers. Algorithm 2.1 is composed of the

following steps:

Input:
� learning data set, k is the number of clusters

Output:
� cluster center matrix

1: Place randomly k points into the space represented by the objects that are
being clustered.

2: Assign each object to the group that has the closest centre.
3: When all objects have been assigned, recalculate the positions of the k

centroids.
4: Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move.

Algorithm 2.1.: k-means

Although it can be proven that the procedure will always end, the k-means algorithm does

not necessarily identify the most optimal configuration corresponding to the global objective

function minimum. The algorithm is also significantly sensitive to initial randomly selected

cluster centers. Consider to this effect the following k-means example where we have six time-
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series data sets, which are represented using a 2-D vector consisting of the standard deviation

and fractal dimension of the time-series data as seen here: s1(0.8, 0.1), s2(0.1, 0.6),

53(0.2, 0.7), s4(0.6,0.2), 55(0.7,0.3), s6(0.3,0.9). As Figure 2.3 illustrates, there are two

distinct clusters. A new data point at (0.3, 0.6) will be classified into cluster 1.

l.Or

0.6

OA

O.2

0,0

X

Cluster 1

New sample will be assigned.
to cluster 1

Cluster 2

0,0 0*1 0.2 0 3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Figure2.3. k-means clustering example

2.4.3.1.2 C-means clustering

Fuzzy c-means (FCM) is a method of clustering which allows one piece of data to belong to

two or more clusters. This method [73] is frequently used in pattern recognition. It is based on

minimization of the following objective function: Jm = E^iS/=iO*i;)m | |*i � Cj\\ where

m G [1,00] is any real number greater than 1, u^ is the degree of membership of Xi in the cluster

j , xt is the ithoî d-dimensional measured data, c;- the d-dimension center of the cluster, and

||*|| is any norm expressing the similarity between any measured data and the center. Fuzzy

partitioning is carried out through an iterative optimization of the objective function shown

above, with the update of membership u^ and the cluster centers Cj by
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uij = l/j:c
k=1(\\xi-cJ\\/\\xi-çk\\)

m-1 and Cj = Yll1(uij)
m.xi/Y,lt(uij)

m. This iteration

(k+1} (k)
will stop when max ut- ~uu ^ 8> where £ is a termination criterion between 0 and 1,

whereas k is comprised of the iteration steps. This procedure converges to a local minimum or

saddle point of/m. The FCM steps are shown in algorithm 2.2:

Input:

� Learning data set

Output:

� Cluster center matrix

1: Initialize U =
2: At k step: calculate the centers vectors C w = [Cj] with Uw, Cj

V TIndate 17W l]ik+1>) U' = 1/YC «(Wx- � c-W/Wx- �

4: If k > r J - < e then STOP; otherwise return to step 2.

Algorithm 2.2.: c-means

In the following example, we have time-series data sets which are presented in table 2.3 applying

a fuzzy c-means algorithm, and the cluster centers of these temporal data sets are desired. By

performing c-means clustering, the positions of the cluster centers are highlighted in Figure 2.4.

The cluster centers of the temporal data represented in table 2.3 are at the (0.2654, 0.7230) and

(0.6969, 0.3206) positions. In this way, any other new data points would be classified in one of

the mentioned clusters based on the membership value that it could have to the clusters. In other

words, the more similarity to one of the calculated cluster centers is found, the more membership

value is assigned to the new point.



Table2.3.: Source of Temporal Data for the FCM example
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Figure2.4.: fuzzy c-means clustering example

In a c-means algorithm, the minimum absolute parameter (that is the quantity of desired

clusters) is applied and the cluster centers are calculated based on the existing relationships and

similarities in data points. This method of clustering is functional in cases where only the

relationship between the surveyed is desired. In other words, the relationship between applied

data and any other sources of data (like context data) is not desired. For example, in table 2.3,

regardless of the objection of the problem or its functionality and despite the significance of the

parameters, the cluster centers are calculated. However, it is possible that some absolute

conditions in clustering are effective. For instance, it is not necessary here that parameter 2 be

lower than 0.3 (regardless of the significance of the second parameter) in order to be allowed to

be classified in the first cluster. While it is not intended that this data be compared to any other

sources of data, so this clustering could be acceptable.

There are some cases in which we intend to extract rules that indicate both the absolute and

relative relationships between data points and, in this way, not only can we explain the system's
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internal states (relative rules), but also the system's external rules (absolute rules). Subtractive

clustering is an instance of such a data mining strategy, which will be discussed in the next

section.

2.43.1.3 Subtractive clustering

Supposing that we do not even have a clear idea how many clusters there should be for a

given set of data; Subtractive clustering is a fast, one- pass algorithm for estimating the number

of clusters and the cluster centers in a set of data. To describe subtractive clustering technique,

we start with the concept of cluster centers that mark the mean location of each cluster. Initially

these cluster centers are very inaccurately placed. Additionally, every data point has a

membership grade for each cluster. By iteratively updating the cluster centers and the

membership grades for each data point, we can watch the cluster centers move to the right

location. This iteration is based on minimizing an objective function that represents the distance

from any given data point to a cluster center weighted by that data point's membership grade.

The objective function in the algorithm tries to find the best point has the best potential to be

the cluster center. Considering a collection of n data points {x1)x2,... , xn} in an N dimensional

space; without loss of generality, and assuming that the data points have been normalized in each

dimension so that they are bounded by a unit hypercube, the potential of a point xt in order to be

ii i i 2

the cluster center is calculated by Pt = £?=1e~all**~*J'l , a = 4 / ( r a ) 2 , where ||. || denotes the

Euclidean distance, ra is the cluster radius which is a positive constant. Thus, the measure of the

potential for a data point is a function of its distances to all other data points. In other words, the

possibility that a point becomes a cluster center depends on its distance to other points and a data

point with many neighboring data points will have a high potential value. The constant ra is
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effectively the radius defining a neighborhood; data points outside this radius have little

influence on the potential. After the potential of every data point has been computed, we select

the data point with the highest potential as the first cluster center.

Let xl be the location of the first cluster center and P± be its potential value. The potential of

each data point Xi is revised by the formula Pi <- P± � p*e~P^Xi~Xl^ and /? = 4/rb
2, where rb is

a positive constant and we subtract an amount of potential from each data point as a function of

its distance from the first cluster center. The data points near the first cluster center will have

greatly reduced potential, and therefore will be unlikely to be selected as the next cluster center.

The constant rb is effectively the radius defining the neighborhood which will have measurable

reductions in potential. To avoid obtaining closely spaced cluster centers, rb is set to be

somewhat greater than ra; a good choice is rb = 1.25 ra. When the potentials of all data points

have been revised, the data point with the highest remaining potential is selected as the second

cluster center. The process is then continued further. In general, after the kthcluster center has

been obtained, the potential of each data point is revised by the formula Pt <- Pt �

p*e-P\\xi-x*k\\ . As a conclusion on the subject of subtractive clustering, let us mention that four

parameters generally- affect the decision of cluster-center selection. They are named the cluster

radius rate, squash factor, reject ratio and accept ratio.

� Cluster radius rate or influence range (IR): defines a neighborhood, the data points

outside of this radius have little influence on potential.

� Squash factor: represents the penalty rate in data space. It defines the neighborhood,

which will have measurable reductions in potential.
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� Reject ratio: specifies a threshold for the potential above which the data point is

definitively accepted as a cluster center;

� Accept ratio: specifies a threshold below which the data point is definitively rejected.

Cluster centers are found based on the four mentioned parameters. As it was stated earlier,

the subtractive-clustering method assumes each data point is a potential cluster center and

calculates the measure of likelihood that each data point would define the cluster center, based

on the density of surrounding data points. In short, the algorithm does the following:

1. It selects the data point with the highest potential to be the first cluster center.

2. It removes all data points in the vicinity of the first cluster center in order to determine

the next data cluster and its center location.

3. It iterates this process until all of the data is within the radius of a cluster center.

In a MATLAB [47] workbench-development environment, the cluster estimates obtained

from the subclust function can be used to initialize iterative optimization-based clustering

methods (like fuzzy c-means) and model identification methods (like ANFIS). The subclust

function finds clusters by using the subtractive-clustering method. The genfîs2 function builds

upon the subclust function to provide a fast, one-pass method to take input-output training data

and generate a Sugeno-style fuzzy inference system [74] that models data behavior.

Considering the following example, we have time series data sets which are presented in

table 2.3 applying a subtractive-clustering algorithm. The cluster centers of this temporal data set

are desired. By performing subtractive clustering, the positions of the cluster centers are

highlighted in Figure 2.5:
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Figure2.5.: subtractive clustering example

As it is highlighted in Figure 2.5, cluster centers of the temporal data represented in table 2.3

are at the (0.6962, 0.3893), (0.2661, 0.7364) and (0.6614, 0.0641) positions. These points are

calculated with an influence range of 0.5. 'Each discovered cluster center in the figure is mapped

as a fuzzy rule in the fuzzy-rule base [75]. Based on the estimated fuzzy-membership values of a

new data point's (object's) attributes regarding the discovered fuzzy clusters, the object would

then be assigned to the appropriate clusters.

In subtractive clustering, each data point is compared to other data points in order to find the

points that are closed regarding each other (relative rules). The second comparison is made based

on their mapped values on the axes (absolute rules). Therefore, as is the case with the second and
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third discovered cluster centers in Figure 2.5, the cluster centers that are relatively close (or not

too far from each other), but which justify different delicate rules, are distinguishable.

This method of clustering is functional for cases in which the relationships inside data points

are desired, as well as the relationships of data points regarding external measurers (axes) or

absolute parameters. In some cases like [75], it is mentioned that this method is an appropriate

way to indicate rules between the inputs and outputs of systems.

2.4.3.1.4 Application of temporal clustering in activity recognition

Temporal clustering technique has been applied in some recent works pertaining to activity

recognition. For example, in [32] the c-means clustering technique is applied. In [29], the k-

means clustering technique is utilized. In the current section, we will discuss work done by [30]

as a sample of the state of the art.

In [29], it is discussed that in order to model and recognize activities, temporal dependencies

of these same activities should be taken into account. A temporal model for discovering temporal

features and relations of activity patterns from sensor data is proposed. Temporal features of

activities are information such as order of activities, their usual starting times and durations.

Such information is discovered by k-means clustering and it can be used in order to recognize

anomalies or for reminder systems. Discovering a confidence level for relations of order, as well

as finding typical starting times and durations of mixture models allows one to assign probability

to a particular activity occurring at a given interval. Using the assigned probabilities and

anomaly detection methods, one can exploit such information to detect any anomalous or

suspicious activities.
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Discovered temporal information can be used to construct a schedule of activities for an

upcoming period. Such a schedule is constructed based on the predicted starting time intervals,

as well as relative order of activities. For example, it can be used as part of an activity reminder

system for an Alzheimer's patient; in order to automatically generate prompts to remind the

patient to initiate activities if s/he does not follow the usual schedule within expected starting

times. The data derived from 50 days of activities is processed in this work. A sample of input

data for the temporal data-mining process of this work is presented in table 2.4.

Table2.4. Sample of collected data in [29]. Here, Mi l is a motion sensor and D34 is a
door sensor.
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After that the k-means clustering algorithm is performed on the temporal data, clusters

representing the beginning time of activities and their durations are calculated. In table 2.5, we

present the calculated clusters relating to the beginning time of the medication-taking activity.

Table2.5. Beginning time of the medication-taking activity [29]
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As is the case with the calculation of clusters representing the beginning time of activities,

the activity durations are calculated. In consequence, the probabilities indicating which activity

would be likely to begin after the current activity are calculated and a probabilistic prediction is
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provided (see table 2.6). The probability that the eating activity begins after the bathing activity

is 0.14.

Table 2.6. Temporal relations for five ADLs [29]
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An advantage of this work is that the expert's role in calculating the probabilities of the

sequence of probable activities is decreased, but a disadvantage is that it is still dependent on the

expert's role to recognize the beginning and ending time of activities. Because this work applies
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a probabilistic method for knowledge discovery, it includes probabilistic strategy constraints. For

example, a high quantity of training tests is needed to be effective.

2.4.3.2 Temporal classification

Classification is the task of assignment of new objects to previously known classes. Classes

can be formed or defined in two ways. The first way is to calculate classes by application of the

clustering process (a data-driven approach), and the second way refers to the application of the

expert's knowledge (supervision or assistance) in class definition, such as the class definition by

a programmer in object-oriented programming (OOP). By the knowledge-driven approach it is

assumed that expert has some domain knowledge about the problem and so the classes are

defined by his interruption. Therefore, the clustering process may be bypassed.

There is a supplementary task that a classifier may do; however, it is not taken into account

as a main task of classification. This task refers to an operation, which may be done on the

continuous or continuous-like variables such as integers in some classifiers like C4.5 [76].

Similarly, in support vector machines [77], for each data point vectors supporting intervals

around it are calculated. By this operation, numeric variables are broken into some intervals and,

instead of consideration of the data points in classification, intervals are substituted. This

supplementary operation would help to decrease the number of machine states in classification.

Assignment of new observations into classes is the challenge of the classification process.

Usually, there is more than one way for classifying new objects and so there is more than one

way to represent learned knowledge. Therefore, there are several ways of reasoning in order to

classify objects into categories. For example, the C4.5 and ID3 classifiers accomplish their task

objecting to minimize information entropy, or the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm aims
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to find the best classification function to distinguish between members of two classes in training

data.

Prediction is the goal of classification. By the classification process, the conditions in which

a target can be achieved are extracted and then put into order so as to predict the future value of a

target variable. This is useful because of the need to know which classes cause what results.

There are several methods which are pertinent to use in demonstrating extracted knowledge from

the classification process. One way is to describe the knowledge discovered from training data

by the "if-then" propositions of first-order logic. In this way, the predicates indicate the target

variable. The decision tree [52, 78] is another way of knowledge representation. In a decision

tree, the leaves indicate the target variable.

2.4.3.2.1 Decision tree

A decision tree is a tree in which each branch node represents a choice between a number of

alternatives, and each leaf node represents a decision. Decision trees are commonly used for

gaining information for the purpose of decision making. A decision tree starts with a root node

on which users take action. From this node, users split each node recursively according to

decision-tree learning algorithm. The final result is a decision tree in which each branch

represents a possible scenario of decision and its outcome. The main modus operandi of decision

trees is using inductive methods to the given values of attributes of an unknown object to

determine appropriate classification according to decision-tree rules. For example, in table 2.7,

attributes of the weather conditions necessary in order to make a decision to play a game outside,

including the decision taken (in the last column), are indicated.
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Table 2.7. Primary data for classification in a decision tree
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Now? a decision tree which indicates the primary data of table 2.7 in a summarized and

classified manner is presented in Figure 2.6.

Humidity

Sunny J
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Figure2.6. Decision tree representing the inferred knowledge from table 2.7 '

In brief, decision-tree learning is a method for approximating discrete-valued target

functions in which the learned function is represented by a decision tree. Decision trees classify
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instances by traversing from root node to leaf node. We start from the root node of a decision

tree, testing the attribute specified by this node, and then moving down the tree branch according

to the attribute value in the given set. This process is then repeated at the sub-tree level. Decision

trees represent rules, which can be understood by humans and used in a knowledge system such

as a database.

Generally, decision-tree learning algorithm suites for cases that input instances are

represented as attribute-value pairs5; the target function has discrete output values, and the

training data may contain errors6.

It is generally considered that decision trees provide an effective method of decision making

because they firstly provide a framework to quantify the values of outcomes and probabilities of

achieving them. Secondly, they clearly describe the problem so that all possible outcomes can be

investigated. Thirdly, they allow humans to analyze the possible consequences of a decision [52].

Decision trees are considered helpful when trying to make the best decisions on the basis of

existing information and best guesses. Decision trees could be also helpful to create an

environment which is capable of reacting 'intelligently' by anticipating, predicting and making

decisions with signs of autonomy.

Visual presentation makes the decision-tree model easy to understand. Thus, it is suitable for

human inspection as well as for making automated decisions. Consequently, the decision-tree

approach is frequently used in the data-mining domain. Decision trees may also be used for

5For example, attribute o f temperature' and its value 'hot', 'mild', 'cool'.
6This can be dealt through use of pruning techniques that we will not cover here.
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regression (predicting a specific real value). The outcome of a decision-tree algorithm is a

decision-tree model, or shortly decision tree.

As it is presented, a simple decision-tree learning algorithm completes the classification task

in a non-optimized manner and its main goal is classification, but the ID3 and C4.5 algorithms

apply the concepts behind decision trees in order to classify training test samples and represent

knowledge; each one optimizes the final result based on a parameter. The final discovered

knowledge (by each method) is represented using a decision tree. The training process that

creates a decision tree is called induction. Induction requires a certain number of passes through

the training data set. Generally, the algorithms which pass lesser through the training data set are

more efficient than the ones that pass more through the training data set [52, 79]. In the

following section, we will discuss the ID3 algorithm.

2.4.3.2.1.1 ID3 algorithm

In decision-tree learning, the ID3 algorithm [76] is used for generating a decision tree. ID3

is the precursor to the C4.5 algorithm and it uses information theory introduced by Shannon in

1948 [80] and builds the decision tree from the top down without backtracking the tree. In ID3,

an information-gain criterion is used to select the most useful attribute for classification. The

information gain of a given attribute X with respect to the class attribute Y is the reduction in

uncertainty about the value of Y when we know the value of X. Evidently, in order to calculate

the information gain, we need to know the information entropy. Information entropy is

calculated according to the following formula: if £(S) is the information entropy of the set S and

n is the number of different values of the attribute in 5, and fs(J) is the frequency of the value j

in the set 5, then £(S) = E ; / s00^2( /* ( / ) ) �
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The "best attribute"7 is selected based on the information gain factor given by the following

formula: G(S,A) = E(S) ~Y!ffs (Ai)E(SAi*) is the gain of the set 5 after a split over the A

attribute, m refers to the number of different values of the attribute A in S, fs(Ai) is the

frequency of the items processing At as ith value of A in 5 and SA. is a subset of 5.

There are three requirements for the training data of the ID3 algorithm. The first one is that all of

the training data objects must have common attributes and these attributes should be previously

defined. The second requirement is that the attributes' values should be clearly indicated and a

value indicating a special attribute should indicate no more than one state. The third requirement

is that there must be enough test cases to distinguish valid patterns. After that, the training data is

provided; the ID3 would complete its task according to following algorithm:

Input:

� 5-learning data set; R a set of non-categorical attributes, C the categorical
attribute

Output:

� Decision tree

1: If S is empty, return a single node with the value "Failure".
2: If S consists of records all with the same value for the categorical attribute,

return a single node with that value.
3: If R is empty, then return a single node with that value,

the most frequent of the values of the categorical attribute.
4: Let D be the attribute with largest gain G (D, S) among attributes in R.
5: Let {dj=li7n} be the values of attribute D.
6: Let {Sj=1 m } be the subsets of 5 consisting respectively of records with value dj.
7: Return a tree with root labeled D and arcs labeled {dj=lrn} going recursively for

each {Sjz=lt7n} to build the tree : /D3(JR - {£>}, Sj).

Algorithm 2.3. ID3

7 Best attribute refers to the highest node in a decision tree, or the attribute who divides the observations in
the fairest way, in order to meet the target.
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For example, considering the primary data of table 2.7, the information entropy of 5 is

= -9/14/002 (9/14) -S/14log2 (5/14) = 0.94 bits. Supposing 5 is a set of 14 training

test samples in which one of the attributes is "wind speed'; the values of the wind speed attribute

can be "Weak or Strong". The classification of these 14 training test samples is that 9 samples

are categorized YES and 5 are found in the NO category; for attribute wind speed, suppose there

are 8 occurrences of Wind = Weak and 6 occurrences of Wind = Strong; for Wind = Weak,

6 of the examples are YES and 2 are NO; For Wind = Strong; 3 are YES and 3 are NO.

Therefore, Gain(S, Wind) = £(S) - (8/14 * E(Sweak) - 6/14 * E(Sstrong)) = 0.940 -

(8/14)^0.811 - (6/14)*1.00 = 0.048. To form a decision tree like the one in Figure 2.6 for each

attribute, the gain is calculated and the highest gain is used in the decision node.

The general advantage of ID3 is that it builds the fastest and short tree; however, data may

be over-fitted or over-classified. If a small sample is tested, only one attribute at a time is tested

for making a decision, and classifying continuous data may be computationally expensive. ID3 is

a non-incremental algorithm, meaning that it derives its classes from a fixed set of training

instances8. The classes created by ID3 are inductive, meaning that, given a small set of training

instances, the specific classes created by ID3 are expected to work for all future instances. A

limitation of ID3 is that the distribution of unknown conditions must be the same as the test cases

and the induced classes cannot be proven to work in every case since they may classify an

infinite number of instances9.

8An incremental algorithm revises the current concept definition, if necessary, with a new sample,
^ o t e that ID3 (or any inductive algorithm) may misclassify data.
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2.4.3.2.1.2 C4.5 algorithm

The C4.5 is a technically improved version of the ID3 algorithm, which was discussed in the

previous section. Compared to ID3, C4.5 handles both continuous and discrete attributes; to do

this, it creates a threshold and then splits the list into those whose attribute value is above the

threshold and those that are less than or equal to it. C4.5 handles training data with missing

attributes. Missing attribute values are simply not used in gain and entropy calculations.

Moreover, it handles attributes with differing costs. Finally, C4.5 goes back through the tree once

it's been created and attempts to remove branches that do not help by replacing them with leaf

nodes (pruning). In order to optimize the final result, a data point is taken and compared several

times, which leads to relatively high temporal complexity in this algorithm. Some experimental

work in [81] demonstrates that although C4.5 provides more efficient and precise results as

compared to other famous classifiers such as SVM [77] and naive Bayesian [82] methods, it does

its task in a longer time. Experimentally, we infer that although C4.5 elapses the time for

building quite complex models with decision trees that include several levels, it works

comparatively better rather than its competitors when not more than 5000 attributes for a

problem are considered. Such a high quantity of attributes exists in text mining problems;

however, in a normal activity recognition problem, no more than 800 world features are

observed.

2.4.3.2.1.3 Application of a decision tree in activity recognition

Because a decision tree is a sort of popular modeling technique, and the corresponding

models are predictive and descriptive, they are applied in activity recognition [7, 12, 52] projects.

In [52], the decision tree is applied in order to detect if the undergoing activity or event in the

Smart Home is usual (normal). In order to make a decision automatically in the Smart Home
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based on several activity features, a decision tree could help to identify which factors should be

taken into account. Moreover, they indicate how each feature has historically been associated

with different outcomes of a decision. Decision trees could also be helpful to create an

environment which is capable of reacting intelligently by anticipating, predicting and making

decisions with signs of autonomy. In [52], the data describing the whereabouts of a person,

her/his interaction with appliances and the duration of specific events is collected. A decision-

tree algorithm is then used to create a model as either a graphical tree or a set of text rules that

can define the normal setting leading to a particular event in the Smart Home. Any event

occurring outside the normal setting should lead to various degrees of awareness/alarm/alert in

the system or some sort of automatic behavior (see Figure 2.7).

< 7 hours > 7 hours

Figure2.7.: Tree structure of a decision tree of activities

Its visual presentation makes the decision tree model easy to understand, so it is suitable for

human inspection as well as for making automated decisions. A typical decision-tree based

approach requires that the attributes describing the state of the Smart Home have finite value

sets. For example, the attribute "cooker" may have a finite number of values (e.g.: on for 30

minutes, on for 40 minutes, and on for more than 50 minutes). For example, in [52] the
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following example is considered: "...when the person entered the kitchen, he turned the light on;

he stayed there for 30 minutes and then left the kitchen forgetting to turn the light off So, the

light remains on for more than 2 hours, " This could be mapped in the following sequence of

events presented in the following table where the current state of the Smart Home would

correspond to the attribute-value pairs.

Table2.8. Some observations in the work of [52].

Attribute Value
at living on false
at reception on ' false
at kitchen on false
kitchen light on true for 2 hours
cooker on true for 2 hours
at reception on false
at bedroom on true for 1�5 hours
inbed on true for 1.5 hours

After the observations are gathered, the expert opens a new column and assigns each record

of observation to an activity and he also marks which records are normal (usual). In order to go

about induction and make the decision tree, the ID3 algorithm is applied and the decision tree

which describes the learned knowledge of the Smart Home is drawn. Figure 2.8 illustrates a part

of a decision tree in [52]. As it is illustrated by gathering statistical information about occurring

events in the Smart Home, the probabilities required in order to recognize the world's normality

status are generated.

One could briefly summarize the reviewed work by saying that it regards the activity

recognition problem as a sort of multi-attribute decision-making problem. As the number of

knowledge levels is relatively high, the best way to demonstrate this knowledge is to apply

decision trees. Moreover, decision trees are sorts of predictive and descriptive tools which may
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also be used for reasoning. For example, we could reason about the normality of the world state.

This work reveals an effort to bring automatic reasoning services to the Smart Home.

kitchen light on

< 0.2 hours/ \ > 0.2 hours

predicted value
cooker on: 'no'
learning
examples:
11 times 'no'
1 time 'yes'

testing
examples:
10 times 'no'-
2 times 'yes'

predicted value
cooker on: 'yes'
learning
examples
20 times 'yes'
3 times 'no'

testing
examples:
15 times'yes'
8 times 'no'

Figure 2.8. A part of a decision tree induced from 35 examples in [52].

Except for the error rate of this work, a critical problem refers to its training phase. In this

step, the expert should assign observations to the target class of activities. Moreover, he or she

should supervise training. The effect of this problem would also remain in the recognition phase.

During this step, the system would once again require the expert's idea to preprocess the data by

cleaning and removing noise and should indicate which data record corresponds to which

activity; then, the system would say if the activity was completed correctly or not.

Moreover, activity duration is not recognizable in a data-driven manner. Except for

inflexible and rigid definitions of classes, the second critical problem which makes this solution

impractical for the Smart Home refers to the quantity of training tests. As is illustrated in Figure

2.8, in order to calculate a probability for a machine-state transition, at least 35 realization of that
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part of activity is needed. Considering that in a LIARA Smart Home, except for multi-state

attributes such as temperature, there are at least 100 observed bi-status activity attributes, and the

combination of these attributes would result in many machine states (2100), and also considering

that the time of transition between nodes should be taken into account (for example, 2 hours or

more according to Figure 2.8), thus training time would necessitate over 2 * 35 * 2100hours.

Furthermore, a small change in Smart Home observatory facilities would cause invalidity of

knowledge. Considering the reasons we have mentioned, we recommend performing even more

improved work; for example, in [7], it is proposed that instead of considering classification as the

core of data mining, it be accomplished during the last step of data mining.

2.43.2.2 Support vector machines

A support vector machine or SVM [77] is a sort of classification algorithm that typically

assigns input data to a target variable. To do this task, it makes continuous spaces for groups of

discrete data points so that it can reason in order to proceed with the classification of unobserved

but approximately familiar data points. For example, an SVM classifier is able to consider two

variables drawn in a virtual space.

Considering a schema presented in Figure 2.9, we can see the input data of a typical

classification problem in which the x marks are known to be assigned to a specific class (class 1

reds or x marks) and the circle points are known to be another specific class (class 2 or blues).
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Figure2.9. A typical classification problem

Now, an SVM algorithm would try to find linear or non-linear borders that separate the

elements of the classes (see Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10. SVM bordering

In Figure 2.10, it is shown that a typical SVM would put virtual frontiers between the

elements of different classes. In order to calculate the best frontiers, applying an optimization

process inside the SVM which acts depending on the input and output data specifications, the

data points are classified into classes and the best separators are outputted by the SVM. Now, if a

new input data point at the running time is inputted, the SVM would apply its drawn borders in

order to classify the new inputs (see Figure 2.11).
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Figure2.11. Classification of new data points (here, new data point is shown by"?")

In Figure 2.11, a new data point is inferred to be in the "blues'" class, while it is on the

border of that class. Depending on the optimization technique inside the SVM, which are

generally linear or non-linear methods, we are able to classify SVM types. This is besides the

grouping of SVMs in two groups of bi-class and multiclass SVMs.

Bi-class SVMs can reason in assignment to only two target classes; however, a multiclass

SVM reasons in assignment of input data to more than two classes. The important point here is

that by combination of two or more bi-class SVMs, we are able to make a multiclass SVM;

therefore, in order to present the SVM functionality, we would present a linear bi-class SVM.

For more information about more sophisticated SVMs, we recommend that you refer to [77, 83].

2.4.3.2.2.1 Linear SVMs

Linear SVMs are ideal for classification problems where there are a few training

samples[84]. Considering two classes of points, labeled with their output {�1,1}, and the fact

that we have a set of N vectors xt E X c: Rd
f i G [1; iV], where d is the dimension of our input

space with their associated class yt 6 {�1,1}: thus, supervised learning is the problem of

inferring a function /so that:

f:X czRd
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From a set of observations which will correctly classify the maximum number of vectors xu

this will correctly describe the phenomenon responsible for separation between the two classes

so that a new and unknown point will be classified into the right category (capacity of

generalization of the classifier). This problem can be solved with multiple existing algorithms. A

simple method based on perceptron [85] builds a linear separation starting point with random

initialization and followed by testing of the different points in the training database, so as to

adjust the separation until it classifies a maximum number of points from that database correctly.

Vapnik [86] designed another algorithm, based this time on linear separation, but which tries to

maximize the margin between the separation and the nearest points of the training database in

each class [87]. This margin will ensure maximum "safety" for generalization of the algorithm

and its application to new points. Support vector machines are equivalent to the construction of a

hyperplane of equation wTx + w0 = 0, where w and w0 are the equation parameters of the

hyperplane to be computed. From this hyperplane, we build function /given by:

( wTx + w0 > 0 =* / = 1 "
\wTx + co0 < 0 => / = - 1

where/ represents the output of the algorithm for a new point xu output that allows us to

classify Xi as belonging to one of the two classes. To build the hyperplane, we have to solve the

following equation that maximizes the distance between the closest points of each class and its

separation:

argmax min{||x - xt\\ : x E Rd, wTx + x0 = 0}
w,w0 i = 1..N

This is done by solving the following linear problem:
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1
min-\\w\\2

s.t.

The solution to this problem is the saddle point of the Lagrangian function:Lp = - ||w||2 �
p =

In this equation, coefficients ak are the Lagrange multipliers.

f(ak <x,xt> +w0) > 0 => / = 1

f(ak <x,xt> +w0) < 0 =» / = - 1

xk are the support vectors, the ones chosen in each class to define the separation, and ( ) is

the inner product of the two vectors. This last equation allows for the classification of a new

vector x unknown in the training database. This case is limited to the description of the

classification of a binary problem that can be linearly separated. Non-linear SVM kernels and

more advanced concepts concerning SVMs are problems which surpass the scope of this thesis;

therefore, we will limit our discourse to SVM internal organization up to this point and continue

this thesis on the applications of SVM classifiers in activity recognition.

2.4.3.2.2.2 Application of SVMs in activity recognition

In point of fact, the SVM has been a popular classifier in some activity recognition research

[46, 79, 88-90] because it requires a relatively low quantity of data points for training and it

performs an optimization process inside the kernel.
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In the non-vision work of [89], activities are observed through 20 sensors within a period of

83 days. Ten activities are identified by the expert and for each activity one SVM is trained with

the existing samples. In their work, each data set concerning an activity is a sample. Different

optimization methods inside the SVM are compared and results show that the kernel fusion

optimization method produces the highest precision in their research. Similar work by [90] is

performed in order to find the patterns of 14 activities. By comparing all learned patterns and

current observations, anomalies are recognized. In this research, the SVM is trained with

probable patterns as normal states and improbable patterns as anomalies. The result is that any

observation closed to anomaly patterns is identified as an anomaly.

In the visionary work of [88], after a clustering process using a k-means algorithm, clusters

are inputted to SVMs for modeling. Once again in the research process, one SVM is considered

for each activity. After finding the best parameters for modeling such as the best codebook,

camera view and episode duration, the accuracy of reasoning is presented. A similar logic is

applied in the work of [79], in which activity patterns are clustered and presented in a hierarchy.

In order to find an ongoing activity, a decision tree is used (see Figure 2.12).

Fail, Jogging
or Fall

-Stand to Sit or.
Stand to Squat or

In place actions

Fa H

Stand to Sit or
Stand to Squat

Walk
Stand to Sit Stand to Squat

Figure 2.12. Hierarchy of activities
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In this research, only five SVMs are applied in order to recognize nine activities. For each

node of the decision tree, an SVM is applied and each one contains patterns of two or more

activities. The accuracy rate of this study is reported to be more than 80%.

In brief conclusion of SVM application in activity recognition, we recognize a high accuracy

rate in most of the concerning research. The SVM is able to handle the imprecision and

uncertainty problem in one way or another. An important challenge in SVM utilization is the

increase of process complexity and inaccuracy when the number of patterns and data attributes

goes up. Despite the mentioned challenge, the SVM is a supervised approach and it depends

highly on the expert idea to label input data; however, the most important problem of the

concerning studies refers to its inability to perform real-time reasoning. In other words, the

mentioned approaches have to wait for completion of activities in order to reason which known

activity was accomplished and whether it was done correctly or not. In this case, an expert is

required to identify the beginning and ending points of activities regardless of their correct or

incorrect realization. Therefore, a pure application of the SVM may lead to inefficient results and

rigid rules in the realization of activities at recognition time.

2.4.4 Temporal-pattern discovery

Temporal-pattern discovery [23, 25] deals with the discovery of temporal patterns of interest

in time series or temporal sequences where interest is determined by domain and application.

One characteristic of frequent observation of the world is that its observed features may be

similar to previous observations. In other words, we would see a lot of repetitive data records in

the data set. In temporal-pattern discovery, not only are observations taken into account, but the

duration of observations in their last state should be considered. Moreover, the discovery of a
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sequence of events, which means the transition from a machine state to another machine state

that happens frequently, would be helpful to predict the observed system's behavior. Anomaly

recognition is also another application of such techniques. In activity recognition, by surveying

temporal features of activities like duration, beginning time, ending time, intervals and

consideration of temporal uncertainty in the accomplishment of a sequence of actions, this

provides valuable information and criteria to recognize activities. This can be seen in a wide

range of research such as [44]. In this part of the thesis, we will introduce, describe and discuss

temporal-pattern discovery methods such as frequent-pattern mining and algorithms which are

applied in temporal-pattern discovery such as SHIP, ALZ and Apriori [25, 50].

2.4.4.1 Frequent-pattern discovery of activities

In [44, 90], temporal pattern discovery based on Allen's temporal relations is applied to

discover interesting patterns and relations on Smart-Home data sets. These studies describe a

method for discovering temporal relations in Smart-Home data sets and applying them to

perform an anomaly-detection process on frequently - occurring events. These works attempt to

recognize Allen's thirteen temporal relations through data by analyzing the lengths of time

during which sensors are stable in their statuses (see Figure 2.13). After this, the temporal

intervals of activities are calculated. In the second step, frequent activities or events, which occur

during the day, are identified. The Apriori algorithm [91] is applied to proceed with the

mentioned task. During third phase, out of the thirteen Allen's temporal relations, only the

"before", "contains", "overlaps", "meets", "starts", "started by", "finishes", "finished by"

and "equals " relations between activities are calculated. These relationships are indicated based

on observed probability in training data. Finally, an anomaly can be detected if a very
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improbable event occurs. Anomalies can be recognized in activities sequences and suspicious

states. Here are, in short, the process steps taken from this research:

1. Identification of daily activities or events which happen frequently;

2. Identification of observed temporal relations between events;

3. Calculation of evidence of event occurrence that can be used for calculating anomalies.

Temporal relations

X Before Y

YÀfïerX

XDurmgY

Y Contains X

X Overlaps Y

Y Overlapped-by X

X Meets Y
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X Starts Y
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Start(X)=Start(Y):

End(X)=End(Y)

2.13. Thirteen possible temporal relations between activities

Anomaly in [23, 90] is defined based on probability theory and it is indicated that if the

probability of an event is based on the occurrence of other events which themselves rarely occur,

then the evidence supporting the occurrence of the event is not as strong and using probability

approach, a case study to measure anomaly has been introduced. A key-point on impracticality of
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this work is the reason that an event be recognized as abnormal refers to quantity of its

occurrence in training test. It is obvious that there are many normal actions that we do rarely and

the low quantity of their accomplishment does not mean that they are abnormal. Moreover, in

[23], daily time and duration of activities is not considered and this approach is not functional on

large data sets. In the introduced work, the Apriori algorithm was applied to find frequent

patterns that may occur.

2.4.4.1.1 The Apriori algorithm

Apriori is the most widely used algorithm for the discovery of frequent itemsets (patterns)

and association rules [25]. The main algorithm of Apriori is as follows:

Input:

� 5 learning data set; minimum support and confidence thresholds

Output:

� Set of frequent itemsets

1. Any subset of a frequent itemset is a frequent itemset
2. The set of itemsets of size k will be called Ck.
3. The set of frequent itemsets that also satisfy the minimum support constraint is

known as Lk.
4. Ck+1 is generated by joining Lk with itself,
5. Lk+1 is then generated by elimination from Cfc, those elements that do not satisfy

the minimum support rule.

Algorithm 2.4. Apriori

Any recovered association rule by Apriori is expressed with two statistical elements of

information that are confidence and support. The confidence measure refers to the quantity of

observation of the recovered rule without consideration of the sequence of predicates in the

training test set; however, support refers to the quantity of observation of the recovered rule with
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consideration of the sequence of the predicates. A main consideration in the Apriori algorithm is

that any subset of a frequent itemset must be frequent.

For example, by selecting the minimum support and confidence setting as 50%5 we would

like to find all rules X&Y -» Z from an activity database. In this example, we intend to verify the

existing relations between two activities, the A and C. These relations are: A occurs before C, or

C occurs before A, or both of them occur together (see Figure 2.14).

\ �: ' V Ï ^ ^ ^ J ^ * ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ ; ; ^ : Ç ^ V ^ -i <

Time

2000

1000

4000

5000

I
| Ongoing Activity

j A,B,C

\ A,C

3 A,D

! B,E,F

2.14.: Association rule recovery from database that holds transactions of activities

By support we mean the probability that a transaction contains {X, Y,Z} and by confidence

we mean the probability that a transaction having {X,Y} also contains Z. In this example,

considering the problem constraints, the rule A -» C is recovered by support of 50% and

confidence of 66.6%, and we illustrate it is as being A -> C (50%, 66.6%). Another rule is

recovered as C -> A (50%, 100%). The occurrence of C while A being accomplished (if C has

never occurred before) is a normal and correct chain of activities. The prediction is another

application of temporal pattern discovery. In the next part of this thesis, we will review research

that aims to make predictions in the Smart Home by applying time-series data mining.
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2.4.4.1.2 The SHIP algorithm used to make predictions in the Smart Home

Prediction in the Smart Home is a key point in achieving the ultimate goals of Smart Home

design. In quantitative approaches, prediction refers to the most probable events that would be

observed in the future according to previously observed sequences of events. In [50], the SHIP

algorithm is proposed to find the most probable future-happening events. The logic behind

Apriori is consequently applied in the SHIP algorithm; however, this time, instead of looking for

relationships between two previously determined events, they search for recent sequences of

events that occur frequently. Therefore, in contrast to Apriori, the passing-through data is

repeated for each possible combination-of-events set. At the core of the SHIP algorithm, the

sequence of events that are valid in the following formula would be

Rt(s,d) = altfadï/Ztltfaai) + (1 -a)f(s,à)fZMs>a-ù> i n w h i c h lt(s>a) is the length

of the longest sequences that end with action a in state s at time t. The function f(s, a) is the

number of times that action a has been taken from the current state. The SHIP algorithm matches

the most recent sequence of events with sequences in collected histories. When the inhabitant

issues a command to a device, it is recorded in the inhabitant history. A match identifies a

sequence in the inhabitant history that matches the immediate event history. A match queue is

maintained to ensure a near-linear run-time. The SHIP algorithm consists of two steps. First, the

match queue is updated when a new action is recorded. At time t in state s, we compute lt(s, a)

and f(s, a) from the current state. It returns action a corresponding to the greatest Rt(s, a) value

as its prediction. The user can refine the algorithm by specifying a decay factor for old history or

allowing an inexact match. A key disadvantage of SHIP is the fact that the entire action history

must be stored and processed offline, which is not practical for large prediction tasks over a long

period of time. We classify the SHIP algorithm as a quantitative sequence-mining algorithm,
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therefore except for the need of a high amount of training data, reasoning in prediction would

depend on a quote of the quantity of the observations (regarding each other) in the training set.

2.4.4.13 The ALZ algorithm to make predictions in the Smart Home

In [50] it is proposed that the Active LeZi (ALZ) algorithm can be more accurate than the

SHIP algorithm in frequent-pattern mining. ALZ uses information-theory principles to process

historical action sequences. By predicting inhabitant actions, the home can automate or improve

on anticipated events that inhabitants would normally perform in it. To make these predictions,

the ALZ algorithm calculates the probability of each event (inhabitant action) occurring in the

parsed sequence, and then predicts the action with the highest probability. To achieve optimal

predictability, it uses a mixture of all possible higher-order models (phrase sizes) when

determining the probability estimate. Specifically, they incorporate prediction by partial-match

strategy of exclusion to gather information from all available context sizes in assigning the next

symbol its probability value. ALZ does its task based on the following algorithm:

Input:

� Sequence action, minimum support and confidence thresholds

Output:

� Probabilistic action tree
1. Initialize

dictionary = null) phrase w = null; window = null; max _lz_length = 0
2. Loop
3. Wait for next symbol v
4. / / (w, v) G dictionary then w = w. v
5. Else add (w, v) to dictionary update max _lz_length
6. w = null endif
7. Add (w, v) to window
8. If (length(window) > max_lz_length delete window endif
9. Update frequencies of all possible contexts within window that includes v
10. Forever

Algorithm 2.5.: ALZ
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For example, considering "aababbbbaabccddcbaaaa" as a series of actions in the Smart

Home, the window maintained by Active LeZi is the set of contexts used to compute the

probability of the next symbol. Here, the last phrase "aaa", which is also the ALZ window, is

used. Within this phrase, the contexts that can be used are suffixes within the phrase, except

itself (i.e. "aa", "a" and the null context). Suppose the probability that the next symbol is an "a"

is being computed. From the following Figure 2.15, we see that an "a" occurs two out of five

times that the context "aa" appears, the other cases producing two null outcomes and one "b".

2.15.: Tree formed by the ALZ parsing of the string "aababbbbaabccddcbaaaa"

Therefore, the probability of encountering an "a" in the context "aa" is 2/5 and we now fall

back (escape) to the order-1 context (i.e. the next lower order model) with probability 2/5. In the

order-1 context, we see an"a" five out of the ten times that we see the "a" context, and of the

remaining cases, we see two null outcomes. Therefore we predict the "a " at the order-1 context

with a probability of 5/10, and escape to the order-0 model with a probability of 2/10. At the

order-0 model, we see the "a" in ten out of 23 symbols seen so far, and we therefore predict

"a" with probability of 10/23 resulting in a null context. The blended probability of seeing an
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"a" as the next symbol is therefore (2/5 + 2/5(5/10 + 2/10(10/23))). Similarly, let us

compute the probability that the next symbol is V . In this case, the order-2 and order-1 contexts

do not yield V . Therefore, we escape to the order-0 model and predict "c" with a probability of

3/23. In this case, the total probability of seeing "c" would be;

(0/5 + 2/5(0/10 + 2/10(3/23)).

2.4.4.2 Frequent episode discovery

Frequent Episode Discovery or FED [25] deals with the problem of finding temporal

patterns of interest within the framework of discovering frequent episodes in a temporal-data

sequence. FED is justified in a context where there are important data-mining application areas

in which the data to be analyzed consists of a sequence of events. One basic problem in

analyzing event sequences is finding frequent episodes. In this context, an episode refers to the

collection of events that occur relatively close to each other in a given partial order and a

temporal pattern indicates the interval or duration that the events are expected to be probably

observed. Recovery of frequent episodes considering temporal constraints is the result of this

algorithm. The overall goal is to analyze sequences of events and discover recurrent episodes.

Regarding figure 2.16? which is a sequence of events where each event has an associated time of

occurrence; note that it is considered as input for FED.

EDF A B C E F C D B A D C E F C B E A E O F A D
�*�I�I 1 1�I�I�I 1 f 1�i�I i 1�I�I 1�I�i�I�I�I 1 H*-

t ime

Figure 2.16.: Sequence of events on time line
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Given a set E of event types, an event is a pair (71, t) where A G E is an event type and t is

an integer, the occurrence time of the event where time is considered discrete. The event type can

actually contain several attributes; for simplicity, we consider here only the case where the event

type is a single value. An event sequence s on E is a triple < s, Ts, Te > where s is a set

{(Al9 t^), (A2> t?)j ��� > (Am ^n)} °f ordered events such that Ai G E for all i = 1, n and t̂  < t j + 1

for all i = l ,n � 1. Further on, T5 and Te are integers where Ts is called the starting time and Te

the ending time, and Ts < tt < Te for all i = 1, n.

Figure 2.17 illustrates the event sequence (5,29,68) where 5 = {(£, 31), (D, 32), (F, 33, ),

04,35), (S, 37), (C, 38), ... , (Z), 67)}. In the analysis of sequences, we are interested in

finding all frequent episodes from a class of episodes. To be considered interesting, the events of

an episode must occur close enough in certain span of time. The user defines how close is close

enough by indicating the width of the time window within which the episode must occur. The

time window is defined as a slice of an event sequence, and then considered an event sequence as

a sequence of partially overlapping windows. In addition to the width of the window, the user

specifies in how many windows an episode has to occur to be considered frequent.

EDF A BCEF C 0 BAD C BFC BEAECF A D
i i M ) mmlL m . . r^ tiMMr ^ ^ u u j

30 35 40 45 SO 58 60 65

2.17.: An example event sequence and two windows of width 5.

Formally, a window on an event sequence < s, Ts, Te > is an event sequence <w, ts, te >

where ts < Te and w consists of those pairs (A,t) from s where ts <t <te. The time span

te � ts is called the width of the window w, and it is denoted width (w). Given an event
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sequence s and an integer win, we denote by w(s, win) the set of all windows w on s such that

width (w) = win. By definition, the first and last windows on a sequence extend outside the

sequence, so that the first window contains only the first time point of the sequence, and the last

window contains only the last time point. With this definition, an event close to either end of a

sequence is observed in just as many windows to an event in the middle of the sequence. Given

an event sequence < s, Ts, Te > and a window width win, the number of windows in w(s,win)

is Te - Ts + win - 1.

For example, in figure 2.17, two windows of width 5 on sequence s are illustrated. A

window starting at time 35 is shown in solid line, and the immediately following window,

starting at time 36, is depicted with a dashed line. The window starting at time 35 is <

{ (^ 35), (5,37), (C, 38), (£,39)}, 35,40 >. Note that the event (F, 40) that occurred at the

ending time is not in the window. The window starting at 36 is similar to this one; the difference

is that the first event (A, 35) is missing and there is a new event (F, 40) at the end. The set of the

43 partially overlapping windows of width 5 constitutes w(s, 5); the first window is <

cp, 25,30 >, and the last is < {(D, 67)}, 67,72 >. The event (Z), 67) occurs in 5 windows of

width 5, as does, for example, event (C, 50).

This method performs similarly to the Apriori, but instead of surveying all of the subsets of

a sequence, only predefined ones are surveyed and the output would be, similarly, the statistical

information about the chance of occurrence of any mentioned subsequence.

2.4*5 Summary on temporal data mining algorithms

Clustering algorithms try to provide basic classes in which the data of data sets can be

classified. The clustering process decreases the role of the expert in the temporal data-mining
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process and innovation here would lead to an even greater decrease in the role of the expert

which is a general desired task of artificial intelligence. Clustering can be done based on internal

relationships between data points: it is then called relative clustering. C-means is an algorithm

that accomplishes the clustering task based exclusively on the internal relationships between data

points. The second strategy of clustering refers to methods that exclusively concern external

parameters. For example, these do not take into account if a relatively large number of data

points are concentrated around a special position, a strategy known as absolute clustering. K-

means is an instance of this group of algorithms. The third strategy of clustering refers to

consideration of both the internal and external relationships of data points, and fuzzy subtractive

clustering is an approach which accomplishes this task better than other ones.

Classification algorithms classify data input in a way that we define as being how a target

variable would be met. Therefore, these algorithms would make a temporal data set become a

chain of cause and effect. Therefore, we can predict future events by applying these algorithms.

Each of the classification algorithms work in a special context, but we believe that C4.5 is the

best classification algorithm for activity recognition because, regardless of its accuracy, it acts

quickly enough while a limited number of real-world features are observed (less than 5000

attributes).

Temporal pattern-discovery methods deal with the interesting matter of prediction in huge

data sets that have a lot of data records. They translate a large data set into a probabilistic cause

and effect model and provide facilities to distinguish probable events from improbable ones.

Each of the temporal pattern-mining algorithms has particular advantages and disadvantages.

Apart from the particular disadvantages of FED, ALZ, SHIP and Apriori algorithms, a common

weakness of these algorithms is the fact that they do not predict the time of event occurrence and,
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accordingly, they cannot verify if an activity is realized correctly or not. A second problem is

that they should receive observations in predefined and rigid structures, so that they cannot be

applied in reasoning for the multi-state sensors such as temperature, RFID, or light measurers.

Moreover, for cases in which the environment is observed through several sensors, these

algorithms would require a lot of time for pattern mining. The last difficulty is that the input type

of the mentioned algorithms is "action" or "event", and processing to infer the events or actions

from data is a complicated task. In all of the research considered here, it is the task of expert to

apply his or her mind in order to provide the input.

2.5 Discussion on qualitative vs quantitative approaches

In this section, we intend to briefly review the fundamental differences between quantitative

and qualitative machine-learning approaches. Basically, quantitative approaches are more

appropriate for problems that contain a limited number of data sources on one hand and, on the

other hand, when there are a lot of observations or data concerning the problem. In such

approaches, the final result is indicated with success-probability and confidence measures.

Quantitative approaches face less imprecision if more observations are provided during the

training phase. As consideration of more attributes causes more machine states, a minimum of

training samples is needed to calculate the probability of transition between states; then, training

complexity would be increased. Furthermore, uncertainty is probably increased as the

contradictive data that should be neglected would probably increase.

In contrast to quantitative machine learning approaches, qualitative approaches better fit

problems that contain both a limited number of observations and several data sources. In such

cases, the final result is indicated with similarity degrees that are calculated according to target
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concepts. Qualitative approaches face less uncertainty if more data sources are provided during

the training phase. Consideration of more attributes causes more criteria for observation

classification and leads to greater better uncertainty in reasoning while assigning observations to

the right categories. If more observations are provided to train a qualitative model, then

imprecision in observations can be resolved. Statistical methods are applied in quantitative data

mining algorithms. In the methods mentioned in this thesis, probability theory is applied to

calculate the likelihood of occurrence of events. One important point to note is that the input of

any probabilistic approach (like quantitative data-mining approaches) should have random

distribution. In our perspective, this means that probability law does not allow the intentions of

experts to interrupt training tests, which also signifies that the quantity of occurrences would

affect generated understanding and that the target agent (Smart Home resident) being surveyed

for activity recognition research should behave completely normally.

One interpretation about the fact that the input of a probabilistic approach should have

random distribution is that, by applying quantitative approaches, the expert is not able to impose

his or her knowledge to such models. Furthermore, the expert should make sure that his

observations obey normal distribution, which means that at least a minimum of is needed to find

the concerning probability of a state. In [29] it is indicated that 250,000 observations are required

to calculate only the probabilities of activities beginning times is done. Another interpretation is

that statistical approaches are applicable to the problems for which the expert has absolutely no

knowledge and, by counting techniques (existing in probability theory), he tries to make

superficial knowledge (in contrast to deep knowledge and data structure or data pattern). We

reason that the main goal of activity recognition is to learn possible activity patterns and

recognize activities depending mostly on the ways that these are done. In fact, activity
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recognition is a pattern-mining problem; however, quantitative approaches output the chance of

realization of activities based on environmental conditions. For example, at 12 o'clock, the

probability that the "Eating" activity will begin is 0.6 in [29].

We use the term qualitative approach with those that are preoccupied with the quality of

activities realization and able to verify the normality of the world state. In the research of [21],

which applies the lattice theory, the possibilities of next actions and states are discussed.

Alzheimer's patients are investigated to understand what kinds of errors they make and these

patients are classified based on their disease advancement degree. This approach is a great

introduction to the necessity of the Smart Home and one finds valuable information in cognitive

assistance provision which is not part of the current research project. In [51], an approach which

applies the possibility theory is introduced. In short, it can be said that this research explores the

possible contexts in which activities may be realized, are surveyed and assigned possibility

distribution degrees. Finally, activities that can be conducted in different contexts are ranked

based on possibility and necessity distribution. The aforementioned approach is logic-based, and

it tries to manage existing uncertainty and imprecision in data. It is assumed that activity

recognition is a kind of problem that has partial information and its uncertainty is caused because

of this fact. The aforementioned approaches are logic based, and the source of knowledge is not

data-driven. To improve these qualitative approaches, we proposed our research project in order

to discover the fuzzy temporal mining that can explain observations and recognize the normality

of world state as its ultimate result.
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2.6 Conclusion

Recently proposed works on activity recognition show effective but unreliable results. These

are still dependent on the expert's knowledge in both learning and recognition steps; on one

hand, researchers presume that activities are realized in an ambient environment, but on the other

hand, they recognize each activity by consideration of only a few special attributes. Therefore,

they do not propose a reasoning system that is capable of interpreting all of the possible events

that may occur every time and everywhere in the ambient environment. The result is that they

cannot verify correct realization of activities.

One more major reason that makes these approaches impractical is that their reasoning

system is not flexible enough to handle existing uncertainty in input data for modeling,

especially since it is not capable of distinguishing in what context and which input arguments

may play more important roles in activity recognition. In other words, activities are expected to

be performed in standard and rigid structures in order to be recognized. Furthermore, even if this

limitation is met, the approach will not be able to output a certain decision and the uncertainty in

this output (its unreliability) is a permanent characteristic of these approaches.

Fundamentally, quantitative probabilistic approaches propose consideration of some specific

data points (as the core of knowledge) that differentiate between input states and those that can

predict output states. In other words, they discover points that can establish a linear or nonlinear

relation between input and output states, but the limitation is that the input argument must

completely match the mentioned determinative points in order to be able to predict output. On

the other side of the spectrum, there are qualitative and possibilistic approaches [13, 51] that

draw a possible space as the core of knowledge for observed scenarios. These relate the input
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space to the output space and indicate positioning in the part of the input space that would lead to

the activation of certain possible outputs. More similarity degrees in known input states would

result in a better output prediction. They discover that a correct scenario must be realized in what

space and the input states would define the status of the output states in the sense of the possible

ongoing activities.
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3 Fuzzy temporal mining model for activities recognition

3.1 Introduction
/

In the current chapter, we will present two contributions in order to bring solutions for the

improvement of activity recognition and data-mining techniques. The first contribution refers to

the modeling of the activities and proposes an innovative method of perceiving these. As a

second contribution, a fuzzy-logic based mining model is offered to reason world state normality

and events that may occur in the future. This model considers the temporal features of activities

in recognition through application of the fuzzy-time concept.

Several viewpoints on the activity recognition, Smart Home and the activities entities will

lead to different take off s from these subjects. In the context of ambient environment, embedded

sensors provide primary data about home state, and it is presumed that when an activity is

realized, the embedded sensors are actuated. Thus, their states depend on the realization of the

activities. Embedded sensors provide data about objects' locations in the home, home

appliances' states, electrical devices' states, residents' locations, doors' states and environmental

parameters such as light and temperature, etc. In this thesis, activities are regarded as series of

events in the sense of changes in world-state quality that occur in the environment; the way that

world quality is changed is the subject of activity recognition. Activity recognition acts as a sort

of learning agent that analyzes observations, discovers what activity is going on or what is

intended to be realized by the Smart-Home resident, predicts world states that will be met in the

future and distinguishes between normal and abnormal world states. Hence, the realization of

activities is recognizable through the identification of activity statuses. These statuses do not
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have clear, definite and certain specifications or borders. Quantitative and traditional data-driven

machine-learning approaches like the Hidden Markov model [49] and Bayesian networks [31]

try to find absolute and certain activity statuses; however, activities do not follow definitive and

certain patterns of realization. For example, in [31] to recognize the activity of "drinking water'5,

the glass should be taken from a definite point, called "initial state". If the initial state of

activities is not recognized, then the activity as a whole is not recognizable. In [29] some cases,

only 13% of confidence from inferred knowledge is expected which is clearly an insufficient

percentage to attain reliability. We suggest consideration of the fuzzy event as the forming

element of activity models. A fuzzy event can be defined as a switch from one fuzzy state to

another. For example, if an object is moved from a table area to a cabinet area, its distance from

the table switches from "near" (fuzzy state) to "far" (fuzzy state). This distance switch is a fuzzy

event. Therefore, a fuzzy event describes statuses of activities that are defined depending on the

existing interrelations of variables [12]. One property of fuzzy events is that they not only

indicate the origin state of event occurrence, but also they indicate the future state of activities

caused by the occurrence of the fuzzy event.

An important point about this particular subject is that sensors' states indicate the home

state, but the home state is different from the activities ' state. In fact, by analyzing the way that

the home state is changed, we are able to recognize activities. Considering the aforementioned

point, we can now see why approaches that equalize home state with activity state do not show

reliable and practical results in activity recognition [23, 31, 90]. Activities are the entities which

characteristically depend highly on space and, especially, the time factor, but a typical activity

may be realized in dissimilar times and spaces. In other words, in an ambient environment

similar realizations of a special activity may be captured by non-similar sets of sensors
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(realization in different locations) and, even if these are repeated in the same location, sensors

may output dissimilar values. Moreover, the temporal features of activities such as an activity's

beginning and ending time and, also, the delays between actions may be dissimilar to other

repetitions. Therefore, we can imagine the dynamic characteristic of these activities; however,

uncertainty (caused by the intelligence source) and imprecision (caused by sensors) constitute

their noticeable features.

3.1.1 Activities' recognition as complex mining problem

In the Smart Home, humans actuate world features non-linearly in order to achieve their

goal(s). For example, by tracking an object in the environment (sugar) in the course of

realization of the "coffee-making" activity (Figure 3.1), we are able to see non-linear

observations.
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Figure3.L: Two hundred and fifty observations from the position of "sugar" in the realization of the "coffee-

making" activity . RFID antennas observed the RFID tag attached to the sugar to observe the position of the sugar.

Considering that in LIARA more than 500 world attributes are observed, it can be inferred

that activity recognition is dependent on many variables that act non-linearly. Imprecision of

sensor observation and uncertainty in the realization of activities are part of the reason why

human behavior seems non-linear; so even if a human being behaves linearly in order to achieve

his or her goals, the perception from an observer's viewpoint is non-linear, making it difficult to
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predict the future states of the Smart Home. For activity-recognition agent, an intended goal may

be a special world state out of the possible normal world states; the final result of activity

realization is to keep the world state normal. In [7, 12, 92], we define activities as being a

sequence of actions and operations in which each action changes one or more world features in

order to achieve an intended normal world state. In some cases, we cannot catch, sense or

capture the occurrence of some events or we cannot observe some world attributes, but we can

find evidence of the occurrence of these events and infer or calculate these unobservable

properties. For example, when at first we feel thirsty (unobservable event for the Smart Home),

then we drink water. In order to do that, we take a glass, open the cabinet door, open the faucet,

etc. Therefore, a series of observable events have occurred as a consequence of the thirst event.

After realization of the "water-drinking" activity, we are no longer thirsty (unobservable world

state). Although we cannot observe what happens inside a human mind such as "feeling thirsty"

or capture some special world states such as "water going down the throat", we can infer such

mentioned events and properties through analysis of observable events and properties which may

provide us some evidence about "invisible" events and world states. As a result, we consider the

realization of an observable-actions' series (activity) equal to the system's goal in the proposed

reasoning system, because a survey of how these actions are accomplished would represent the

occurrence of unobservable events and realization of the whole activity would indicate the state

of unobservable attributes. By modeling these activities, we can recognize them and. if an

observation does not match at least one activity model, then anomaly is inferred. In order to

assist the resident of the Smart Home, we need to know how successful he or she was in

achieving his or her intended goal (s) and, finally, the appropriate assistance for the resident can

be inferred. In order to judge normality of the world state, two criteria are considered. One
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criterion is verification of the possible context in which an activity can be accomplished [11] and

the other is that of checking if the activity is realized in a correct way [7].

The aforementioned descriptions could better reveal the difficulties of the activity

recognition problem and justify the proposal of a new data mining approach for this problem. In

this model, we presumed that an activity is a concept that may typically be realized at many

times and in numerous spaces with several possible temporal features; the structure of this

concept may be discovered through analysis of raw data. The perception of a typical activity is a

conceptual structure [93] that includes a set of rules which justify the occurrence of special

events in temporal data sets. In other words, the conceptual structure of a special activity

confirms the observations of the sensors that have witnessed activity realization. We use the term

fuzzy conceptual structure because the rules behind the data are the fuzzy rules discovered by

fuzzy temporal data mining techniques. A further description is that a typical activity's fuzzy

conceptual structure describes a virtual space; this gives more recognition possibility to

observations that better match the mentioned space or model. On the other hand, it gives a lower

possibility degree to the observations that do not completely match the structure. Finally,

according to possibility measures assigned to every existing concept, activities are ranked and

the one with the highest possibility degree is the most possible intended activity.

In this thesis, two viewpoints on activities are proposed. In the first viewpoint, activities are

regarded as a series of fuzzy events that occur in the environment. A fuzzy event is inferred when

an action is accomplished in the environment. In this event-driven viewpoint, it is expected that

realization of similar activities leads to the occurrence of a similar event series. Therefore, in

order to perform activity recognition, we propose an activities-mining model for finding a series

of events that is similar to current observations. The second viewpoint on activities refers to a
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sort of complementary extension of the first viewpoint. Through this viewpoint, we regard

activities as fuzzy concepts in the form of a multiple-regression, function in which their forming

entities are fuzzy events; each fuzzy function of an activity is dependent on a set of role-playing

variables which are part of the fuzzy events occurring during the realization of activities. By this

viewpoint, we are able to reason in occurrence of two or more simultaneous concepts (activities)

[46]. In order to perform activity recognition, the mining model is applied so as to find possible

combination(s) of known concepts that may better explain the observations. In other words,

around a single reality several hypotheses are made and the hypothesis which better matches

reality is selected as being the most possible ongoing activity concept.

3.2 Fuzzy event mining activities

As it was mentioned earlier, observation of activity features, provides primary data about

realization patterns of actions, operations, activities, plans, objectives and generally any goal that

an individual may intend to achieve. In applying extensions of fuzzy logic [6, 61, 94], we have

modeled activities as a chain of fuzzy events that occur in observations [12, 92]. In temporal data

sets, an activity is mapped as a chain of fuzzy events. These events represent real events that

occurred in an environment. The resident partook in these in order to achieve a goal, which is a

special world state. For example, when the activity of "coffee making" is performed, this results

in eight fuzzy states (see Figure 3.2).

Fuzzy \ Fuzzy Event 1/^ F o z z y \ ^ ^ ^ 2 l î . ' ' F"*ZY \Fuz2V E v e n t *
State 1 / ' "**\ State 2 / ' "" " *\ State 3 ]11I"»»W*»'**'»|

I
Fuzzy Events / ptazy \ Fuzzy Event 7 / ^ ^

*«»�^w«««*.«w^ state 7 J~ \ State 8

Figure3.2.: "Coffee-making" activity modeled as chain of fuzzy events
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By modeling activities, we could estimate the intention of the individual and predict events

that may occur in the future when a few elementary actions of a known plan or activity are seen

[7]. The second viewpoint about the activity is to consider it as being a type of fuzzy-dynamic

conceptual system. In fact, it is presumed that an intelligent system directs the realization of

activity concepts in the virtual world of temporal data sets. In order to better explain this

viewpoint, we refer to the system theory [95], in which a system is defined as a set of interrelated

objects that collaborate together in order to achieve a goal; a system has a boundary with its

environment; it takes input from its environment, processes it and gives output to its

environment; Furthermore, it directs this output according to feedback from the environment. In

a system, we can imagine machine states and a hierarchy of systems inside a system

(subsystems) can be imagined. Here, the term "conceptual system" refers to a system that is

composed of non-physical entities, i.e. ideas or concepts, a concept being an abstract idea or a

mental symbol typically associated with a corresponding representation in language or

semiology [96]. As a conclusion, let us say that a conceptual system is simply a conceptual

model [95, 97].

An activity is a conceptual system because it respects the systems' specifications. It consists

of a set of interrelated variables which represent world attributes and, especially, objects'

locations. The activity is realized in order to achieve a goal, especially a world state; it has a

boundary with its environment, which is defined through fuzzy state and fuzzy context; it takes

input from its environment by performing observation, processing it and giving output to its

environment by accomplishing an action in order to change a world attribute. For an activity we

can define fuzzy states [92] and a hierarchy of concepts such as actions that can be imagined

inside it [51]. Because this system (activity) depends on time, so an activity is a dynamic
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conceptual system. Moreover, because fuzzy mathematics are applied to model it, an activity is

regarded as a sort of fuzzy dynamic conceptual system.

An activity is a sort of concept, so it is comprised of a set of rules that would justify the

occurrence of a collection of observations. In fact, an activity concept draws on a logical virtual

space in which an activity can be realized. In the case that more than one concept justifies a

single collection of observations, then the one which finds the observation closer (having a

greater degree of similarity) to the conceptual structure would be ranked as the most possible

activity (among other possibilities). For each concept (activity), a structure with a space that the

activity can be valid in there is defined. In other words, we formalize activities through the

definition of their conceptual structures. The important point here is that it is desirable to

formalize this concept in a data-driven manner without application of the expert idea.

3.2,1 System viewpoint on the Smart Home

Over the course of our research, we have observed the training of an intelligent system of

activity recognition, anomaly recognition and assistance provision in normal world states. This

training data resulted when the normal behavior of a human being in the Smart Home was

observed. In doing this, much detailed information about activities could be included in the

training data. In figure 3.3, a schema representing a systematic approach of activity recognition

while using a data-mining strategy is presented. In this schema, one can see that the Smart Home

acts as an intelligent system, while we find the general properties of a typical system in it; for

example, a typical system should coordinate with its environment by taking input and giving

output, and it should control the environment by receiving feedback [46, 95, 97, 98].
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We selected the (intelligent) system viewpoint on the activity recognition, anomaly

recognition and assistance provision problem because of a major reason which is that we can

divide the Smart Home ambient environment into two major groups: that of the intern system

and the extern system. The system collaborates with its environment by inputting data and

outputting world actuation. Further explanation on this subject is that we consider the Smart

Home as an activity observer and this data indicates the behavior of an intelligent system.

"Normal world state" is the final goal of this system and it tries to achieve this final goal through

world actuation. Therefore, the Smart Home is a big data warehouse that contains the intelligent

system's behavior and, through the use of data-mining techniques, the behavior of this system

can be modeled [12, 13]. It predicts future events that will happen and provides information

about resident intention in order to assist him or her (rational agent).

Smart Home
Resident

Figure3.3.: System viewpoint on activity recognition and assistance provision

In the next sections, we will discuss not only that a Smart Home is a system, but also that we

can recognize a system viewpoint in the concept of activities so that we propose to consider an

activity as a sort of conceptual system. In this way, fuzzy contexts and fuzzy states of activities
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would constitute the conceptual system's intern and extern. To do so, we begin by identifying

fuzzy-context and fuzzy-state concepts, and then in figure 3.4 a general schema on this

conceptual system is proposed.

3.2.2 Fuzzy contexts of the activities

Contexts are the surrounding conditions in which activities are realized [11]. The fuzzy

context refers to a set of variables in which a stable interrelation is maintained while activities

are realized. At recognition time, any change in context is interpreted as abnormality of world

state. For example, if a human wakes up at 6 o'clock; then it indicates a normal world state for

the activity recognition problem, but if he or she wakes up late at 2 p.m., then it can be inferred

that he or she is sick and that an anomaly is present.

One of the other benefits of the consideration of contexts refers to help in the identification

of similar activities. When similar activities are performed in different contexts, they represent

different concepts and, in this way, we can distinguish these different concepts. For example, if a

human eats food in the morning, it means that he or she is taking his "breakfast", but the same

activity (eating) at 12 o'clock noon means that he or she is having "lunch". In the next section of

this thesis, we will deal with the formalization of the fuzzy context.

In our point of view, context is a fuzzy term and it can be applied to multi-variable problems

such as ambient environments, in which multiple features of scenarios are observed. In real-

world problems, any sensor data may vary, even partially, while activities are realized and,

sometimes, these changes should be taken into account because this variation could be

significant, but sometimes they should not be taken into account because the variations of sensor

data are not significant in recognizing the activity. We apply a fuzzy-logic based clustering
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approach in order to survey different levels of details of occurring events in different levels of

certainty and survey the activity models in their own contexts.

3.2.3 Fuzzy states of activities

A fuzzy state represents a general and brief description about the current status of the world.

When an activity is realized, the world observes the transit of a chain of fuzzy states (see Figure

3.2); however, this transition proceeds in a special fuzzy context. Each activity is regarded as a

sequence of fuzzy states (see Figure 3.1). In fact, when an activity is performed, the world

observes the transit of a chain of fuzzy states, and the system achieves its goal while activities

are being realized. Considering that an intelligent system is assigned in order to direct the

realization of an activity, the perception of fuzzy states and fuzzy contexts may indicate how to

repeat the realization of this activity. In this system, the fuzzy context represents the

environmental and external conditions required for realization of the activity, but fuzzy states

represent the procedures or actions that should be performed by the system in order to realize the

activity. In fact, fuzzy states represent the internal states of this system and the events that may

occur inside it (see Figure 3.4).

Figure3.4. Fuzzy state and fuzzy context required for the realization of an activity
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In Figure 3.4, we can see that although the types of the fuzzy contexts and fuzzy states are

similar, the objective of their consideration is different; in fact, one represents the conditions in

which a scenario can be realized by an intelligent system, and the other represents the way that

the scenario can be realized in the world. Therefore, it is presumed that in order to realize an

activity, the world is divided into two sections which are the intern system and the extern system.

The world features that should remain invariable during activity realization are the fuzzy-context

members (extern system), and the attributes that are varied or would be used for activity

realization; these would be taken into account as being fuzzy-state elements (intern system). The

boundary between an intern and extern system is not a fixed, stable or definitive border. This

logical boundary may dynamically change and new attributes join the system environment (fuzzy

context) after a few steps of activity completion.

In order to relate Figure 3.4 to activity recognition, the world may be recognized as a

temporal data set containing observations from an activity. Fuzzy states are known as the

knowledge (pattern) extracted from some activities5 scenarios, and the fuzzy context represents

the conditions in which the learned knowledge is valid. Hence to explain system dynamicity

which we distinguish from system border, we propose to consider fuzzy subtractive clustering in

the definition of fuzzy states and fuzzy contexts. The reason is that this algorithm discovers

clusters by considering both the cluster's insides and outsides. Therefore, discovered fuzzy

clusters would define system fuzzy states respecting fuzzy contexts. In order to correctly

illustrate this issue, we propose the following example. Let us consider the realization of an

activity in the world through the observation of six variables, which are indicated in'Table 3.1.

Then, the fuzzy context and fuzzy states of this activity are sought out:
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3.1.: Observation of Six World Attributes in Twenty Stages
(synthetic data)

observation
number

1
2
3
4
5
6 .
7
a
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Variable 1

1
2
3

" 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Variable 2

1
1
1
4
4
4
7
7
7

! 9
9
9

20
20
20
16
16
16
12
12

Variable 3

1 .
2
1
2
7
8
7
8

12
13
12
14
20
19
18
19
15
14
15
13

Variable 4

10
9
4

10
19
7
7
5

17
18
20
18
2
5
2
19
14
12
5
1

Variable 5

12
11
10
9
8
8
9

10
11
12
12
11
10
9
8

11
10
9
9
S

Variable 6

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

In order to break world observations into two groups of context and machine states, we

apply the subtractive-clustering method [99] and then verify results. In Table 3.2, we have

illustrated how the world is perceived. We have shown that by selecting different influence

ranges (IR), different cluster sizes result; the bigger an IR is selected, the fewer number of fuzzy

states are created. In contrast, a smaller IR would cause smaller cluster sizes and, thus, more

fuzzy states would be perceived by the world. Each line represents the cluster center of a fuzzy

cluster, and the symbol © is used in order to indicate which variable is taken as a fuzzy context

member. Here, we see not only that the world is divided into two intern (fuzzy states) and extern

(fuzzy context) sections, but also that applying the proposed data-mining activities model

provided an approximate summary about the ongoing events in the world. By selecting a big IR,

the world is seen as a single fuzzy context which shows no dynamicity; however, by selecting

smaller amounts of IR, the world would be seen more dynamic, and more fuzzy states would be

inferred. When a very small IR is selected (0.4), then the world is seen almost as being like the

observations. Increasing or decreasing the IR, we can see different fuzzy states and, probably,

different fuzzy contexts. This means that in requiring different details from temporal data sets,
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different perspectives for each set of fuzzy states and fuzzy contexts are inferred. As the result,

the defined boundaries of activity states with their contexts depend on IR, so it may be said that

this boundary is a dynamic boundary.

3.2.: Observation of Six World Attributes in Twenty Stages (synthetic data)

�SUlBIl
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We can see several hypotheses that explain the observations which are formed when

different cluster sizes are desired. Each cluster is represented by a cluster center and the set of

cluster center represent a fuzzy state. At the point of each fuzzy state, we can imagine that each

variable is stable and, by occurrence of the fuzzy event (which may be a multidimensional
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event), the world transits to a new fuzzy state. For example, one hypothesis is that an activity

transits into four fuzzy states, coded as 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4 in Table 2, and the sixth variable

indicates the fuzzy context [11] of this activity, symbolized by © in Table 3.2. In figure 3.5, we

have illustrated this perception observed from the presented world.
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V State 3^
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Figure3.5.: The world is modeled as chain of fuzzy events

In figure 3.5, the occurrence of fuzzy events illustrated will cause the transition from one

fuzzy state to another in the world. A fuzzy event may be a multidimensional event; for example,

when the first fuzzy event occurs, the first variable state decreases from approximately 12 to 7,

the second variable from about 9 to 7, the third variable decreases from 14 to 7, the fourth

variable decreases from 18 to 7 and the fifth variable decreases from 11 to 9. This whole

perception is valid only if the influence range has been selected as 1, and if the sixth variable

stays approximately at the 10 value level [13]. In the section concerning concept viewpoint

pertaining to activities, we will discuss that all of the discovered machine states can be crossed

by a curve or line through a regression operation and the calculated equation will represent the

activity function [8, 13].
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3.2.4 Modeling of activities as a series of fuzzy events

Here, we introduce the proposed framework about the modeling process established in order

to learn activities. The main function of activity modeling is to be able to make predictions in the

Smart Home and reason about correct realization of activities. Moreover, the Smart Home should

be able to judge if the world state is normal, or if the Smart Home resident needs assistance.

Fuzzy conceptual structures are proposed to be applied in modeling of activities and, finally, a

hierarchy of concepts may be drawn useful in demonstrating the system's perception of the

world. Consequently, we introduce some definitions that are applied in our mining model. The

world in the proposed learning problem is observed through a set of applied sensors. The symbol

si=l,n *= S represents the ith sensor from the set of applied sensors S where n refers to the

number of sensors or variables and a refers to a typical activity. Goal G is achieved when a is

realized, so in most cases, we can imagine that goal achievement is equivalent to activity

realization.

3.2.4.1 The world

The world in the activity recognition problem is the ambient environment in which activities

are realized. It is desirable for a Smart Home to cover all features of activities through its

embedded sensors. Therefore, when an activity is realized, all sensors or a subset of these will be

actuated and the Smart Home state (in short, we call it the "home state") will change, so the

home state is dependent on the activity state. For the Activity Recognition Reasoning System

(ARRS), the closed world [100] of ambient intelligence is perceived through the observations

taken from the sensors. For example, these sensor observations indicate the spatial locations of

the objects applied in activity realization. Frequent observations of all sensors from the real
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world are recorded in a temporal data set and this temporal data set constitutes the elementary

input of the ARRS. Therefore, the world is observed by sensors and they map the real world to

virtual world. If the world contains any feature which remains unobserved, then the ARRS will

not perceive it and, naturally, it does not take it into account; therefore, the perception of the real

world is limited to observatory facilities, which equal the virtual world or temporal data set. One

important property of this collection is that each of its members (each sensor) observes one

property of a single reality at a particular moment. In other words, it is presumed that sensors

perform their observations synchronously.

Definition 3.1 {virtual world). Presuming the reality is the state of the world attributes as

they actually are, the virtual world is the collection of attributes that are observed from the

world accompanying their observed values. Formally, the virtual world is a set of tuples

World = {(suvti,t)eS x 520(0,1} X T/ |S| = n,v = val(sifvti,i)}.

in which st observes the ith attribute of the real world out of the observed features and we refer

to Si at time t by vti; however, T is the number of times that observation is done. The valÇ)

function captures the value of sensor Ŝ  at time t E [1, T]. The observations are made through n

sensors for T times. RFID sensors or, generally, any kind of sensors that generate any amount of

values v G Jl or the ones that generate 0-1 values are the data types that are accepted. Because of

the fact that activities are realized and observed in an ambient environment, we expect the

observed world to be unaffected by any event occurring out of the ambient environment.

Moreover, we presume that all possible world states are observed within T observations.

Therefore, in this thesis, the ARRS supposes that the world is closed or, in other words, it

benefits from Closed World Assumption (CWA), which is a presumption that what is not
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currently known to be true is false. For example, if no explanation for an observation is found,

then we infer that the world is abnormal or an erroneous activity has been realized.

3.2.4.2 Observation

Observation is the process of gaining significant details from world attributes in order to be

analyzed by artificial-intelligence techniques and discover high-level information to explain the

world. In other words, observation is the process of sampling the signals that measure real world

physical conditions and converting the resulting samples into digital numeric values that can be

manipulated by a computer. When an activity is realized, world quality is changed significantly

and the observation process informs the ARRS about these basic events. Technologically

speaking, during the observation process world qualities are transformed into electrical signals

through the application of sensors and these electrical signals are again transformed into digital

numeric values, which are understandable for the computers. In total, observation includes three

main steps which are performed by two sorts of hardware devices:

Sensors that convert physical parameters of the world into electrical signals;

Signal conditioning circuitry that converts sensor signals into a form that can be

transformed into signal values. From a logical viewpoint, this hardware may be an

Analogue to Digital converter (ADC).

In this thesis, we do not deal with the electrical conversion procedure which occurs inside

the observation process. However, when we refer to raw data, we are in fact referring to the

digital numeric values that are received from digitizers and registered by the database. In

ambient environments, world observation is conducted frequently through a definitive frequency

and world quality is estimated/measured for each observation and registered automatically inside
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a temporal data set. Each time the world is observed, a line of data record is created in order to

save this world quality for future analyses.

Definition 3.2 {momentum observation). Let Ot = (ytl,vt2) ....,vtn) the observations vector

taken at time t on all sensors s j G S of the Smart Home, where vti is the imprecise value of

the sensor st at time t. The observations of an activity a 6 A concerning some goal G are

represented by matrix 0a = [vti], where 1 < t < T, 1 < i < n.

oa =
\V 11 V In

' � ' vTn.

Therefore, each row or line of this matrix is an observation of momentum in the world and

each column represents the observations of the concerning sensor during activities realization.

This is to say that every attribute of an observation refers to a single reality or each attribute

explains a property of a single object. An example of observation is the temporal data set, which

is formed from frequent registration of the output of the Smart Home's sensors. For example,

while the activity of "coffee making" was realized, the distance of the RFID tags attached on the

sugar, glass and coffee to the two RFID antennas was captured as seen in Table 3.3:

Table 3.3.: Observation of six attributes of the world during the first five seconds of the
"coffee making" activity in LIARA.

Observation 1

Observation 2

Observation 3

Observation 4

Observation 5

Time

Second 1

Second 2

Second 3

Second 4

Second 5

Sugar
Vs.

RFID Antenna 1

0

0

0

0

0

Sucjar
Vs.

RFID Antenna 2

0

31

34

40

43

Glass
Vs,

RFID Antenna 1

0

0

44

39

0

Glass
Vs.

RFID Antenna 1

37

36

0

39

0

Coffee
Vs.

RFID Antenna 1

34

39

33

40

35

Coffee
Vs.

RFID Antenna 1

0

0

0

0

0

In Table 3.3, we can see that time, like any other world attribute, is observed and taken into

account as an activity feature that may provide useful information for activity recognition. In
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latter parts of this thesis, we will discuss the fact that multi-attribute observations are considered

as being the input objects of the proposed activity-recognition reasoning system.

3.2.4.3 Sensor (variable) state

In previous sections, we discussed that sensors' observations are transformed into digital

numerical values, so it can be inferred that sensors are mapped as variables in the ARRS.

Furthermore, we discussed that sensors' generated values are dependent on activity realization.

Therefore, by surveying these values, we may discover the patterns that a sensor (variable) might

obey when activities are realized. Regarding time, sensors' generated digital numerical values

can be formalized as a time series. Therefore, each column of Table 3.3 is a time series;

however, all of these columns describe different aspects of only one reality (activity). During

realization of activities, we can see sensors staying temporary or permanently at a definitive

value. This stability at a definitive value causes consideration of sensor (variable) state. It is

expected that variables should act in a feasible space, defined by variable states. In other words,

it is expected that when an activity is realized, variables act within predicted states.

This value is given to a variable according to the measurement that a sensor takes from the

concerning attribute. For example, in Table 3.3, we can see five states for each variable in each

column. For instance, the coffee-container antenna is {34, 39, 33, 40 ,35} centimetres away

from the first RFID antenna. The important point here is that definition of a variable or sensor

state is dependent on time, so by the elapsing of time, new data records are created and new

variable states can be created. Considering the role of time, we face two groups of variable

states. The first group of states refers to values in which the variable stops at several different

moments and causes a relatively stable state; there are also transition states that indicate the
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transition of a variable from a stable state to other stable states. In order to distinguish these two -

transition and stable states in a data-driven manner, we first consider the time factor.

Consequently, when a variable stays at a definitive value for a relatively long time, this value is a

sensor (variable) state and, if a variable remains for a relatively short time on a definitive value,

then it is a transition state. When we talk about variable state in this thesis, we are in fact

referring to a stable sensor state.

Definition 3.3 {sensor state). Let 0a an observation matrix on activity a, sensor state is

formally defined as set Statei = {vti E 0a � 3 s E [1,T], i E [l,n] -> vt-8i = vti � vt+8i)

where i represents the ith sensor in which s is the minimum delay for stay of a value in

order to be recognized as a stable state.

For each action that a Smart Home resident performs, in order to complete the realization of

an activity, the state of one or more sensors may be actuated, so their digital-monitoring numeric

value may be changed. Therefore, accomplishment of simple actions in the Smart Home is

mapped as a series of events in temporal data sets. During realization of activities, we can see

each sensor stay temporarily or permanently at definitive values. This stability causes

consideration of a world state. World state represents a short estimation of world quality.

Depending on the observed attributes, world quality is estimated. If more attributes in the world

are observed, then a better estimation of world state is provided and the difference between

similar world states is more easily distinguishable. In Table 3.3 for example, considering that the

world is observed frequently, thus each record of gathered temporal data represents an

instantaneous estimation of world quality. In other words, each record of the observation matrix

represents world state momentum at the concerning moment.
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The important point here is that definition of world state is dependent on time.

Consequently, through passing of time, new data records are created and new world states may

be created. Considering the role of time, we face two main groups of world states. The first

group of states refers to the moments when entire variables stop in their old values and cause a

relatively stable world state. There are also transition states that demonstrate the transition of a

world state from a stable state to other stable states. In order to distinguish these two transition

and stable states in a data-driven manner, we must consider the time factor. Consequently, when

a world remains at a definitive set of values for a relatively long time, then it causes a world state

and, if a world keeps a definitive set of values for a relatively short period of time, then it is a

transition state. For example, we can view the world represented in Table 3.3 by this expression:

"The world state in which the distance of sugar to RFID antenna 2 is high and the distance

of glass to the RFID antenna 2 is high. "

In this statement, we pointed out the second and fourth record of the observation matrix.

Therefore, world state is a record or a group of records from the observation matrix which are

subjected to variable limitations.

3.2.4.4 Fuzzy cluster centers of observations

Performing fuzzy clustering on an observations' matrix and fuzzifying the world state

concept would lead to the creation of a fuzzy-state concept. The most important characteristic of

this task is that we are able to handle existing uncertainty in observations and make new classes

to explain individual observations. In order to fuzzify temporal observations, we benefit from

temporal interpretation performed by the fuzzy subtractive-clustering method, which was

originally proposed by Stephen L. Chiu in 1994 [99]. This algorithm is an efficient method for
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extracting fuzzy-classification rules from high-dimensional data such as Smart Home temporal

data sets. By this method, we can transform nonlinear input-output relationships to be expressed

by a set of qualitative "if-then" rules [75]. One important feature of this method is that it allows

knowledge extraction when the expert cannot express his or her knowledge explicitly. In the

Smart Home, we hope to be completely fair about activities and, having no expert idea or

prejudgment about the ongoing events in the Smart Home, we desire to recognize these

activities. In doing this, we can be hopeful about proposing an automatic recognition method

which does not rely on experts' help at running time.

The way that our method works is that at first, it quickly estimates the number of clusters

and cluster centers from a collection of data points. Then, initial fuzzy rules with rough estimates

of membership functions are obtained from the cluster centers; finally, membership functions

and other rule parameters are then optimized regarding some output error criteria.

From a perspective of data points, a cluster is a set of similar objects where similarity is

defined by some distance measurement. Clustering is a critical task for temporal data mining in

the Smart Home because the similarity between objects changes temporally and there should be

defined temporal and dynamic criteria for distance measuring. This dynamicity in similarity

measure is dependent on two general reasons. One reason for this is that occurrence of events is

dependent on realization of previously performed actions or activities. The other reason concerns

context or the environmental conditions of a system. In some special contexts, occurrence of an

event is more possible than in other contexts. Therefore, behavior of a system from an external

observer viewpoint is dependent on both the system's external (environmental) and internal

variables.
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The proposed cluster-center estimation method estimates the clusters between data points

according to both data points' internal relations and external criteria. Here, by the expression

"external criteria", we refer to the state of data points from the perspective of a variable

regarding other parameters that do not change under any circumstances. For example, when the

distance of an object to a particular point10 in the environment is measured, then the position of

this particular point is considered an external parameter (absolute criteria) in data mining. But, if

we can find two objects that have a similar distance to a particular point, then, from that

particular viewpoint, it can be inferred that these objects are close to each other. This second

observation reveals the relative criteria for discovery of internal relations between data points.

Some authors work with fuzzy-clustering methods in the product space of input-output space

in order to detect interaction between input and output variables. Others have extended the use of

fuzzy clustering to detect multidimensional fuzzy sets in the product space of the input variables

to identify the premise of fuzzy rules and, then, assign a linear consequent to each rule. The

identification of fuzzy models can be improved by using these multidimensional reference fuzzy

sets [75]. Hence, fuzzy clusters give rise to local regression models. The idea of fuzzy clustering

is to divide data space into fuzzy clusters, each of these representing one specific part of system

behavior. After projecting clusters onto the input space, antecedent parts of fuzzy rules can be

found. The consequent parts of these rules can then be simple functions. For example, in activity

recognition, these fuzzy rules are expressed by linguistic rules like: If object 1 is near to point 1

then it might be fuzzy statel of activity7.

10 In the proposed validation, it is the location of RFID antennas that observe RFID tags in the environment.
Their position is fixed in the environment and it can be said that they have absolute positions in the environment.
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Using a fuzzy-clustering algorithm, membership functions can be determined according to

two possible methods. In the first method, clusters are projected orthogonally onto the axes of

antecedent variables, and membership functions are fitted to these projections. The second

method uses multidimensional antecedent membership functions, i.e. the fuzzy clusters are

projected onto the input space [75]. In order to symbolize the aforementioned process, we use the

subclust function.

Definition 3.4 (fuzzy-cluster center). A fuzzy-cluster center of set of sensors S on activity a

is an observation vector CQ = (yti>Vt2> �>Vtn) representing a group of observations

{0t: 1 < t < T] Q 0a that are similar to each other, where t is a fuzzy time and vu is a

center cluster on sensor st E S.

Each cci is discovered through the clustering function subclustQ by specifying the radius of

range IR. We note the matrix of center clusters [CQ] = substract(Oa,IR). In the temporal

subtractive clustering process, the cluster centers are discovered based on two parameters:

Similar observations of a single sensor are clustered and, for each cluster (containing

similar data points), a cluster center is discovered in order to represent its concerned

cluster members.

Similar momentum observations are clustered and, for each cluster (containing

similar observations), an n �dimensional cluster center is discovered in order to

represent its concerning cluster members, where n is the number of observing

sensors.

One important parameter that the proposed clustering method depends on is the cluster

radius IR. A cluster radius parameter defines up to what distance a cluster center may represent
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its neighbors. If the data is normalized in the sense that data points are indicated in a range

between 0 and 1, then in Table 3.4 we represent interpretations for the IR factor:

Table 3.4.: Selection of different cluster radiuses or influence ranges (IR)

Cluster Radius

IR = 1

IR = 0,9

IR = 0.5

!R = 0.1

!R ~ 0

Radius size

Biggest possible

Very big clusters

Fair size clusters

Very small clusters

No cluster

Interpretation of the cluster center

The data point, which is the most similar to all of the data points Is the cluster center.

A few data points which represent general dataset specifications are the cluster centers.

Data points that are at least half-similar to their neighbors are the cluster centers.

Several data points that are very simitar to their neighbors are the cluster centers,

All the data points are the cluster centers.

In Table 3.4, we present a selection of a bigger IRs which would lead to consideration of

bigger clusters. Thus, few cluster centers representing general characteristics of the temporal data

set would be discovered (see Figure 3.6).

1 1
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Figure3.6.: At high rates of influence range (here IR=1), the discovered cluster center would represent general

characteristics of the data set

When a smaller IR is selected (here IR = 0.5) then more cluster centers that represent local

characteristics of the data set are discovered. The discovered cluster centers are more similar to

the cluster members (see Figure 3.7)
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Figure3.7.L By selection of IR between 0 and 1 (here IR=0.5), discovered cluster centers would represent detailed

characteristics of the data set

In Figure 3.7, we can see that the discovered cluster centers take on most similarities from

their cluster members. This was illustrated by the selection of an IR = 0.5; the cluster centers

here are fifty percent similar to their cluster members and accept a difference of up to 50% in

order to accept a data point to be included in their clusters. By selection of smaller IR rates, less

similarity degree is desired; therefore, more cluster centers are discovered. If we select the

minimum IR rate, which is IR = 0, then every data point would be considered as a cluster center

(see Figure 3.8).
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Figure3.8.: The less cluster radius is selected, the more clusters are defined. The maximum number of classes would

correspond to the number of individuals.

In Figure 3.8 we can see that a maximum number of details are inferred from the

observation when raw observations are taken into account. Finally, it can be concluded that the

influence range factor defines how far one wishes the cluster centers be from each other. It can

be inferred that the mentioned process is a one-pass quick algorithm and it needs no expert

knowledge concerning the number of fuzzy states of variables or the structure of fuzzy classes.

In this process, in order to generate such knowledge, each element of the observation matrix 0a

is compared to other elements; the positions that data points are mostly concentrated around

them are calculated as the fuzzy cluster centers.

3.2.4.5 Fuzzy sensor state

Fuzzy sensor state is the value in which a sensor is stable for a relatively long time. The

quality of the term "relatively long" depends on two factors: firstly, it depends on the delays of

this variable on its other values; secondly, it is contingent on the delays of other variables stable
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on their values. These criteria are already considerable in the subtractQ function, when time is

observed and inputted like other variables. Therefore, the data-driven interpretation of fuzzy time

can explain the criteria for discovery of sensor states.

Definition 3.5 (fuzzy sensor state). Let Os. = {vti G Oa, 1 < t < T] a set of the values of

the sensor st G S> a fuzzy state of sensor st , noted sfi = (%, t) G 0s.x [1, T], is a kth G N

group of similar observations on Sj related to fuzzy time t, such that it exist a cluster center

Vti G subclust{Os., IR), where IR G [0,1].

IR is the desired detail/generality from data points where the set of cluster centers ordered

by fuzzy time t. IR is the influence range or the cluster radius rate, which defines the clusters'

sizes; therefore, cluster centers would represent similar data points in which the similarity

criterion is the cluster radius. Influence range factor is a relative factor and it depends on the

range in which data points are. An important point to note is that selection of different influence

ranges in cluster center estimation would lead to different interpretations from sensor

observations; accordingly, different data points with different quantities of cluster centers are

proposed as sensor states. Therefore, for each temporal data set, different sets of data records

representing the total data set may be discovered. In the next part of this thesis, we will discuss

combinations of fuzzy sensors' states which will lead to the creation of fuzzy-world states.

3.2.4.6 Fuzzy world state

A fuzzy world state is a set of attribute values in which the world is stable for a relatively

long time. The fuzzy time concept is applied in order to discover fuzzy world states. In this way,

when the world remains in a state for a long time (which is a fuzzy term), then it will be

recognized as a fuzzy world state; however, the world state itself is a fuzzy state. In other words,

the sensors' values are relatively and approximately stable while they are in a fuzzy world state.
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Occurrence of a fuzzy event which represents the occurrence of a real event in the world may

lead to the transition of a world from one state to another.

Definition 3.6 (fuzzy world state). Let Oa(T,ri) = [vti\ the observation matrix of an activity

a where n is the number of the sensors and T the learning time, let IR E [0.1] the fixed

influence range, the fuzzy world state, noted FSj£k = (yti>Vt2> �>Vtn>t) e 0�. X [1,T], is

the kth EN group of similar observations on n sensors related to fuzzy time t, such that it

exist a cluster center vector (v^lf vi2,..., Vfn, )
 e subclust(Oa, IR):

A fuzzy world state may include one or more rows of matrix Oa. For example, on the data of

Table 3.1, we are able to apply the fuzzy clustering process on data points in order to extract the

points (cluster centers) around which the data is concentrated. Thus, they represent different

existing qualities of these data points, which are similar to the majority of data points. The result

of this process is shown in Table 3.2. It can be observed that if the cluster radius is selected as

IR = 0.7, then the world would be divided into seven fuzzy states. If at running time a relatively

high similarity between current observations and learned fuzzy cluster centers is observed, then it

can be inferred that the observations might belong to the realization of a surveyed activity or

fuzzy activity.

3.2.4.7 Fuzzy activity

The fuzzy activity refers to a set of fuzzy world states at the influence range of IR, that are

transited in order to realize activity a. It demonstrates the realization of an activity in transition

of fuzzy states through observation of the ith observer sensors at the influence range of IR. To

make this concept, the observed data of activity realization Oa is fuzzified at an influence range

oflR.
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Definition 3.7 (fuzzy activity). Let a set of m fuzzy states FSj£k and IR the fixed influence

range, a fuzzy activity, noted FAIR, is defined as set of transition on these fuzzy states,

FAIR = {FS�k G subclust(OaJR) : Vfc//i? G [0,1], 3fuzzyEvent{FS1R
kfFS1R

k+1)}

through clustering the matrix observation of the habitat, where each couple of fuzzy state are

related by fuzzy event transition.

in which a is the mined activity; IR refers to the considered range of influence or the relative

similarity degree and m refers to the number of fuzzy states that the world is transited in

realization of a, so we have: 0<k<m<T and FS^k G FAIR. In order to calculate the FAIR in

matrix format, we perform the temporal subtractive clustering on the observations matrix, noted

[FAIR] = subsclust(Oa>lR) =

This matrix contains the cluster centers of all sensors (including time) resulting from a

comparison process between data points. CCki represents the kth cluster of the ith variable

(sensor). Each data row in this matrix represents a fuzzy world state. If n is the number of

columns (variables or sensors), then it can be inferred that activity a would m times change the

world state to achieve goal G.

3.2.4.8 Fuzzy event

Accomplishment of simple actions or operations in the Smart Home would lead to switch

the world state from a one to another in the virtual world. A fuzzy event, which refers to the

transition between two world states maps actions accomplished in the real world to the inferable
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significant events occurring in data sets. Therefore, recognition of fuzzy events would lead to

inference of actions that may be a part of a greater plan such as an activity.

Définition 3.8 (fuzzy event). Let {FSj£k G FAIR } a set of fuzzy world states, a fuzzy event is

a couple of fuzzy world states (FS1^, F S ^ + 1 ) £ FAIR X FAIR ordered by a fuzzy time.

Fuzzy events are the constituting elements of a typical activity, if activities are defined as a

sequence of actions. In this way, each fuzzy event represents an action in the temporal data set

and activities are modeled as a series of fuzzy events [7]. A main point in order to perceive the

concept of the fuzzy event refers to its relation to real world observable events that occur in the

real world. The sensors of ambient environments capture the events that may occur in the real

world such as standing on a carpet, opening a door or turning a light on, but on one hand, there

are many non-physical events that cannot be captured and, on the other hand, there are many

non-physical events that need a preprocess to be detected. For the inference system, a fuzzy

event is a proper tool to imagine such events as well as real events. For example, detection of

"delay between events" is itself a sort of event on which we should perform some preprocess in

order to detect it. Thus, when we put an object on a table, some preprocess on the RFID data is

needed in order to recognize this event. Therefore, although observable events may lead to

inference of fuzzy events by the mining model, there are sometimes cases in which a fuzzy event

is inferred even when an unobservable event has occurred. Through this description, we can say

that a fuzzy event provides a framework for perception of the system behavior.

3.2.5 Activity Realization Pattern

In order to model activities as a series of ordered actions, we calculate their representing

fuzzy events and make a set of the mentioned entities that are ordered by time.
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Definition 3.9: {activity realization pattern). Activity realization pattern (ARP) is defined as

the set of couples constituting from fuzzy events and their occurrence order ARPaIR =

^ 1 EFAIRx FAIRi3te[l,f\-*t-E<k<t + s}.

ARP simply represents the chain of events that may occur in the world when an activity is

realized. These events may be caused directly by the activity performer, or they may occur as

consequence of the accomplishment of actions. ARP represents a possible correct realization of a

typical activity. An important point about interpretation of ARPs [7, 12] concerns the uncertainty

in observation of the events in both learning and recognition steps. This question may arise in

cases in which the same events observed at the learning phase are not observed during the

recognition or running step. An example to this effect is that in some cases, most of the events

may be observed in the learning phase, but during the recognition step, some of the expected

events may not be observed by sensors. Conversely, it is possible that at recognition phase more

events are observed rather than what was observed during the learning step.

In order to resolve the aforementioned problem, we should consider the ARP that would be

made for live observations at recognition time. This ARP would be compared to the previously

learned ARPs and the similarity measures between these two models calculated in order to detect

if the activity was correctly realized [7, 12]. Therefore, if the measured similarities are high, it

could be inferred that live observations obey a known normal model (pattern); in contrast, high

dissimilarity would result in inference of an abnormal state or a different activity pattern.

3.2.5,1 Activity Prediction Pattern

One important objective of ARRS design is to predict the intention of the Smart Home

resident when he or she accomplishes a few actions concerning a bigger task. In other words, it is

desirable that, by observation of a few actions, the ongoing activity be recognized, so we can
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verify which services and assistance can be provided. Moreover, anomalies can be detected if

none of the expected actions are accomplished. Activity prediction patterns (APP) refer to the

models that at first indicate the activity that the resident intends to realize and, secondly, indicate

possible events that may occur in future [7, 12]. In order to calculate the APP, all of the ARPs

are compared together and, according to the entropy of their constituting elements, fuzzy events

are ordered and put in a decision tree, of which its leaves are intended activities and its nodes are

fuzzy events [12]. The result of the process of fuzzy event classification based on the information

entropy factor is put in a decision tree which includes the following steps:

Input:

� E set of fuzzy events

Output:

� Decision tree

1: Let e E E as fuzzy event, k as metadata and a as target.
2: Calculate the information gain of all e E E.
3: Put the fuzzy event e E E which has the highest information gain as the new root.
4: Calculate the entropy of all event qualities (increase/decrease).
5: Put event qualities as branches originating from the root from the highest entropy

on the left to the lowest entropy on the right.
6: Write the event order in a list of metadata next to the branches of the concerning

event.
7: If there is no more event E E9 then write the concerning activity a as the terminal.
8: Regardless of the current node, repeat the steps from 3 onward.

Algorithm 3.1.: Activity pattern recognition

The result of the mentioned process is a decision tree through which we can distinguish what

activity is possibly going on and at what step of the process we find ourselves. When possible

explanatory scenarios are discovered, we can refer to their concerning ARPs and make

predictions. Therefore, the APP is applied for recognition objectives and it may tell us in which
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possible world states we are. If the tree is sorted based on the events order k, then it can be

applied directly for prediction objectives. In algorithm 3.2, we can see how the ARP would be

sorted by fc.

Input:

� E set of fuzzy events

Output:

� Decision tree

1: Let e G E as fuzzy event, k as metadata and a as target.
2: Calculate the information gain of all e G E.
3: Put the fuzzy event e G E which has the highest information gain as the new root.
4: Calculate the entropy of all event qualities (increase/decrease).
5: If First Order (e) G aNextRoot(e), then continue.
6: Remove(e) temporarily from the calculations and put it in a new list.
7: Put fuzzy event e G £, as being the new root.
8: Calculate the entropy of all e G E qualities (increase/decrease).
9: Put event qualities as the branches originating from the root from highest entropy

on the left to lowest entropy on the right.
10: If there is no more event e G £, then write the concerning activity a as the

terminal.
11: Return the temporary list items to the main list.
12: Regardless of the current node or event e G £, repeat steps from 3.

Algorithm 3.2.: Activity realization pattern

The activity prediction pattern expresses the most important parameters and values for

recognition of activities. In fact, its consisting elements are the fuzzy events that are ordered

based on their information entropy being accomplished in ARPs of all activities. Each ARP may

be a hypothesis to the fact that its live observations obey its pattern. In fact, the live observations

are interpreted as fuzzy events that are a part of an ARP. In this way, APP is the collection of all

ARPs (hypotheses) that are ordered (indexed) based on information entropy of their concerning
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fuzzy events. ARP can be created during a classification process and represented by a decision

tree [101]. In here, we consider information entropy as the classification criterion necessary in

order to make a short and brief knowledge for recognition objectives. This prediction pattern,

which is inferred from the decision patterns, represents the most important signs and information

required to recognize the intention of activity realization. The fuzzy event that has the greatest

entropy would be placed in the highest node of the decision tree and the lower nodes of the tree

would have lesser importance to recognize the intended activity. By accomplishment of simple

actions (operations), different activities (scenarios) would be realized. In fact, actions are subsets

of activities and one action concerning a special activity can be found in the realization of other

activities too.

3.2.5.2 Fuzzy context

As it was mentioned earlier, there are several variables that are analyzed in order to

recognize activities. These variables in data sets represent the sensors' observations. Out of all

observing sensors, only a limited number of variables play significant roles in recognition of

activities and, in our experience, most of the variables do not play a noticeable role in both the

realization and recognition of activities. For example, when the Smart Home resident performs

the activity of "cooking", the sensors located in the bathroom do not play any role in both

realization and recognition of the "cooking" activity.

In order to concentrate efficiently on role-playing variables for the recognition objectives,

we propose to apply the fuzzy concept [11]. According to this idea, world variables are divided

into two general groups, which are fuzzy context variables and role-playing variables. Fuzzy

context variables are the ones which do not vary significantly and the role-playing variables vary
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significantly while the activity is realized. The concept of fuzzy time is applied here once again

in order to distinguish noticeable changes in variables.

Definition 3.12 (fuzzy context). A fuzzy context, noted CaIR, is the set of sensors {(s^, v{) E

S X 0a\ Vt 6 [1, T] -> vti = vt} that do not play any significant role in both realization and

recognition of activity a.

in which the sensor S; during the time of the activity a realization does not vary significantly

and it is fixed to value v, and this value is calculated through the cluster center discovery

process. Fuzzy context indicates the surrounding circumstances in which scenarios or activities

are realized. The fuzzy contexts of activities indicate the conditions and presumptions in which

activities' models are valid; a change in fuzzy context may cause invalidity of the system's

perception of the activities; thus, it will be taken into account as a new activity model. Therefore,

any knowledge extracted from observations is valid only if a similar context is met.

Up to here, we presumed that activities constituting series of actions were transformed into

fuzzy events in data sets, which are directed by the Smart Home resident in order to achieve a

goal. This viewpoint describes the activity as a temporal entity and finds recognition criteria in

the. quality of world dynamicity. This approach has already been published in [7, 12]. In the next

part of this thesis, we will discuss that although this modeling process is applied for recognition

of correct realization of activities, it can nonetheless be improved to solve the following

problems:

- A one-time activity may be modeled through different interpretations for the fuzzy

event, especially when different IR values are selected, so that each activity may be

viewed in a perspective of different granularity in the sense of generality/details of
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data-mining. In other words, neither definitive structure nor clear definition of the

activities is proposed; however, ARP is just one possible pattern for activities;

The beginning and ending points of activities should be cleared during the training

phase;

If more than one activity is realized (simultaneous activities) it does not recognize

these correct activities as normal world states. Moreover, interruption of activities

cannot be surveyed;

- Unseen world states cannot be predicted. In other words, the trends of world states

cannot be predicted and predictions can target the learned world states. Therefore, no

inference process (creativity) is conducted to foresee the future;

Reasoning in recognition of activities can happen only when an action is performed in

the world, so it does not reason in normality of the current momentum observations.

Therefore, we desire the ability to conduct real-time reasoning.

The aforementioned items are the main motivation for the proposal of a new complementary

viewpoint on activities in order to consider these as fuzzy-temporal concepts. This new

viewpoint stands on the previously introduced event-driven viewpoint and extends it in order to

more functional but resumed knowledge from the temporal data sets of Smart Home.

3.3 Modeling of the activity as a fuzzy-temporal concept

As it was mentioned earlier, the principal objective of observing intelligent system behavior

in this part of thesis is to model the intelligence behind world actuations; inferred fuzzy events

are applied as the forming entities of this model. Therefore, in this part of our text, we use and

extend previously presented definitions and formalizations in order to broaden event-driven
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perception from activities and propose a fuzzy conceptual structure (FCS) for the activities.

Through this viewpoint, we will regard activities as fuzzy temporal concepts in which fuzzy

events are the constituting individuals of this concept and for which a structure is formalized that

can describe both dynamic and static features of activities. Fuzzy conceptual structures are

proposed to be applied in modeling of activities and, finally, a hierarchy of concepts

demonstrating the system's perception of the world may be drawn. We will consider two

assumptions so as to make the proper inferences. The first assumption is that an activity is a

temporal concept as well as any other temporal concepts such as plans, behaviors or simple

actions that may be realized in order to achieve a goal. The second assumption is that only one

source of intelligence directs the occurrence of events in the environment; therefore, even if two

or more people perform one, two or more activities in the Smart Home, then we will consider

one universal comprehensive source of intelligence that directs occurrences of events.

Before we present modeling of activities as fuzzy temporal concepts, we will discuss the

underlying reasons for this selection and the significance of a typical fuzzy temporal concept: In

[92], we discussed the fact that ARRS is an intelligent system and, typically, an intelligent

system needs to be fed knowledge in order to perform its recognition-related tasks. One way to

discover and create knowledge for intelligent systems is to make concepts. In other words, an

intelligent system perceives the real world by creating concepts that may explain occurring

events [93]. If the concepts made are inferred from the analysis of temporal data, we then refer to

the concept by the term "temporal concept".
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The real world is perceived through application of concepts. In 1984, Novak [102] defined

the "concept" as a perceived regularity or pattern in events or objects, or records of events or

objects, designated by a label11. A concept is indicated through its properties and regarding its

relations to other concepts that have common properties. It is impossible to characterize any

concept without its relation to other concepts [93, 102, 103]; for example, in description logic,

applying a semantic network the concepts are correlated. In the current thesis, as the knowledge

is resulted from analyze of temporal data, the perceived concepts are named temporal concepts.

Furthermore, in this work, concepts are represented in a hierarchy and each concept is indicated

with respect to its higher and lower-level concepts. In fact, the extracted knowledge is

represented by these concepts, and more specifically by fuzzy conceptual structures. In the

current thesis, in profiting from fuzzy-event formalization, ARRS could perceive the world as a

sequence of fuzzy events, which are the forming entities of temporal concepts.

For each discovered concept, we will consider two items which are conceptual structure and

flexibility space: these are required in order to formalize a concept. Thus, any individual who

may be subsumed by a concept should be confirmed by the concept structure while respecting

the defined flexibility space of it. Conceptual structures [93] represent the cognition function of

the world's ARRS system which perceives the environment and its occurring events. In other

words, it represents the ARRS's perception of reality12. Around a single reality, several

hypotheses can be made, or different concepts may be inferred, because this reality can be

interpreted according to different criteria and methods. In this context, conceptual structure

11 Label refers here to the "name" or the "word" with which a concept is called.
12 Reality is the state of the world that actually exists, rather than as it may appear or might be imagined or

perceived 102. Joseph D. Novak, D.B.G., Learning How to Learn. 1984: Cambridge University Press. 199 .
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indicates totalitarian cognition of reality. For example, in Table 3.2 we can see that around a

single reality (observations mentioned in Table 3.1), several hypotheses are made to explain it.

Thus, we need a summarizer that encapsulates hypotheses around an activity's observations so as

to make this activity structure. In the next part of this thesis, we will formalize recently proposed

concepts.

33.1 Fuzzy temporal concept

Regardless of concept structure, a concept itself is an entity. Any conclusion from the

temporal observation itself is a temporal concept because we use fuzzy theory in the process of

concept discovery. Then, we call the discovered concept & fuzzy temporal concept.

Proposition 1 {Fuzzy temporal concept). Let set of m fuzzy states FS^k and IR the fixed

influence range, a fuzzy temporal concept, noted FTCj§^ is a subset of fuzzy states FS^k

that are discovered in a range of influence IR G [e,X\. Geometrically, FTC = J F S dIR

is an integral which describe a fuzzy space of the set of fuzzy states points.

In this proposition, À indicates high value of the influence range (IR) and £ represents low

value of IR. In a normalized data set, X=l and it returns a single data point as a result. Also, s

represents the level of desired detail to be considered in modeling. In a normalized data set,

s = 0.5 would represent the fact that data points inside a cluster are at least fifty percent

regarding total data points, and similar to the cluster centers. Therefore, fifty percent of

dissimilarity to cluster centers is tolerated. Hence, high and low boundaries of IR represent the

range of desired detail required in order to be included in the concept. A key point here is that the

step lengths of IR count. If we could count the steps with the smallest possible ones then we

would have: FTC}g=* = {£=*FSj*k dIR in which FTC is the collection constituting of all
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possible cluster centers discoverable from a temporal data set. Technically, we are not able to

load continuous values of IR into a clustering algorithm; however, we can load discrete values of

IR. For example, at implementation time, we can select dIR = 0.1 as the step length for

calculation of hypotheses which explain activities. One result that is caused by inference from

Proposition 1 refers to the hierarchy of concepts in the Smart Home. Presuming that we have

observed all of the possible events in the world and then, by mining the observation data, we

may infer a concept hierarchy from these observations in which the desired level of events

defines the characteristics of FTCs. For example, if we look for highly detailed information from

the observations, then we would select a very small value for £. The result would be a set of

observations because all data points would be selected as cluster centers; thus, every point in

itself represents a concept quality. By increasing the value of e from lower values to higher ones,

we can see that actions are inferable and, by continuing the decrease of desired detail level, we

are able to see higher-level concepts such as activities, plans or strategies that can be

characterized. In Figure 3.9, we have shown a typical schema of concept hierarchy that may be

discovered from the Smart Home data warehouse when different levels of detail in extracted

knowledge are desired. Naturally, the quantity of discovered cluster centers would decrease

when higher values for £ are selected because a smaller surface would be affected by the integral.

This is why we expect that the hierarchy of discoverable concepts is presentable in a pyramidal

form.
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Figure3.9.: Hierarchy of concepts inferable from temporal data in the Smart Home

In Figure 3.9, we can see that the highest level of knowledge is called normal world generic

function (NWGF), which describes the general characteristics of a normal world. In order for a

behavior or strategy to be normal, it needs the NWGF to confirm it and accept it as a collection

of normal world states as well as a typical activity, which needs to be confirmed by its higher-

level concepts. Figure 3.9 specifies a hierarchy of concepts that a human might imagine for

ADLs in the Smart Home. In this hierarchy, each higher-level concept is more generic than its

lower-level concept. In description logic [104], when a more generic concept includes a more

particular concept (like the generality relation between "female" and "mother" in the rule:

"mother is female"), then it is said that the more generic concept subsumes the more particular

concept. There are several concepts such as actions and activities that are situated between raw

observations and NWGF. We call these middle-level concepts (MLCs). In the hierarchy of

concepts concerning the Smart Home, we presume that each higher-level concept subsumes its

lower-level concept. Except for the unsupervised approach, MLCs can be formed in a data-

driven manner by performing a fuzzy-clustering operation on observations. To carry out this

task, we mine observations from the world in various IR rates. Further explanation is when a

very big IR value (X) is selected; then, total observations would be transformed into a single
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fuzzy state, which indicates one cluster center per each variable. Then, by decreasing the IR

value, these cluster centers would be broken into two or more cluster centers, which would cause

consideration of two or more fuzzy states for observation and demonstrate details pertaining to

the dynamicity of the concepts. In consequence, by decreasing the IR value, the cluster centers of

each fuzzy state would be broken into more partial states so that more details would be mined.

This process can be continued down to the step in which desired details about the world are

obtained (see Table 3.2). If the desired details about activity are obtained at IR = £, then in

Figure 3.10 we can see how the concept of a typical activity could be inferred in a data-driven

manner. This figure summarizes a data-driven approach for discovery of the concepts that a

human mind may imagine.

The world is seen as a unique^ ^
fuzzy state. .�/�-^m^

The world is seen'as two or more .^MMmW
fuzzy state transitions. " ':" ''-"-^^^

Fuzzy states are broken ï'
more partial states.

Enough details about th
events can be inferred.

Figure3.10. Data-driven hypotheses for perception of concepts such as an activity

In Figure 3.10, it can be seen that at the lowest level of concept hierarchy, there are raw

observations that describe world transition from one observation to another. By discovery of

FTCs, we can achieve higher-level viewpoints describing world transitions. We can observe that

a typical activity at IR = E can be modeled; however, if we select higher values for IR, then
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higher-level concepts such as plans, strategies and, at the highest level, NWGF could be

discovered, too. In this figure, we affirm that a typical activity is a part of a normal world and

other high-level MLCs. Hence, it can be said that in order to verify if an individual (object or

data point) is an instance of a special concept, we would need to know the general characteristics

of this concept at a glance. In other words, we need a model which briefly describes the possible

qualities of conceptual individuals. Discovered similarity is once again the criterion for both

concept structuring and concept recognition. FTC represents the set of important data points

which represent the concept's general characteristics. As it was mentioned earlier, activity is

itself a temporal concept and FTC represents the fuzzy conceptual structure of the activity.

During recognition phase, by selection of the £ value, we can configure the ARRS and how

much deviation from activity models are expected in activity realization. Hence, a key point

concerns the activities concept and the way that we can recognize their borders, as shown in the

last figure with the dotted line, in a data-driven manner from a huge temporal data warehouse.

3.3.1.1 Concept border recognition

In a huge temporal data set, which includes data about ADLs gathered by continuous

observation of these activities over a relatively long period of time, the borders of activities

should be known or labeled in order to automatically model activities. Through application of

clustering, we could collect similar data points and, also, represent the activity as a single world

state at a definitive influence range. Therefore, each activity constitutes a special temporal

quality out of all of the observed world temporal qualities. This singular world state is a part of

NWGF. In consequence, although activities from a bottom-up view are discovered from

observations' analysis, they should be subsumed by higher-level concepts such as NWGF. If the

influence range (in cluster estimation) on the total data set is within a range from zero to one [0-
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1], then at a special cluster radius range, let us take for example IR = q G [0,1] in which q is

proposed by an expert or it may be mined, we may find cluster centers that each represent a

special world quality or an activity. Therefore, data-driven interpretation of activity a is every

cluster center discovered at IR = q which is the desired similarity rate between observations in

order to be recognized as fuzzy-activity function.

3.3.1.2 Activity function

As it was mentioned earlier, one of our contributions in this thesis is to propose a

mathematical multivariable function in order to model an activity and to recognize it. The goal of

this function is to recognize activities and, to do that, it transfers observations to the modeling

space, which is the activity space. This function is noted by ya, in which index a refers to the

surveyed activity. For instance, if we consider the positions of the "glass" and "sugar" objects in

realization of the "coffee making" activity, then the y coffee making transfers the observations of

the concerning sensors to the activity space in order to verify how similar it is to the coffee-

making activity (see Figure 3.11).

Glass position
Observation spaa:

Glass position

Sugar

position

lime

Sugar position

Figure 3.11.: Activity function
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The way that this function works is based on discovered similarities between observations

and activity structure. Therefore, it is expected that this function should reason in both

momentum observations and series of observations that recognize ongoing activity. In order to

discover this function, we calculate the equivalent of a curve or line that cuts across activities'

cluster centers. When an observation is recognized as being similar to at least one of the

activity's fuzzy states, then it can be inferred that it may possibly justify realization of the

activity. The sensors are the variables that activity function depends on and, based on their

generated numerical values, we can model or recognize activities. Presuming that we intend to

calculates line that goes across the cluster centers of the activity structure (FTC), then a resultant

line is formalized as a combination of the values of the sensors involved in the activity.

Proposition 2 (fuzzy activity function). A fuzzy temporal concept FTCj^^ describes a

fuzzy activity function a iff. 3q G [s,X\, such that ya is a multiple regression of the role

playing sensors, formulated as ya � cc0 + a±vtl H�. +anvtn

where vti is the value of the it/lsensor at time t in which a^ indicates the factor of the role

played by the ithsensor in activity a, obtained by regression or smoothing methods [64, 70]. ya

is interpreted as a similarity value that a typical realization of activity a would cause possibly

which world states. In other words, it indicates the space in which observations of a can be valid.

The logic in this reasoning is the estimated inferred similarity degree between observations vti

and activity function ya. In order to calculate ya> at first we must estimate the line or curve that

goes across FTC members, then we calculate the function that proposes a similarity degree to

this line.

Property 2.1 (smoothing FTC members) The line or curve that traverses the fuzzy states of

activity a may result from a linear smoothing technique such as linear regression,
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polynomial estimation or Savitzky-Golay filter and it is symbolized by za = smooth({x G

Generally, these methods are different in the way they treat existing noise in data and

linearity of the smoothing curve.

Property 2.2 {similarity to za). The reasoning in membership of an observation to a member

of FTC is conducted based on the distance factor. The closer an observation is to an FTCa

member, the more similarity to za results, so more certainty in recognition of a is inferred.

The distance of an observation to za is estimated according to this formula:

FS'a
R

k dIR) - vtiy

In Property 2.2, the distance of all FTC rows (members) to the observation is calculated and,

out of these distances, the minimum distance represents the similarity that a is getting realized

or, in other words, vti G a. Regardless of the distance of observation to za, there is another

parameter that affects the possibility of membership to an activity: it is closeness to bigger

cluster centers. The reason for this is the fact that a bigger cluster center itself represents a set of

more data points, so it justifies assignment of more possibility degrees to the points that are close

to the bigger cluster centers.

Property 2.3 (ranking of points similar to za) If an observation is close to a bigger cluster

center, then it would take more possibility degree than a point which is closed to a smaller

cluster center. We propose to establish a direct relationship between cluster radius and

distance to za indicated by:

ranka{vti) = max
t lR=�

lRk dIR) - vti)
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Here, ranka(yti) represents how much provides certainty in recognition of activity a as a

candidate out all of the activities in A.

In order to calculate ya, which represents the fuzzy-activity function or the space of activity

a validity, a function indicating the relation between ranka(yti) and distance(yti>za) *s

established by ya = smootheranka(yti), distance(yti,za)). The smoothing function may

include linear or polynomial regression methods or other famous smoothing methods such as the

Kalman filter [105].

3.3.1.3 Simultaneous activities

Regardless of the quantity of activity performers, we often see two or more concepts getting

realized. From another viewpoint, we can see that activities are the set of smaller entities (such as

actions) that are simultaneously accomplished in order to achieve an activity realization goal.

Therefore, parallel activities can be regarded as the consisting entities of larger concepts (such as

social activities). By using set theory, it is possible to combine or analyze the constituting

elements of concepts and, as a result, we can recognize high or low-level concepts rather than

individual activities. The application of this contribution is the data-driven recognition of plans,

behaviors, strategies, simultaneous activities and, also, lower-level concepts such as actions;

therefore, we can reason for the activities interferences.

In recognizing simultaneous activities, we should analyze fuzzy world states in order to

discover realization of which activities may possibly cause the surveyed world state. Applying

traditional set theory, we would apply the union U operation to find constituting elements. When

two singular activities a^and au are realized together, then we have FAS = FAa U FAU, in which

FAS refers to the simultaneous activity. Here, we would treat fuzzy entities (fuzzy clusters) with
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traditional fuzzy set theory [6, 94], The result is analyze/combine of the learned concepts. In

order to analyze FAS) we apply the set theory algebra based on known activities; which will be

indicated in the following manner: FAS = FAa + FAU, �{FAU � FAa). Therefore, presuming ak

refers to the known activity and au refers to the unknown activity. A key point here is that the

fuzzy context of both activities should be respected in order for both activity models to be

validated. Therefore, the resultant world state should be subjected to the fuzzy context Cas =

cau n Cak.

Proposition 3 (simultaneous activity). Let alf a2 tow activities with respectively fuzzy state

activities FAai,FAai. alfa2 form a simultaneous activity, if.only if it exits a fuzzy context

Cai n Ca2 such that FA�l U Fi4aiis a valid fuzzy state activity where the constraint

FAa± U FAa2 = FAa± + FAa2 - (FAa± � FAaJ is respected.

in which n refers to the fuzzy AND operation and U refers to the fuzzy OR operation on the

cluster centers of activities a1}a2. Regardless of the quantity of activity performers, when a

combination of two or more concepts is inferred, then a simultaneous activity is recognized.

Usually, a simultaneous activity is realized in order to achieve a social goal. A social goal may

be a desired world state that satisfies achievement of a set of individual goals. Thus, constraints

of each of the running simultaneous activities should be realized in a logical space that satisfies

all of the known goals. This space is created by using fuzzy logic in such a way that each activity

saves its general structure and has partial flexibility if it faces deviations from the previously

learned structure.
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3.4 Anomaly recognition and assistance provision

In order to recognize anomalies, the Anomalies Recognition and Assistance Provision

Reasoning System (ARAPRS) should distinguish normal states from abnormal states. It should

justify observations by finding explanations for these. If there is anomaly, it should calculate

what is missing. In the next step, ARAPRS should reason what the best reaction is in reaction to

the discovered anomaly. The ultimate goal of ARAPRS is to return the world to normal state.

Therefore, it can be inferred that deviation from a normal state and recognition of anomalies are

the basic reasons of the world actuation for assistance provision.

ARAPRS requires some patterns according to which it could distinguish the normality of a

world state. In applying extensions of fuzzy logic, we calculate similarity degrees to normal

states and dissimilarity degrees to abnormal states. These criteria are used for accomplishment of

automatic reasoning. In order to form the required knowledge for ARAPRS, information

provided by the activity-recognition model is taken as input. A problem with this knowledge is

that it does not indicate what an abnormal state is. In other words, this knowledge identifies

which state is more similar to normal states (similarity measures to activity models), but it

doesn't indicate a criterion for abnormality. In order to provide an abnormality criterion, the

error concepts representing the opposite of normal concepts are calculated and formed. These

opposite concepts would represent abnormal states. The main idea behind this process is that

possible abnormal world states are states that are the relatively farthest concepts to normal states.

The more an observation is similar to a normal concept, the further it is from its opposite concept

then the observation is in a normal state. In contrast, the more an observation is similar to an

abnormal concept, the further it is from a normal concept, so the observation is in an abnormal
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state. For implementation of the aforementioned idea, we calculate the fuzzy not of the

knowledge hierarchy regarding to one or more activity attributes. The result of this process is

symmetric positions of normal world states, which represent abnormal world states. These are

the farthest world states as compared to known world states regarding available knowledge. In

Figure 3.12, the symmetry of a known normal concept regarding an activity attribute applying

"fuzzy not operator" is calculated by using the fuzzy membership function [iQ of the sensor.

Normal - \

Figure3.12.: Discovery of abnormal concepts

At recognition time, proximity of live observations to proposed concepts would lead to

recognition of world state normality. After an anomaly is recognized, it is time to find the best

reaction to it because recognition of anomalies is not sufficient in the Smart Home and ARAPRS

should react in real time to the recognized anomalies in order to return the home state to normal.

This reaction is, in fact, assistance provided for the Smart Home resident. Reaction of intelligent

systems such as the Smart Home depends initially on available facilities and embedded actuators.

This is as well as the dependency of a Smart Home recognition power on the observatory

facilities. We can imagine a day when robots will actuate a world by realizing automated

activities; however, up to now we have not seen any research concerned with a robotic-based

approach for assistance provision in the Smart Home. Although, we do not mainly intend to

discuss a robotic-based approach for assistance provision, we hope that the proposed idea in this
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section be helpful for future researchers who will work in this area. For now, in the Smart Home

project, it is presumed that there already is a resident which can accomplish activities, plans and

actions in order to return the home state back to normality. Therefore, it is technically possible

for this problem to be mapped to selection and play the best previously provided movie for the

Smart Home resident in order to guide him correctly in his behavior. In other words, the role of

actuators is to guide the resident to perform appropriate recovery activities.

In order to implement the automatic reasoning system for assistance provision, we need to

find the activities that realize opposite functionalities, and then place these in front of each other.

For example, the "cooling" action should be set against the "heating" action or the "dish

washing" activity put opposite to the "cooking" activity. This task can be performed by applying

a symmetrizer operator; however, this time the symmetrizer criterion is the concept that has the

greatest similarity degree to all of the concepts. A Fuzzy Symmetrizer Operator (FSO) is

proposed as an operator that performs on fuzzy numbers based on available knowledge. It

calculates symmetric qualities of inputted concepts. This proposed operator applies "fuzzy not

operator" on each attribute (sensor) of fuzzy multi-attribute objects in order to calculate

symmetry of fuzzy concepts.

Proposition 4 (absolute fuzzy symmetrizer operator). Considering a set FTCIR contains

concepts that each of them has n fuzzy attributes vki G s^, then the symmetry of any fuzzy

concept {0t = (y±,v2, -Vn) e FTCIR / ^Vi(yjcô > 0) would be calculated by performing

the "fuzzy not operator" on each attribute: AFSO{pt = (ylfv2, -vn)) = 0 t ( l -

The symmetrizer criterion, in the sense that the concept that all of the concepts are

symmetrized around it, is the concept which has the maximum similarity degree to all existing
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concepts. In other words, it is the cluster center of the FTC set. In the following example where

we analyzed 10 observations from a world attribute reported in Table 3.5, the cluster center of

these observations is discovered by applying the subtractive clustering method at an IR. = 2.

Table 3.5.: Ten Normalized Temporal Observations from a World Attribute

Time of *
Observations

1 ï
""2 Î

3 »
4 !
5 !

1 6 *
! >~ :

! 8
1 9 *

Value

12
17
14
17
20
10
13
15 "
16
17

Normalized
Time

0.0510
0.1019
0.1529
0,2039
0.2548
0*3058
0.3563
0.4077
0.4587
0.S096

Normalized
Value
0.2472
0.3502
0.2884
0.3502
0.4Î20
0.2060
0,2678
0.3090
0.3296
03502

ArsO(Time)

0.9490
0*8981
0,8471
0.7961
0,7452
0,6942
0,6432
0,5923
0.5413
0,4904

AFSO(Value)

0.7528
0.6498
0.7116
0.6498
0.5880
0.7940
0.7322
0.6910
0.6704
0.6498 Ï

In Table 3.5, we have illustrated that the tenth observation is the cluster center of the

mentioned observations; around this concept, one notes that observations are symmetrized:

Minimum
membership value

Increase of the
membership value

Maximum
membership value

Figure3.13.: Symmetrizing concepts learned(indicated in Table 3.5) around the tenth observation
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We have illustrated that concepts learned from system behavior can be symmetrized and

normal states can be distinguished correctly from the abnormal world qualities. The abnormal

states are colored with red and the normal states are colored with green. The tenth observation of

this data set is the most similar concept to both normal and abnormal world state definitions.

Anomalies can occur at every level of concept and we propose to perform anomaly recognition

on each level of concept. The deeper the level is selected, the more detail about activities are

considered and, generally, the more sensitivity is applied on the standard learned form of activity

realization. If we wish to verify multiple levels of anomalies, we can imagine a typical

symmetric fuzzy system such as the one illustrated in Figure 3.14.

/^v Jill!

llllliiiii

J Represents a norrnal action

Represents an abnormal action

Figure 3.14.: Symmetrizing concepts at different levels

In Figure 3.14, not only details such as simple actions which can be symmetrized are

presented, but also more complicated concepts such as activities that may also be symmetrized.
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For each concept, many criteria can be used in order to find its symmetry because we may

discover several cluster centers when more detail in fuzzy conceptual structures of activities is

requested. In doing so, we may symmetrize concepts for each cluster center. Therefore, the

ultimate fuzzy conceptual structure of the reasoning system can contain its symmetric schema. In

order to perform anomaly recognition, we propose to carry out this process for each concept

level by a top-down strategy. For example, considering the knowledge that we discovered at

first, we begin with verification of the NWGF; if the world generally seems to be normal, then

correct realization of activities are verified. When an anomaly is recognized, it is time to perform

world actuation in order to return the world state to normal.

Similarly to what was done during the anomaly recognition stage, for the assistance

provision step we will try to make a symmetric fuzzy conceptual structure, but we will not take

the imaginary opposites concepts into account. Here, we put each normal concept face-to-face

with other real normal concepts. Thus, we calculate the realization of the known action or

activity that may return the Smart Home to its normal state.

Proposition 5 {relative fuzzy symmetrizer operator). Considering the set W contains

concepts that each of them has n fuzzy attributes vki G sfïr> and let CCki the kth fuzzy cluster

center ordered by the fuzzy time t of the set {sf^} then the relative symmetry of any fuzzy

concept {0t = {v1)v2, �vn) E FTCIR / ^iVi(yki) > 0} would be calculated by performing

the fuzzy extraction operator on each attribute RFSO(Ot = (vlf v2,... vn)) = Ot(iiVl(vkl) +

2{CCkl - tiv±(ykl), tiV2(yk2) + 2{CCk2 - iiV2(yk2),..., iiVn(ykn) + 2{CCkn - tiVn(vkn) ))

The symmetrizer criterion here is once again the concept that is most similar to all other

concepts; however, this time we will take only real concepts (not imaginary ones) into account.

In other words, the RFSO will try to put real concepts facing each other.
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In the following example where we perform subtractive clustering on the ten temporal

observations presented in Table 3.5, the value 15 is selected as the concerning cluster center.

Based on this criterion, observations are set facing each other. In Figure 3.15, we have illustrated

how these concepts are symmetrized around this cluster center.

: ^ m m m m s m e m^^^^^^^

Figure 3.15.: Symmetrizing the normal concepts of Table 3.5 around the eighth observation

We have illustrated that normal concepts can be symmetrized. This operator would let us

discover the correct activities which must be realized in order to return the Smart Home to its

normal state.

3.5 Conclusion

In the current chapter, two complementary data-driven interpretations of activities are

proposed. In both of these viewpoints, the discovered similarity between data points resulting

from observation of activities is the axis of the reasoning in the concerning classification and

clustering processes of data analysis. In the first viewpoint on activities, we discussed the fact

that an activity is a downright dynamic entity and it can be recognized through inferable fuzzy

events caused by activity realization. This approach is said to be "event-driven". In order to

perform a data-driven process so as to discover fuzzy events, we proposed dividing the world

into two general parts; thus, one of them represents the static characteristics of activities (fuzzy
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context) and the other represents the characteristics that change dynamically while activities are

realized (activities' fuzzy states). As a result, it is proposed to perform a classification process to

group together the common fuzzy states of all activities in order to succinctly provide all of the

learned knowledge in a decision-tree format.

The second viewpoint proposed activities as being sorts of fuzzy temporal concepts that can

be formalized as a multivariable mathematical problem. In this part of the thesis, we reasoned

that an activity can be viewed as a highly dynamic entity if a high level of detail is desired and,

in contrast, can be viewed as a singular entity (non-dynamic) if very general characteristics are

required from it. Considering this fact, we discussed that several interpretations of fuzzy events

can be made in a data-driven manner and all of these point to a single reality (activity

observations). The activity-recognition reasoning system concerning this reality may produce

several explanative hypotheses or concepts in order to perceive it. Then we proposed how

generate all possible hypotheses about activities in a data-driven way. These hypotheses are

synthesized in a smoothing curve or line and, at recognition time, the activities' functions check

how much observations are similar to their smoothing curve. Finally, activities are ranked based

on inferred similarities to these observations.

The proposed contributions provide a useful framework in order to deal with, analyze and

solve many problems of the Smart Home through data-driven means. Recognition of activities in

an automatic data-driven manner, recollection of simultaneous activities, reasoning about

interruptive activities, reasoning about unseen inexperienced world states, prediction in Smart

Home and many more applications are proposed based on the aforementioned approach. These

will be discussed in the fifth chapter.
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4 Validation

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present the validation efforts and experimental results of the proposed

contribution. We shall begin this chapter by briefly describing the validation context of our

research, which took place in the infrastructure of the LIARA laboratory. Thereafter, we will

present the objectives of the validation process; thirdly, we will explain the methodology of

validation; then, we will describe the programming environments and software implementations.

Finally, we will submit the results of experimentation conducted with the proposed model and

give some statistical information, followed by a comparison with other existing approaches. At

the end of the chapter, a conclusion about the validation and experimental results is presented.

4.2 Laboratory infrastructures

This thesis project was conducted at the Laboratoire d'Intelligence Ambiante pour la

Reconnaissance d'Activités (LIARA) of the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi (UQAC). The

LIARA laboratory possesses a new cutting-edge Smart Home infrastructure that is about 100

square meters and has around one hundred different sensors and effectors. Among the sensors,

there are infrared sensors, pressure mats, electromagnetic contacts, various temperature sensors,

light sensors and eight RFID antennas. Figure 4.1 shows some examples of LIARA's sensors.
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Figure 4.1. (A) IR motion sensor - (B) Ultrasonic sensor - (C) Load cell - (D) Video camera - (E) Accelerometer -

(F) Pressure mat - (G) Smart power analyzer - (H) RFID tags - (I) Microphone.

The laboratory infrastructures has been designed and deployed following these guidelines

[19] to ensure rapid AI prototyping. We also have many effectors, including an Apple iPad, IP

speakers around the apartment, a flat screen HD television, a home theater and many lights and

LEDs hidden in strategic positions that we can control at distance. Figure 4.2 shows a cluster of

images from different parts and angles of our Smart Home.

The main image on this figure shows the kitchen. At the bottom, from left to right, you can

see: a tagged cup (RFID tag), the dining room, an RFID antenna and the HD television. From the

top right to the bottom, the following can be seen: the server, bathroom and library. The server is

a Dell industrial blade computer, and it is in charge of processing information. We also have an

AMX© system to control multimedia hardware such as the DVD player, television and IP
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speaker. As shown in Figure 4.2, the iPad is embedded in the refrigerator. It controls the habitat

during experiments, while testing equipment or assisting the resident with the help of videos

when he is in the kitchen. Speaking of assistance, the television can also be remotely controlled

from a computer (or AMX) for this same purpose. Moreover, we can see inside the apartment

with the mirrored windows mirror which have been specially designed for observation.

Figure 4.2. Pictures of the LIARA Smart Home

In order to facilitate testing, the lab is equipped with visualization software. A screenshot of

this software showing the Smart Home overall can be seen on Figure 4.3. The graphical interface

of this software allows us to see different parts of the Smart Home or the overall picture. In each

of these interfaces, we can see the state of many sensors such as infrared sensors, light sensors,
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etc. We also can see the approximate location of the objects in the Smart Home, rounded

rectangle, by proximity method, only appears if RFID antennas are activated and the current

position of the resident is located in front of the kitchen counter on the right portion of Figure

4.3. These functionalities are very useful when conducting experiments since we can analyze

what went wrong by reproducing sensors' activation and double checking if the material works

properly. In addition, this allows for manual testing of the Smart Home's effectors, including the

television, oven and audio system.

One of the most useful applicative features of our system is certainly the scenario-recording

functionality. In fact, in the visualization software, we can create real-life scenarios with the

touch of a single button (see the bottom right corner of Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3.: Screenshot of the Smart Home controlling software

To do so, we only have to turn on the recording feature and ask a participant to perform the

desired ADL normally in the apartment. When recording is activated, the Smart Home central
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application copies the data gathered to a third database layer that is identical to the main one.

This feature has been used to gather the necessary data for validating the model proposed in this

thesis project.

4.2.1 RFID technology

An important addition to LIARA'S Smart Home infrastructure is RFID technology [106].

Since this is the most important hardware related to a thesis project where the proposed model is

mainly using the data about the position of the different objects, it seems important to explain a

bit more about it. Our system uses eight antennas and passive, class 3 RFID tags. This kind of

tag is self-powered and possesses no memory. It relies solely on antennas to work correctly.

These antennas send a pulse in the form of radio waves every few milliseconds; then, they listen

to receive any response from the surrounding tags. A passive tag is in a dormant state and it is

the fact of receiving one of these waves that "wakes" it. Thereafter, it draws energy from that

same wave to emit in turn a radio wave containing information on its ID. Of course, compared to

their active counterparts that use their own power to emit and that are always awake, passive tags

have reduced range and precision. However, they possess many desirable properties for our

context, such as their small size and low cost (often less than a penny). These two qualities are

what allowed us to tag all objects in the Smart Home. The kind of tags we used is so robust that

the objects tagged are washable without causing damage to these when they remain on the

object. RFID antennas have a detection zone ranging from less than a meter to around 3 meters

depending on system adjustment. The basic implementation of our infrastructure rests on a

proximity algorithm in order to roughly locate objects around the Smart Home. To do so, the

system is adjusted to 38 db power and sensitivity of 18 db. The goal is to have coverage bubbles

that do not overlap. In parallel with this thesis project, we are working on the improvement of
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our objects' localization system [106] to obtain higher precision which is essential to the success

of this project. Our goal is to create a hybrid between proximity-based localization and a

trilateration algorithm.

4.3 Validation approach

As it was mentioned earlier, this thesis proposes a contribution to the artificial intelligence,

data mining and activity recognition fields of science by new proposals in modeling activities as

series of fuzzy events, extraction of activities' fuzzy conceptual structures, modeling activities as

multivariable equations, modeling simultaneous activities and anomaly recognition for

simultaneous interruptive activities.

Validating all of the proposed elements of this contribution was not easy. In order to be able

to implement proposed procedures, steps, definitions, formalizations and propositions, we

decided to use MATLAB software [47] as a simulation platform to test the proposed model.

Moreover, a Visual Studio.Net environment and Microsoft SQL server were also used. The

reason for select MATLAB as the main simulation environment is that by transforming the

format of the initial primary data into a matrix, we could benefit from the matrix operators of

MATLAB and extract knowledge in matrix format, which let us apply and represent this

knowledge in various forms.

The major part of the validations and experimental results of this thesis were already

presented and published in the form of two papers in the Springer Journal of Ambient

Intelligence and Humanized Computing [12, 13] and in the proceedings of the AAAI STAMI

workshop [8].
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4.3.1 Experimental objectives

One of the main objectives of the validation phase was estimation of complexity in the data-

mining process, ensuring the practicality of proposed solutions and obtaining experimental

results for statistical analysis.

Process complexity is an important factor in the estimation of efficiency in any algorithm.

Inefficiency of algorithms may lead to unpredictable problems pertaining to runtime. For

example, if an algorithm processes input slowly, then process overload will occur. Thus, we can

predict some contexts in which the system does not react appropriately to context necessities in

real time. The incapability of real time reaction may consequently prevent the system to follow

up on the scenario, so more consequences would be expected to happen. Except for quickness,

one other property of process complexity is the rate of success in estimation. In other words, we

measure how accurately an algorithm can successfully predict training samples in order to

estimate approximate success rate at runtime. In this thesis, we verify both the success rate and

quickness factors of the proposed approaches in order to ensure efficiency of the algorithm.

Apart from process complexity, practicality of the proposed approach should be verified. In

fact, any proposed modeling approach would intend to perceive the real world, interpret the

ongoing events and propose some solutions for some specific cases. When the system perceives

the real world correctly, takes into account uncertainty and imprecision which are properties of

any real-world problem, then we may expect the practical aspects of the proposed approaches to

interpret observations accurately. Except for consideration of uncertainty and imprecision

parameters, we should consider the requirements for training the model and adapting it to partial

changes. In other words, if the model is not easily trainable or if it depends highly on specific

contexts, the proposed approach may fail in runtime. The success rate of the proposed
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approaches in this thesis reveal an index for comparison of the occasions in which our proposed

approaches can operate better or worse than other proposed approaches. Therefore, we provide

statistical information about success rate, required training data, efficiency, precision and other

aspects of the thesis' project.

4.3,2 Targeted applicative context

The contribution of this thesis aims to be generic in its fundamental form, so that it can be

used in multiple applicative fields. However, the main applicative context of the LIARA

laboratory is assistance to people suffering from Alzheimer's disease [107] who need continuous

and permanent care-taking to be able to stay at home. This motivation directed our focus on the

correct realization of activities rather than simple hypothesis generation for probable or possible

plans. Therefore, we tried to perform some erroneous tests that simulate the ways in which the

mentioned target group would probably perform the same or similar mistakes. Moreover, we

intended to verify whether the proposed approaches could help the target group. For example, in

our validation, we tried to simulate cases where an object in realization of a specific activity is

not applied in a proper order; consequently, we verified if this mistake was recognizable and, if

so, the inference of proper assistance to the Smart Home resident. Furthermore, we verified if

system complexity enables real-time observation, data interpretation, reasoning and inference

making.

Regardless of the aforementioned initial motivation in selecting the target group,

consideration of its problems could lead us to verification of some of the worst logical scenarios

that may happen in the Smart Home. The result is that even if an ordinary person performs

improbable mistakes during his or her activities, the proposed approach may support these
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situations. Therefore, verification of the target group's problems would also be a proper criterion

for selection of proper tests, which challenge the precision in data interpretation, reasoning and

inference making.

4.3.3 Chosen activities, modeling and features for simulation

In order to model some representative activities for simulation, we needed to define

observable features activities which would be the object of our research. For example, duration,

delays between simple actions, beginning/ending points of an activity, objects used and their

displacements and environmental features (like temperature or light) are considered for

modeling. In other words, we took some spatiotemporal specifications of these activities into

account. These features served as input for our learning and recognition process.

The three chosen activities we modeled for testing our approach were "coffee making",

"hand washing" and "reading". We chose these activities because they are representative of the

common daily activities elderly people may carry out, they can be monitored using the spatio-

temporal features that we described, are of short duration, have an appropriate number of steps

and are commonly used as examples and case studies in Smart Home scientific literature [108].

4.3.3.1 Coffee-making activity

The coffee-making activity is a basic ADL in which several objects are involved. These

objects are the coffee pot, hot water (or kettle); milk, sugar, spoon and cup. In our case, RFID

tags are attached to each of the aforementioned objects (or on their container).
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In order to estimate the location of objects in the environment, we applied some RFID

antennas, which can capture a distance of up to one meter. In totally, eight antennas were used to

obtain localization information during tests.

This activity is typically performed in the following manner (the order may vary): a cup is

filled fully with hot water; the Smart Home resident finds necessary objects to realize the activity

in the environment's kitchen cabinets and puts them on the table. Then, sugar, milk and coffee

are added to the cup. Finally, the Smart Home resident mixes the contents of the cup. In addition

to object displacement, Smart Home software estimates the location of the Smart Home resident

and captures the opening/closing events of kitchen cabinet doors.

This activity is good for testing because it contains temporal features (order of the task,

duration, delay) and spatio-temporal elements (objects' positions, distance, time, etc.).

4.3.3.2 Hand-washing activity

The Hand-washing activity is also a basic ADL that may be realized at any time in the home

in many locations. This activity faces some limits in its temporal features and its structure is

relatively more rigid in its realization than other activities. In addition to RFID sensors,

temperature sensors located in pipes are used to monitor this activity. Here, we are dealing with

multi-state but non-spatial sensors; however, the temporal features of this activity may be

interesting. For example, water temperature should be between some specific parameters (limited

degrees); however, the time (duration or delay) for it staying within these temperatures should be

controlled.

The hand-washing activity is normally done in the following manner: the Smart Home

resident enters a zone (the kitchen for instance) and approaches the sink area; then, the resident
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opens the cold/hot water taps, uses soap, washes his or her hands, dries his or her hands and

closes the taps. Finally, the resident leaves the sink area. During this activity, not only should

temporal features (such as delay in opening the water valves) be taken into account, but

supplementary constraints, such as water temperature and presence of the resident at the sink,

should also be considered.

4.3.3.3 Reading activity

The reading activity is a simple and very common ADL in which on-off and multi-state

sensors are actuated at realization time. Moreover, this activity is normally done in a specific

location. Although the duration of this activity is highly variable (there is not a specific temporal

constraint), this activity goes on as follows: a book is taken from shelf, then the resident goes to a

sitting space with the book; after a while, the book is returned to the shelf.

4.4 Implementation and testing

The model's implementation and simulation mainly relies on MATLAB software. The

concerning validation was conducted based on the data of tests performed in LIARA. In addition,

we applied the Microsoft SQL server, Microsoft visual studio.net and SPSS in a Microsoft

Windows 7 environment. The data types are basically transformed into matrix format (kept in

dynamic address translation or .dat files) for data analysis, as well as process results and inferred

knowledge. Each selected activity was performed several times. These activities were realized in

several different manners depending on recognition objectives. In some tests, we have purposely

realized activities in an erroneous manner, in which the order of some actions were incorrectly

accomplished or simply omitted.
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The implementation and validation of our main contributions contain five major steps [12].

At first, observed data is mined and models for verification of the dynamic features of activities

are derived (event-driven modeling). Then, an event-driven recognition system in the form of a

fuzzy inference system (FIS) is proposed. During the third step, conceptual structures for

activities are calculated and conceptual models are discovered for these. In fourth step,

calculated knowledge is applied in anomaly recognition and, in the last step, the best reaction to

the anomaly is estimated. Implementation and validation of each mentioned step is presented in

the form of case studies.

4.4,1 Validation of the fuzzy event-driven modeling and mining approach

In order to model activities as series of fuzzy events which occur in the ambient

environment, we fuzzified our observations and divided these into fuzzy clusters. These fuzzy

clusters are estimated according to data specifications and the expert may not impose any idea on

the cluster estimation process. The implementation of subtractive clustering in MATLAB is

called for at this time. In this step, time is like other activity features such as spatial features, and

is fuzzified; the fuzzy time intervals representing temporal features are automatically calculated.

The fuzzy time intervals represent the possibility of occurrence degrees of expected actions

and delays between the actions. Although, these factors are estimated in a data-driven and

automatic manner, we do not need to represent all of the temporal features in as understandable

manner for the human mind because the recognition step is also performed in a data-driven way.

We have organized a case study for this'section. In this case study, we surveyed a single

activity - coffee making - and concentrated on pattern recognition arising from it. More than 500

features of this activity were observed in the actual Smart Home infrastructure. After modeling
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these observations in order to propose a recognition-based approach, we profited from the fuzzy

inference system (FIS) implementation in MATLAB.

4.4.1.1 Case Study 1: fuzzy modeling of the coffee-making activity

In this section we will verify and discuss the activity of coffee making as a case of pattern

recognition. Both correct and wrong realizations of this activity were compared by a Fuzzy-

inference system (FIS). For this case, we did not apply fuzzy events and we tried to discover the

positions in which objects were mostly located, while this activity was realized. The objective of

this case study is to show the potential of fuzzy logic to model and evaluate activities. The

approach used in this case study cannot evaluate individual observations and needs complete

realization of activities to be evaluated because it needs two completed patterns for comparison.

In the lab, 560 sensor events are observed every 0.25 second. At an influence range of 0.5,

we proceeded in the fuzzy clustering of these observations and we reduced data to a 246 in 560

matrix, which contains the cluster centers of these observations. A fuzzy-inference system is

made based on the available knowledge about the activity. FIS is also trained with wrong

realization of the activity, in which for example sugar has been forgotten to be used. According

to the available knowledge, by training the system with one normal and one wrong realization,

22 variables were selected as effective variables to recognize normal realization of the activity.

The concerning fuzzy rule is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

±

Figure 4.4.: Fuzzy classes for the normal realization of the coffee making activity
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To evaluate the reasoning system, we decreased the number of world features from 560 to

246; then, the number of inferred fuzzy classes was reduced to 19 for this state and again, by

decreasing to 125 variables, the number of inferred fuzzy classes reduced to 6. See Figure 4.5.

The FIS was tested by evaluating two similar normal realizations of the coffee-making

activity. The evaluated similarity degrees of the correct realizations and learned patterns are

illustrated in Figure 4.5. By decreasing the quantity of training variables, the similarity degree

was reduced. The evaluation process was done by using the evalfisÇ) function13 in MATLAB.

�

�

Coffee

»! Bll

�making activity

S Number of variables
S Number of generated fuzzy classes
H Similarity degree

560 variables 300 variables 125 variables

Figure4.5.: FIS at an influence range of 0.5 with a different number of training variables

According to the experimental results, it can be inferred that the quantity of calculated fuzzy

classes are dependent on the number of training variables. When more fuzzy classes are

calculated, then more world states are considered and so, more precision in reasoning applied to

separate the normal and abnormal world is expected.

4.4.1.2 Discussion on Case Study 1

When an object is positioned in a special location for a longer time rather than in other

locations, then the data related to object position would concentrate around it. This position is

calculated by the fuzzy subtractive clustering algorithm and it is a meaningful signal to recognize

13http://www.mathworksxom/help/toolbox/fuzzy/evalfis.html
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the activity. We expect that the object would be positioned once again in the same area(s) during

future repetitions. For example, sugar is mostly positioned next to the cup, as well as the table.

These positions are significant in recognizing the activity.

In the aforementioned case study, we could model the activity of coffee making without use

of the fuzzy-event concept and, instead, we would use the possible positions of objects to infer

activities. It is illustrated that, as the number of observation variables (sensors) increases in the

learning and reasoning process, the more fuzzy classes are defined and the more criteria to judge

correct realization of activities are formed. The training process for each of three steps was done

in less than one second by a "Windows 7 operating system", Quad core 2.66 GHz processor and

4 GB of RAM. This case study empirically reveals that the proposed approach welcomes more

sensors in training and its process complexity is not increased significantly when the quantity of

input increases. Furthermore, we can observe that this system is not completely dependent on

sensors' positions, and sensors elimination or addition will not cause invalidity of existing

knowledge. The problem with this activity modeling is that we can evaluate the activities only

when they are completely done and we do not have the possibility to reason during an ongoing

situation (at runtime); the order of performed actions is also a limitation. So as to consider world

dynamicity, actions' occurrence order and being able to reason at runtime, we should regard the

world as being a chain of fuzzy events.

4.4.1.3 Case Study 2: inference of ARP/APP during the coffee-making activity

For this case study, we organized several tests so as to recognize ARPs and APPs

concerning the coffee-making activity. In order to broaden the study, we also tested two

variations of the coffee-making activity: making tea and drinking water. To do this, we used
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objects like a coffee maker, teapot, spoon, glass/cup, sugar, coffee, etc. RFID tags on the objects

were the main sensor events. Each activity was done twelve times in different manners. Sensors

observed actions concerning each activity by tracking both the objects and the resident.

Observation is the first step in learning patterns of activity realization. Embedded sensors in the

environment take care of the observation function. ARPs are inferred by trace-of-object

displacements. Objects displacements are inferred if these get close (or far) relatively to special

points in the environment. In this way, activities are defined by displacement of objects in space.

The position of objects to special geographical points can be described by partial membership of

their distances to specific fuzzy classes such as near, intermediate distance and far; however, in

the implementation two simple concepts, far and near are applied. The movement of objects

regarding each geographical point can be done in two ways: getting closer or getting farther.

All of the aforementioned definitions are fuzzy terms and these can be defined through fuzzy

functions. Therefore, at implementation time, instead of directly applying the integers

representing the distance of objects, we applied fuzzy membership measures of the distances to

fuzzy classes. It should be mentioned that we did not take into account the position of objects in

x-y scaling or their precise distance, but only their movements and displacements regarding some

specific positions, which were in fact antennas' positions.

Implementation of the fuzzy approach lies on the concept of the fuzzy event. In this

approach, events are inferred from each meaningful change in position of objects regarding some

already known geographical position(s). Observance of special events could mean recognition of

a special activity. To infer the occurred event, we apply the following membership function to be

prepared for the classifier:
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The aforementioned approach in defining a fuzzy event is valid only if the expert has an idea

about the possible positions of objects relatively to the antennas, which are in either far or near

positions in the mentioned definition.

In the case that the expert does not have any idea about possible states of data records or at

least he intends not to involve his idea into the pattern recognition process, then we can describe

the positions of objects comparatively to special geographical points (antenna locations) as

partial membership of their distances to specific fuzzy classes such as near, intermediate

distance and far. The movement of these objects relatively to each geographical point can be

made in two ways, either getting closer or getting farther. Here, a tuple combined from couples

of events and their occurrence order indicates the realization pattern for an activity named

activity_1.

Realization Pattern for activity _ 1 = {< get _ close(O\ _ AY), 1 >,
< get _ faripi _ A2\ 2 >5 < get _ close(O2 _ A\\ 3 >5

< get _ close(O3 _ AÏ), 4 >, < get _ close(O3 _ A2\ 5 >,
< get _ close{OA _ A\\ 6 >5 < get _ far(04 _ A2\ 7 >}

In this example, 0t represents an object that is applied in realizing activity_1, At designates

one of the geographical points that are fixed; displacements of objects are defined relatively to

these. In this model, non-fuzzy events like turn oven on or off can be merged to complement and
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provide supplementary information. Also, in order to learn spatio-temporal patterns of activities,

values that are observed at first are compared to each other and then, the displacements of

objects are inferred as events. To derive the order of events, we assign a number to these,

according to their occurrence order. ARP is in fact the ordered, inferred set of events concerning

activities. The creation of & prediction pattern resulting from the classification of activities is one

of the goals of our research. APPs can be calculated by comparing all of the ARPs together by

using a classification process. For example, through application of the proposed algorithm

described in the preceding chapter, a decision tree that predicts the intended activity can be

drawn (Figure 4.6).

Distance decrease Distance Increase

Distance Decrease

Figure 4.6.: Decision tree illustrating an APP about three coffee-making related activities.

Through use of APPs, we can predict the intention of the resident. In this way, when a

resident starts realizing activities by accomplishment of a few actions, we would be able to

recognize his or her intention concerning his or her final goal. In figure 4.6, each node of the

decision tree indicates the relation between an object and its RFID antenna, and each branch

indicates the occurrence of a fuzzy event on its upper node. Rectangles indicate possible

intended objectives. For example, in this case study, if Objectl (Ol-cup) gets nearer (operation

performed by the Smart Home resident) to Antennal (Al - at proximity of the tea maker) and
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then, if Object2 (02-sugar) gets nearer to Antennal (Al), the system then infers that the resident

intends to realize the activity of making tea (which corresponds to Activity2-making tea in the

tree).

4.4.2 Modeling and recognition of activities as fuzzy temporal concepts

In the previous chapters, we mentioned some reasons for improvement of the fuzzy event-

driven modeling approach. In this part of our research, we applied fuzzy events in order to form

fuzzy temporal concepts, which describe the structure of the activities, so that the new approach

is an extension of the event-driven approach.

4.4.2.1 Case Study 3: Modeling of activities as a multivariable function

In order to validate these proposed ideas, we tested three selected activities: coffee making,

hand washing and reading. The matrix operations were simulated in MATLAB. Each activity

was performed four times. Applying the fuzzy-context filter (refer to Chapter 3 for a reminder),

we calculated that the sensors presented in Table 4.1 were the ones that play a significant role in

realization and recognition of these activities and the rest of sensors should be taken into account

as fuzzy-context members. In order to recognize simultaneous activities, we need to apply the

proposed model operators on extracted knowledge, so that we may transform the discrete form of

the activity model, which are the FTC members; to a continuous form. In this process, all of the

aforementioned discrete values are integrated by a traversing line or curve. In fact, fuzzy cluster

centers of temporal data are smoothed through a method such as multiple regressions. At

recognition time, the similarity (distance) of live observations to this multidimensional function

is estimated. Then, activities are ranked based on discovered similarities between live

observations and activities' models. As an example, to calculate fuzzy states of the hand washing
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activity, we discovered that this activity is seen as a single world state at X=7. In step-ward

manner decrease of the Influence Range (AIR = 0.1), the quantity of discovered transitional

world states increases and is more dynamic, but less generic definitions for the activity is taken;

at£ = 1, all of the 40-second observations from this activity are transformed to a 29-section

scenario, which includes enough detail about the activity. In order to transform the discrete world

states into a continuous single form, fuzzy states at higher IR rates take higher-similarity

measures as weight for multiple-regression training because these represent more data points in

bigger clusters. Here, we have directly assigned the concerning IR rate to fuzzy states calculated

with the same cluster radius. For example, at IR = 0.7 the single world state is assigned the

weight of 0.7, or each fuzzy state at IR = 1 is assigned the weight 1, so that we could calculate

regression on the fuzzy states of this activity. Equation 4.1 represents the structure of the hand-

washing activity:

Table 4.1.: Role Playing Variables in Case Study 3

s
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CB6
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JVIV1

IV1V2
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T_baso
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CD2.

Description I

Daily time

Doors open/close

Water temperature

Water temperature

Panel magnetic

Tap temperature

Motion sensor

Motion sensor

Motion sensor

Motion sensor

System Sensor

Bookshelf infrared

Bookshelf infrared

yhandwashing = 6.417023379 � I O ^ S J . - 9.353899771 � lCT2s2 - 2.967082486 � l O " 1 ^

- 1.110231388 � 10~2s8 + 3.611645773 � lO"" 2 ^ + 1.17149016 � 10-3s12

+ 1.41532962

Equation 4.1.: Equation of the hand washing activity
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In Equation 4.1, time events and sensor events play a meaningful role in modeling and

recognition of activities. This formula indicates the structure of the hand washing activity by

representing a fuzzy space indicating the expected sensors behavior over the period of the time

line. In this case study, we surveyed the modeling process of activities and the way that we

mined the data to achieve summarized knowledge about a big data set. This knowledge briefly

describes the general characteristics of activities with their dynamicity properties. During the

next step, we surveyed modeling of simultaneous social activity in order to verify how we can

distinguish individual activities from social activities.

4.4.2.2 Modeling of simultaneous activities

Simultaneous realization of two or more activities (regardless of who the activity performers

are) is considered a social activity. In other words, we can justify observations by a pattern

characterizing a social plan in which concurrent activities may be realized. In this part of the

case study, we verified the simulated, concurrent realization of the coffee making and hand

washing activities. The modeling process of a social activity is similar to individual activity

modeling: during the first step, observations resulting from realization of a social activity are

modeled as sequence of fuzzy events occurring in the world [12], at a range from IRhigh = ^ =

0.5, down to IRi0W = s = 0.2. Here, the s = 0.2 represents the level of detail which one wishes

to include in the activity model. The discovered activity model is:

y7HW'ashingAndCoffeeM =

-1.286066617 - K T 3 ^ - 1.6196889 � 10"1s2 + 0.491954717s3 - 4.416616668 �

l O " 1 ^ - 5.479516397 � 10"155 + 2.531096405 � l O " 1 ^ + 1.874326049 � l O " 1 ^ +

3.428391878 � 10"2
8 - 1.26879522 � 10~1510 - 1.443386543 � 10"1511 - 1.550049851

Equation 4.2.: Equation for coffee-making / hand-washing simultaneous activity
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In Equation 4.2, the behavior of the sensors over the period of the time line, during

simultaneous realization of the hand-washing and coffee-making activity, are indicated.

In this part of our research, we intended to analyze a simultaneous activity model in order to

discover forming of individual activities. In other words, in this problem, if the observations 0 of

a simultaneous activity are modeled by fuzzy state function FAS(O), and a known activity that is

one of the forming activities is modeled by FAk(O), then the subject to discover is the unknown-

activity model represented by FAU(O). The function of the unknown activity is calculated by the

following equation:

FAS(O) = FAU(O) + FAk(O) - (FAU(O) � FAk(O)) -> FAu{0) = ^

Equation 4.3.: Relation between observations and individual activities

In Equation 4.3, s refers to simultaneous activity, u refers to the unknown activity formula

and k refers to the known activity formula. Considering that we know the model of the

simultaneous activity of coffee making I hand washing, then we would break it into its forming

concepts, which are individual realizations of coffee making and hand washing. Presuming that

the function of hand-washing activity FAHWashing(O) is proposed in Equation 4.1., and that the

simultaneous-activity function FAHWashingCoffeeM(0) is proposed in equation 4.2, then the

unknown-activity function FACoffeeM(0), which is the activity of coffee making, can be

estimated in Equation 4.4:

= -4.3800$! + 0.025s2 + 1.083053 - '0.4410s4 - 0.0130% - 0.5470s6

+ 0.1870s7 + 0.0560s8 + 0.1260s10 + 0 . 0720^ - 4.3800

Equation 4.4.: - Equation of the coffee-making activity
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In this equation, the fuzzy space in which the activity of coffee making is expected to be

valid in is estimated. As it was mentioned earlier, in order for an intelligent system such as

ARRS to perceive the real world, it makes concepts out of observations. In this part of the thesis,

we propose how the ARRS may represent concepts in a data-driven manner. In order to propose

a schema for models that may be derived from a temporal data set, a hierarchy that indicates

simultaneous realization of activities may be created. The biggest and the most generic concept

is the NWGF, which represents simultaneous realization of all activities; at its bottom level (the

lowest level of observations), we are able to model initial data. Figure 4.7 shows the hierarchical

organization of concepts corresponding to multiple activities:

ll||||||tlltll ' WM

Figure 4.7.: Discovered-hierarchy of concepts in the Smart Home

In order to organize the knowledge that we have used in this case study, we propose to draw

it in a schema such as Figure 4.7. The ARRS perceives the world and its ongoing events. It then

tries to find individual activities and their combined realizations. These concepts which have

been learned result in a schema like the one represented in Figure 4.6., and it may be completed

by the concept-making and concept-analysis approaches mentioned in Chapter 3. The hierarchy

of concepts situates observations and individual activities at lower levels; simultaneous activities

are found at higher levels; all of these concepts are categorized. At the highest level there is the
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NWGF, which represents the simultaneous realization of all activities in the Smart Home. This

high-level concept represents all knowledge at a glance and may be applied for fast reasoning in

anomaly recognition [13, 46, 109].

4.5 Experimental results

In this part of the thesis, we present the functionality and effectiveness of the conceptually-

driven data-mining and modeling approach. We first performed each selected activity four times

in both individual and simultaneous manners in the LIARA laboratory. More than 500 activity

features were observed during realization of these activities. Individual realization of the coffee

making, hand washing and reading activity was performed; the simultaneous realization of

coffee making and hand washing was then performed. At the end of these activities, we verified

the estimation of similarity of these activities to the models which had been learned while

applying multiple regression.

In our experiments, we saw that the calculated simultaneous activity could approximately

replace the real simultaneous model. Other experiments we conducted also confirmed reliable

results in this regard. The important point to note here is that we achieve this result through

application of the activities5 multivariable function which explains the activities' dynamicity at a

glance. Considering the previously discussed individual activities, which are hand washing,

reading and coffee making, we would randomly select one observation for each activity and test

what similarity degrees resulted through these models.

It is desirable that activities' models confirm their own observations with a higher rank than

other possible models. The selected observations are the ones that are found during the 35*
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second of each activity realization. The result of this calculation, which leads to reasoning in the

recognition of an activity, is indicated in Table 4.2:

Table 4.2.: Similarity measures of observations pertaining to activity functions

liiSSttfi
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As it is described in Table 4.2, similarities' measures between observations and models are

calculated, which illustrate a schema from recognition results of the ARRS. In this example, we

verified that each pattern (model) confirms the concerning momentum observations with a

relatively high similarity measure. For example, the hand washing sample is given a higher rank

by the hand washing model as compared to the reading and coffee making models.

Consequently, in Table 4.3, we demonstrate the calculated similarity degrees in the case that

individual activities concur with simultaneous activities. The tested samples (observations) are

found during the 35th second of each activity data set:

Table4.3.: Similarity measures of individual activities versus simultaneous activities

~:i 53,

^50-7728.

:-:2,383i38 : �7.0S0066747Ô4:.;
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In Table 4.3, it can be seen that similar to the latter example, the inferred simultaneous and

individual models indicate better similarity measures to their concerning observations. An

advantage of the proposed model is that not only we can reason about momentum observations

concerning the world, but we can also reason about the group of observations in order to assign

these to their appropriate concepts. This property would help to reason about the dynamics of the

world. In order to do this task, we considered 15 seconds of the realization of the hand washing

activity; 15 seconds from the realization of the simultaneous activity of coffee making and

reading, and 15 seconds from the realization of the simultaneous activity of all three activities.

The aforementioned observations were selected from the 20 t h second to the 35 t / l second of each

activity. Then subtractive clustering was performed on each observation group so as to calculate

a data point that represents all of the 15 observations. In consequence, this representative point is

tested with the concepts and, in Table 4.4, we have demonstrated some instances of these

calculations:

Table4.4.: Similarity degree of a group of observations to their concepts

WÊIKÊÊIÊtU

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
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1.577486937353
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;;0.417683024238:

: 1.4.06517318472 :

�7.677138OOS018::

Kl
1.379359638881

-2.7207S0198171

As it is shown in Table 4.4, these models confirm their concerning observations groups with

a higher similarity degree.
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4.5.1 Anomaly recognition and assistance provision in the Smart Home

The information provided from the activity recognition process is taken as input for the

ARAPRS. In order to detect anomalies at the NWGF level, the concerning fuzzy states are used

and the AFSO operator is performed on them. Because we can find different cluster centers for

each influence range (IR) in the activity recognition step, thus we are able to identify different

criteria in order to symmetrize concepts that have been learned. In this section, we show how we

symmetrized these concepts in the concepts' hierarchy, level by level. In order to illustrate this,

we considered a circle for each concept surrounded by circles representing lower-level concepts.

For example, considering the concept hierarchy illustrated in Figure 4.7, we could draw a

symmetric system that places these concepts facing each other. In order to symmetrize these

concepts (considering both normal and abnormal concepts), we applied the AFSO operator and,

in Figure 4.8, we can see a schema representing the symmetrized concepts. For anomaly

recognition, per each concept, we can configure an SVM classifier in order to detect the

concerning anomalies of that concept. At each level, if no SVM classifier outputs a normal state

(no concept has been correctly realized), then it can be inferred that there is an anomaly at that

level.

':j|p||||f N o r m a l «acrtiorV

Figure 4.8.: Symmetrizing concepts around cluster centres
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In Figure 4.8, we have illustrated a schema from the applied mechanism for recognition of

concepts and anomalies. In the anomaly-recognition process, observations are mapped in the

proposed virtual space, then considering the similarity degree to the known normal or abnormal

concepts, world-state normality will be recognized. In order to locate precisely the unrealized

intended concept, we would have to find the most similar scenario. In the last step, according to

inferred similarity degrees, a proper guidance video or alarm is selected to be actuated.

4.5,2 Testing the system for normal and abnormal activities

An SVM classifier is applied in order to be trained with both normal and abnormal world

fuzzy states. After that, the SVM is trained with the entire fuzzy cluster center set (members of

the FTC set) and their symmetric values; it can be applied for reasoning about world state

normality and to see if world state is generally normal. If for each concept an SVM is assigned,

then we can also reason about the correct realization of each activity. In other words, not only we

can infer the normality of world state, but also we can reason about the details of the anomaly. In

LIARA, we benefit from warning lights, speakers and a TV, which may become active in order

to assist and guide the Smart Home resident. Therefore, by finding the anomaly type, we can

give the proper assistance and guide the resident who may have forget to accomplish some

actions.

For implementing and testing the described support-vector machines, we benefited from

MATLAB software and, in applying the svmtrain command, an SVM structure is formed and

was trained with both the normal activities cluster centers and their symmetric values (as

abnormal world states). The structure of the created SVM (for recognition of general world-state

normality) is reported as follows:
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In figure 4.9, we have illustrated a plot of SVM classification which indicates the relation of

the two variables to normal and abnormal states:
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Figure 4.9.: Support vector machine for distinguishing normal and abnormal states

We can see that the two normal and abnormal world states are clearly isolated and

distinguishable. Therefore, in order to test the structured SVM for recognition objectives, we

applied the svmclassify command in order to measure its ability to distinguish normal and

abnormal states.

In order to validate the proposed approach, during the first step, we tested it with nine

correct scenario realizations (three times for coffee making realization, once for reading, once for

hand washing and four social combinations of the individual activities). Moreover, the approach

was tested with an erroneous coffee making activity realization.

The reasoning system, which detects general anomalies at the NWGF level, confirmed all of

the nine correct realizations, but the erroneous realization of the coffee making activity was also
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recognized as part of a normal world situation. The reason for this misrecognition is that at the

NWGF level, the SVM concerning the general anomaly recognizer is trained with centers of

relatively big clusters; therefore, the partial mistakes made during activity realization

(forgetfulness of sugar) will not be recognizable in this level. In other words, at the NWGF level,

only the relatively major mistakes, such as entering dangerous contexts, are recognizable.

Therefore, it is not necessary to call the caregiver because of a partial mistake. Hence, this partial

error in activity realization is recognized by the SVM assigned to the individual activities level.

Among individual activity models, the activity of coffee making was selected as most possible

(similar) uncompleted intended activity. In consequence, the concerning actuators (video tape

and warning lights) of this activity are called into action.

In the second step, we tested the model with an erroneous realization of the simultaneous

coffee making / reading activity. In this scenario, the Smart Home resident stopped realization of

coffee-making half way through the action and began the activity of reading. The SVM assigned

for anomaly recognition of this simultaneous activity recognized the concerning anomaly from

the 175th second out of a total of 188 seconds of activity realization.

4.6 Comparison with other approaches

In this section, we aim to compare our proposed methods with other existing ones, especially

approaches which deal with activity and anomaly recognition in Smart Home. The objective of

this part of the thesis is to show the efficiency of the proposed work regarding current available

approaches.

In this part of our research, we have taken several important existing works into account,

such as [23, 49, 50, 51, 88], where each of the mentioned scientists follows a strategically
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different approach to activity recognition. This difference includes the manner of observation

(vision or non-vision based), of machine learning (data-driven or knowledge-driven), of

reasoning (probabilistic or possibilistic) and the objective pursued in activity recognition. Further

explanation on this subject is that in some research, special actions are taken into account and the

ongoing activity is guessed; however, in other approaches, activities are ranked based on

inferred-possibility degrees. In some research, anomalies are objected instead of correct

realization of activities. In the following part of this thesis, we will indicate several criteria for

making comparisons between previously conducted researches.

4.6.1 Comparison criteria

Direct comparison of our work with that of others was not an easy task because we followed

achievements of some unique goals in this thesis, which are not followed by other existing

works. These goals were being data-driven in nature and independent from expert idea,

recognizing correct realization of activities and performing reliable anomaly recognition.

However, we can mention some secondary goals which were achieved for the first time in our

work such as provision of a framework for automatic world actuation (automatic goal setting and

automatic realization), data-driven verification of temporal features of activities and integration

of multiple data types within a single model. Moreover, in an important contribution concerning

temporal data mining, we proposed an algorithm which sums up a huge temporal data set

precisely within a brief mathematical equation. Regardless of achieved objectives and the

difficulty to directly compare our work with existing approaches, we can measure the differences

between the approaches proposed here with other existing ones by considering the following

parameters:
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1. Vision or non-vision based approach: Generally, the observable data in the Smart

Home can be classified in two groups of data types based or not on vision. The vision-

based approaches include analysis of media data types such as implementation of

image processing or voice recognition as a part of activity recognition. The non-

vision-based approaches deal with non-media data types such as on-off sensors, RFID

sensors or temperature. An important point to be aware of is that because we are

prohibited from impeding the resident's privacy, we applied non-vision sensors for

observation.

2. Precision in reasoning: Precision-in-reasoning approaches indicate the success rate of

proposed algorithms concerning correct recognition. These point out the quantity of

correctly-made decisions out of the all of the decisions made.

3. Quantity of machine states: Each model representing the perception of a real-world

problem includes some machine states and the transitions between these machine

states. Experimentally speaking, process complexity depends on the total number of

machine states, especially if the approach applied is a probabilistic one.

4. Temporal complexity in model training: Temporal complexity is a parameter that

indicates the time spent in a computer for performing the training or recognition task.

Long processing depends highly on the quantity of observations, so although a

computer may quickly process a small data set, processing time increases dramatically

when the data set size increases.

5. Quantity of required training tests: In order to learn the conditions for transition

between machine states, we trained the model through training data. The quantity of
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required training tests for correct accomplishment of recognition is applied as a

criterion for comparison between approaches. This parameter depends on architecture

model and the quantity of machine states.

6. Knowledge validation in case of partial changes to sensory networks: Partial

changes in the Smart Home environment may happen. For example, a sensor may be

added to a previously elaborated sensory observation network. Through this

parameter, we would indicate whether the previously learned knowledge would remain

valid in case a sensor failed or would be added.

7. Quantity of observed activity features: By this factor, we indicate on what

information sources the inferred knowledge stands. Moreover, it shows how many

parameters are verified in order to infer anomalies. Application of more sensors leads

to verification of more activities' features; therefore, this may lead to a more precise

anomaly-recognition approach and more certainty in recognition of activities' being

correctly realized.

8. Consideration of flexibility in realization of activities for modeling and

recognition: Activities may be realized in different manners. They may begin at many

different times and in various spaces, and they may end in non-definitive places.

Consideration of this issue is a parameter that helps to recognize more realistic

approaches.

9. Ability in anomaly recognition for interruptive activities: Humans may manage

realization of more than a single activity. For example, while cooking she/he may talk
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on the telephone. Provision of ability to judge correct realization of parallel activities

is a feature that we verified when considering the approach.

10. Ability in sorting of probable/possible ongoing activities: Many times there is no

certainty in definitively selecting an activity as the only candidate which describes the

ongoing events. In this case, instead of selecting a candidate, we may select a group of

candidates that explain the ongoing events. In order to construct a reliable reasoning

system, we must sort the probable/possible hypotheses and explain the world by

descriptions containing degrees of certainty.

11. Ability in real-time reasoning: Reaction to anomalies is a critical task. For example,

when the Smart Home resident falls down, it is necessary to react quickly and

properly. Several approaches require time and wait for more observations in order to

make a decision. For example, some approaches wait for the end of an activity before

recognizing it.

12. Knowledge or data-driven machine learning: Knowledge required of a reasoning

system can be provided in two ways. In the first way, the expert transfers knowledge

directly to the machine and, in the second way, knowledge is provided through data

analysis and AI techniques. A data-driven approach provides a framework for design

of automated Smart Homes, which can be customized for the residents; however, with

a knowledge-driven approach, an expert can feed the model with sophisticated rules

without spending time and energy on model training. A system which benefits from

both model-training strategies could be a perfect approach for the Smart Home

because on one hand, there are a lot of details in and manners of activity realization
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which justifies a data-driven approach and, on the other hand, there are many cases for

which expert knowledge is sufficient in order to prevent process complexity in

machine learning.

4.6.2 Comparison results

As we have already mentioned, direct comparison with existing models is not an easy task.

On one hand, much of the required information about others' works is not available and, on the

other hand, the existing research was often conducted in different contexts, with different

objectives and with very different formal approaches and constraints. Therefore, in order to

compare our results with those of other researchers, we would analyze existing approaches by

previously proposed parameters.

Five main functional steps of our approach were compared to other existing works;

inasmuch as method is concerned, we compared each phase of our approach with other research

step by step in order to specific and non-generic comparative results. The strategic steps of our

approach are sensory observation, modeling and intention recognition, recognition of correct

realization and anomaly recognition. For each phase, we considered a few important works and

applied some of the previously mentioned factors for comparison.

4.6.2.1 Sensory observation

We applied over one hundred on/off sensors, RFID tags and temperature and light sensors.

Considering that we had eight RFID antennas, so for each RFID tag we had eight states;

therefore, we had a total of over five hundred data columns in our database. Each column

represents an activity feature. The duration of activities was a minimum of one minute and a

maximum of five minutes. Considering that for each second one observation was made, thus on
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average we had 75,000 data cells for each activity. We applied a non-vision based observation

method in order to respect the privacy of the Smart Home resident.

The quantity of applied sensors in the CASAS Smart Home [110] is approximately 39 on/off

sensors. Considering that we studied multi-state sensors and a greater quantity of on-off sensors

in our approach, thus at the observation level it was highly compatible with other available

approaches. In CASA, a typical activity is recorded through 40 data records, and we can infer

that each data set in that Smart Home includes 1560 data cells; therefore, we have selected a

compatible amount of data for processing.

In [88], five cameras observe activities. In order to achieve the optimal recognition rate,

these cameras work in a codebook of 100; therefore, we can imagine that in this project, 500

activity features were observed. We evaluate our approach on the level of sensory observation as

being compatible with this work; however, we worked with multiple sorts of sensors.

4.6.2.2 Modeling

Our approach is a data-driven one, which mines the data in order to be trained. Some data-

driven approaches are the works of [29, 49].

In the work of Singla, for the activity of hand washing, 8 machine states are considered (see

Figure 4.10), and in a world where four activities are learned, each activity is performed 22 times

and an overall accuracy rate of 88.63% had resulted from this process. One important point in the

probabilistic work of Singla is that in order to achieve normal distribution in transitions between

machine states, it should provide at least 35 samples for each transition (edge in graph). In the

best case, it requires 35 training tests and, in the worst case, it would need 35 in 18 (number of

possible transitions) training samples. In other words, it is possible that probabilistic modeling of
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the hand washing activity requires at least 630 stochastic training tests. Moreover, an inaccuracy

rate of 11% indicates that some unreliable decisions were made.

0.375

Figure 4.10.: Modeling of hand-washing activity in Singla's work [49]

In probabilistic approaches such as this one, an activity must start from its beginning states;

for example, in Figure 4.10, the activity should begin by observation of M14 and M13 and end

by M18 or water off. Now if for a reason of imprecision an action is not observed, or if the

activity begins from further states, then it is not correctly recognized. The sensors are critical

parts of the model and elimination or addition of sensors may cause dramatic invalidity of

knowledge. In work presented by Biswas [31], we can see that in order to train a more accurate

probabilistic model, it may take up to 72 hours. Accordingly, model training and provision of

proper training tests is a challenge in probabilistic models [51].

In the probabilistic vision-based approach of Chen et al. [88], the expert must supervise the

modeling process and estimate the optimal state for each model. Not only should the activities be

performed in a rigid way, but the discovered knowledge is also valid for specific colors and light

measures, which constitutes a constraint for this approach.
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In our approach for example, during a typical activity - in this case the activity of coffee

making - we calculated 22 fuzzy machine states by one-time model training. Uncertainty and

imprecision were considered and the model was trained in only a few seconds. Sensor

elimination and addition are tolerated here. This knowledge can be manipulated by the expert in

a fuzzy knowledge base [12]. Because of the nature of our work, perfect accuracy was achieved.

Our proposed modeling approach is an innovative one which for the first time puts forwards

consideration of fuzzy states for modeling activities. Because of the Closed World Assumption

(CWA) in our work, any unknown observations are considered as anomalies; therefore, we

expect inaccuracy in the case when an activity is realized in an unseen or previously unknown

manner.

4.6.2.3 Intention recognition

In the work of Nazerfard [29], the temporal contexts in which activities may be realized in

are predicted. An inaccuracy rate of over 10% for intention recognition is expected by the

proposed probabilistic method. This approach does not recognize the correct realization of

activities and it does not rank the probable explanative activities. It should be mentioned that

well-trained probabilistic works always contain 5% of inaccuracy.

In the work proposed by Patrice Roy [51], approximately 70% is attained in terms of

precision in intention recognition and possible hypotheses are ranked. Our presented approach is

compatible with the aforementioned work; however, Roy has followed a knowledge-driven

strategy. As it was demonstrated in previous sections, the proposed approach correctly ranked

the most possible ongoing activities.
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4.6.2.4 Recognition of correct realization

Recognition of correct realization of activities was one of the main characteristics of our

project. A system which accurately ranks hypotheses and welcomes observation of several

activity features may perform this task well. Moreover, recognition of contexts in which

activities are realized is a critical issue in going about this task. The work of Roy [51] proposed

introduction of erroneous activity realizations; however, we do not find this approach practical

because, in contrast to normal realizations, abnormal realizations of an activity may be done

indefinitely.

Our approach draws a fuzzy space for correct ways of realizing activities and finds suspect

observations which are unfamiliar to already-acquired knowledge. We have dealt with this step

for the first time in our realizations and have consequentially gotten practical results.

4.6.2.5 Anomaly recognition

Out of the rare works that deal with anomaly recognition in the Smart Home, we can point

out the research of Jakkula [23, 44, 90]. In this work, all abnormal sensor-event series are

considered as being anomalous. Although this work proposes an interesting approach, it basically

considers proportion of normal episodes to improbable ones. Thus, any correct action that occurs

would rarely be recognized as an anomaly. Furthermore, this study reveals a relatively high

inaccuracy rate. In [29, 49, 88], the reasoning system requires that an activity be concluded in

order to be recognized; therefore, they do not show any evidence of real-time reasoning.

Our approach proposes similarity of actions and activities to the normal realizations, so it

recognizes an anomaly according to the nature of the actions and activities which are associated
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to it. Furthermore, we provided a framework for real-time reasoning in correct realization of

activities.

4.7 Discussion on concept-driven recognition of activities

' In this part of the thesis, we discuss some questions that may be asked about the proposed

work. The first subject to this effect is that the beginning and ending points of an activity should

be known in order to extract activity patterns; considering that data in a relatively large temporal

data set in the Smart Home should be mined, how could we clarify these points in an automatic

manner without the help of an expert? To answer of this question, we refer to the idea of general

characteristics of an activity, which indicates that an activity is a set of fuzzy events that occur

within short spans of time (and short spatial distances), in which "short" is a fuzzy term and

regarding to the influence range of the defined fuzzy classes it varies. According to this

principal, we do not need to know the exact beginning or ending points of activities; however,

approximate position of these points can be calculated if members of the FTC matrix are sorted

by time.

A second question that one may ask is how can we use this model for long time anomaly

recognition (for example, 24 hours) considering that activity patterns indicate behavior of

sensors in activity realization for a relatively short period of time (for example, three minutes)

Our response is that we can calculate the similarity of live observations to models regardless of

time and would infer the similarity of a current observation to special moment(s) of a model and

predict future events by these presumed hypotheses. Moreover, we have discussed that we can

estimate a special IR rate in which each activity is put in a cluster. Thus, whenever a series of

fast fuzzy events occur, an activity (individual or simultaneous) is realized.
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The third subject refers to the question that one may ask about dependency of activities to

real (daily) time and duration. In other words, how can we include both of the aforementioned

data types in an integrated model? For example, the activity of eating lunch may begin at

approximately noon and continue for 20 minutes; at recognition time, how can we reason in both

of the mentioned features? When answering this question, we refer to the nature of the clustering

method (subtractive clustering) on observed data in which cluster centers are estimated by

considering both absolute values (daily time) and relative values (duration). In other words, by

the applied cluster-estimation method, the cluster representatives are selected regarding distances

between data points (duration) and their aggregation in some absolute positions (daily time).

Therefore, approximate daily beginning and ending times of this activity can be inferred as some

cluster centers and activity duration is already hidden between the beginning and ending values.

The last discussion refers to spatial reasoning and possible ways that we can model activities

regarding their spatial features. In other words, how can we propose a similar approach for

modeling activities as series of fuzzy events which may occur over short distances? We propose

resorting to an observation matrix based on a proper spatial variable and performing the

clustering operation regarding this spatial parameter as an answer to this question. It is expected

that world transitions are indicated based on displacements regarding this variable.

4.8 Conclusion concerning validation and experiments

In this chapter, we presented our validation efforts and the experimental results for the

contribution proposed in this thesis. First, we have briefly described the validation context of'our

works, which took place in the infrastructure of the LIARA laboratory. Thereafter, we presented

the objectives of the validation process; we explained the methodology of validation and we
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described the programming environments and software implementation. As mentioned, the

validation approach was mainly based on simulation of representative scenarios of common daily

activities in the Smart Home infrastructure and then analyzing the data using MATLAB software

in order to test proposed equations. Finally, we presented results of the experimentation

conducted using the proposed model and gave some statistical information, followed by a

comparison with other existing approaches. In summary, we can say that the proposed model

gave promising results that can be considered significant advancement concerning several

aspects of the learning and recognition process in a smart environment, as seen in the

comparative section. It can also be noted that the proposed model, validation and results have led

to several scientific publications [7-13, 46, 92, 109, 111], showing the significance of our work

and the proposed ideas. Results obtained were well received by the community of peers working

in the field.
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5 General conclusion

In the proposed thesis, we presented a contribution to the field of artificial intelligence,

following in the footsteps of temporal data-mining models and activity-recognition approaches.

It allows us to take a step forward by providing answers to the issues raised in the introduction,

which are related to providing a way to learn and recognize the activities of daily living in a

Smart Home in order to be able to assist cognitively-impaired elders. More specifically, the

thesis contribution takes the form of a new unsupervised temporal data-mining model for activity

recognition, which allows anomaly detection and assistance provision in the Smart Home. In this

model, the role of the expert in modeling, reasoning, data interpretation, inference making and

recognition steps is decreased as much as possible; therefore, the proposed approaches of this

thesis shed light in some directions for designing stand-alone Smart Homes. Therefore, it can be

seen as a step toward the development of an assistive environment which is able to adapt itself to

the resident's profile and enable the possibility of independent living with respect to privacy

through non-audiovisual observation and minimal need for an expert's intervention.

5.1 Realization of fixed objectives

As described in detail in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, the contribution of this thesis is conceptual,

practical and experimental. This contribution was achieved with four research objectives cited in

the introduction following scientific methodology: (i) literature review, (ii) formalization of the

conceptual contribution, (iii) implementation/validation and, finally, (iv) experiment and

comparative analysis of results. We will now summarize the completion of each objective.
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5.1.1 First objective: literature review

The first objective, presented in detail in Chapter 2, was to review existing works of the

literature related to ambient intelligence, data mining and, more specifically, temporal data

mining for activity recognition in Smart Homes. Each related work which was presented has

been examined considering contextual challenges, existing advantages and its limitations, in

order to position our contribution. Our goal at first was to acquire general knowledge about the

field of research by reviewing key books [22, 25, 48] and works [21, 49, 50] on the subject. The

second objective consisted of a much more targeted review of fundamental and applied works

[51-53] related to the specific problem of temporal data mining in the Smart Home; these were

conducted for activity recognition. In this phase, some useful material about the temporal data

mining [25], probability theory [112-114], fuzzy logic [66-68] and description logic [96] was

studied about reasoning systems, inference-making systems and data interpretation methods.

Finally, investigation of why a temporal data-driven approach for activity recognition should be

proposed concluded this part of the thesis. This first step served as a basis for elaborating our

conceptual contribution.

5.1.2 Second objective: formalization of the new model

The objective was, in the light of the conclusions drawn from the literature review, to

propose a new model for a qualitative temporal data-driven modeling approach. At this stage, the

main strategies, goals and directions for accomplishment of our thesis's objectives had been

identified. Data-driven machine learning from temporal data (i.e. in order to bring automation

into modeling), automatic reasoning systems, and reliable inference making and respecting the

resident's privacy had been identified as the main characteristics of an approach that considered

desirable in this case. Hence, to achieve this objective, we developed a new formal model
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inspired by the advantages and weak points discovered while conducting the literature review.

As pointed out in previous works related to Smart Home technology, temporal information

constitutes a key element for correctly identifying activities of daily living, but only a few works

[23, 32, 45] made use of this kind of temporal data in the mining process, and most of them only

relied on Allen's temporal framework [5], which is very limited. Therefore, we proposed a

formal framework which was adapted to our specific context: temporal data mining used in order

to recognize activities. As a novelty, we also introduced fuzzy logic and, more specifically, the

notion of fuzzy time in reasoning, which allows the taking into account of imprecision in activity

patterns and recognition of activities. We modeled these activities and formalized our conceptual

ideas and articulated them into a complete model. We then provided a framework for automatic

reasoning during simultaneous activities.

5.1.3 Third objective: validation

The third objective was to validate the proposed model in a representative context in order to

assess it efficiency. To achieve this, we used Microsoft Visual Studio .Net and an SQL server;

then we implemented the formal model presented in Chapter 3 using MATLAB [47] software in

order to simulate the equations of the proposed model. The objective realization was presented in

chapter 4. The developed application includes a fuzzy-inference system, a subtractive-clustering

algorithm, regression and classification processes to interpret and make inferences about

observations and a few software tools. MATLAB was chosen as the main programming

environment because it allows transforming the format of initial primary data (from sensors) into

matrix format, and also in order to benefit from MATLAB matrix operators to extract

knowledge; this enables us to apply and represent knowledge in various forms. Modeling,

mathematical operations, recognition and inference-making procedures proposed in this thesis
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have been simulated with this environment. In the Appendix section of our thesis, we have

mentioned some applied-code examples. In our simulation, we used data observed in the Smart

Home infrastructure of the LIARA laboratory from various sensors such as radio-frequency

identification tags, infrared motion sensors, electromagnetic contacts, etc.

5.1.4 Fourth objective: experiment and comparative analysis of the results

The last objective consisted in rigorously testing the model proposed in this thesis by

conducting a series of experiments, which took the form of several representative case studies.

Consequently to our objectives, we selected representative activities of daily living which were

performed in the LIARA infrastructure. These activities were modeled and the developed

application tried to learn and recognize these. We then completed a statistical analysis of the

obtained results which we compared to the ones presented in former works. These results were

very promising and were presented in detail in Chapter 4.

5.2 Review of the proposed approach

The goal of the proposed data-mining approach was to summarize a relatively large

temporal data set and extract applicable knowledge from it. The inferred knowledge was then

applied and used for activity recognition, anomaly recognition and assistance provision.

Following these steps, we proposed a model composed of two parts: (i) knowledge inference

(activity learning and modeling) and (ii) knowledge application (recognition and decision

making). Mathematical operations and methods were developed to automatically perform the

aforementioned processes.
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5.2.1 The knowledge-inference process

During the first step of this process, a fuzzy space for realization of activities is formalized.

This logical space indicates the behavior of the sensors data in activity realization. In order to

calculate this space, the temporal data of the Smart Home is fuzzified and fuzzy rules explaining

the observations made during activity realization are inferred. This information is then processed

and the supplementary information, used for explaining unobserved world states, is inferred.

Trying to estimate sensor behavior during possible simultaneous realization of activities then led

us to draw a knowledge base which could explain any possible normal world state (even if it is

never observed). We also proposed a pyramidal schema for calculation of this proper knowledge

base for Smart Home.

5.2.2 Recognition and decision-making process

The inferred similarity degree to known and estimated normal pattern of activity was the

main judgment criteria for activity recognition, anomaly recognition and assistance provision

systems. A fuzzy-inference system and fuzzy-logic-based clustering approach were developed

for validating this type of reasoning system.

Anomalies are recognized whenever no normal activity pattern confirms a similarity degree

to current observations and an abnormal pattern does confirm a similarity degree to that

observation. In order to implement this type of recognition system, we trained a support-vector

machine with some fuzzy numbers that represent the fuzzy rules which explain normal and

abnormal realization patterns of activities.

Whenever an anomaly is recognized, proper actions or activities that enable the return of the

Smart Home to a normal state are called. In order to calculate the proper reaction of the Smart
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Home, every action learned and each activity are symmetrized around normal world states; then,

when an anomaly occurs, the recovery action or activity which is the symmetric concept of the

anomaly position is selected as the proper reaction of the Smart Home to the anomaly; however,

because we have no robotic or invasive actuators in the Smart Home, we rely on the diffusion of

multimedia guidance in the Smart Home. Once again, in the assistance provision step, we

applied fuzzy logic and fuzzy-logic-based clustering to conceptualize symmetrization in the

Smart Home.

5.2.3 Applied innovative mathematical techniques

In this thesis, we proposed the application of some innovative mathematical operations on

temporal data. Smoothing of fuzzy numbers through smoothing techniques, fuzzy summarization

and data-driven definition of fuzzy time are some of the innovative mathematical operations that

we proposed. Our contribution to data mining is the proposal of a data-driven learning system

and that of mathematical equations used for the modeling of a temporal data set. Moreover, we

proposed a framework so as to be able to recognize simultaneous activities. Furthermore, we

presented an innovative method for anomaly recognition, which is capable of reasoning on the

occasions when simultaneous activities are interrupted.

5.2.4 Efficiency and practicality

Efficiency and practicality of the proposed approaches were verified and tested. Our

empirical case studies showed low-level process complexity because the methods that were used

were designed to consider input data or information only once; thus, it is prevented from

iteration. The experimental results described in Chapter 4 showed reliable precision in
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recognition during both individual and simultaneous activity realization. These were analyzed

and compared with other approaches.

The results of the research presented in this thesis can be extended to be applied to some

other fields of study. In [115], we have dealt with the problem of network coding and extended

the results of the research performed in LIARA to contribute to this newly justified problem. In

[109], we proposed some solutions for prediction of social networks. In [92], we proposed some

models for assisting the Smart Home resident in order to facilitate his or her activity realization.

In [13], we proposed the idea of relative parallelism and application of data-driven fuzzy-time

discovery, which may be applied in parallel processing.

5.3 Limitations of the proposed approach

Despite the promising results obtained by testing various ADLs during the experimental

phase, the proposed approach faces some limitations. The first kind of limitation refers to

restrictions imposed by today's technology and disability of some sensors in precise estimation

of attribute states, so full certainty of correct accomplishment of many actions could not be

attained. For example, when the Smart Home resident opens the water tap and moves a glass

under it, we cannot be sure if the glass is full of water or empty. Another instance that we can

quote as an example of this phenomenon is that we cannot be sure that dishes are well cleaned or

not. Regardless of inaccurately sourced information, we faced some limitations with existing

actuators. In order to automatically assist the Smart Home resident in an emergency, the presence

of flashing lights or the showing of a movie from a television set are insufficient. If the Smart

Home resident is old, because of difficulties in action accomplishment even in non-emergency

cases, the system will have nothing to do. Therefore, the best software for an intelligent-activity
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recognition approach could not accomplish anything great if it were disabled from actuating the

physical environment at required moments.

The second sort of limitation refers to disability in online learning. The proposed approach

learns activity models at first; then, it uses the knowledge learned at runtime. We did not propose

an online learning technique because we cannot yet distinguish between an anomaly and a new

manner of correct activity realization. A possible solution to this limitation is to begin by

describing a border and definition for tolerable anomalies; then, any unfamiliar patterns which do

not cross that imaginary border could be taken into account as a new correct activity. This task

would require a new definition concerning normality and the proposal of a new creative system.

5.4 Future research

A brief proposal for future research would be one of working on some approaches which

model behavior of an Alzheimer's patient. In this way, we could discover the parameters

(activity features or world attributes) that affect perceived behavior. For example, we could

discover how the patient's mind arranges goal achievement steps; on what critical steps he fails

correct realization of actiyities and, regardless of analytical works, we could propose a

customized system for assisting such a patient. This research would mainly target Alzheimer's

disease and the result could be discovery of more knowledge concerning this pervasive illness.

Further explanation is that by modeling the behavior of the Alzheimer's patient, we could

estimate which world attribute indicates non-linear behavior within expected behavior. Then we

would try to find a justification for the observed disorder in five layers which are described in

more detail in the following sections.
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5.4.1 Data level

At this level, we would try to justify the perceived behavior of the patient by evidence that

we would discover during a data sorting step. Furthermore,, observations are sorted according to

time in the proposed temporal data mining model, but if the data set was sorted by other

parameters such as spatial information relating to an object, then we would face a spatial data-

mining problem that could be solved similarly to the methodology employed in the current

thesis. As the result, we could model the patient's mind according to a special parameter that

justifies best his or her behavior.

5.4.2 Concept-making level

Similarly to the methodology that we described for patience modeling at the data-level, we

can analyze behavior of the Alzheimer's patient at the concept-making level. Considering that

each concept is represented by a special cluster out of a number of possible recognizable clusters,

then we can analyze if the patient's mind can make well the temporal concepts. If we could

justify a patient at this level, then we could plan customized assistance such as reminders and

guides (in multimedia format for example) that show correct realization way of activities.

5.4.3 Knowledge hierarchy

Sometimes, although a person can correctly perform some actions, he or she may not respect

correct accomplishment order. In fact, one possible reason that could justify this behavior refers

to the priority of actions or knowledge hierarchy in his or her mind. By modeling patient

behavior and discovering disorder level, we could plan in order to provide customized assistance

- such,as robotic assistance - for such a disorder.
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5.4.4 Anomaly recognition

A possible problem that could be modeled is the anomaly recognition level. For example,

when an anomaly occurs, the patient often does not know what the best reaction to it is. For

example, he or she does not know when it is cold, but the person should heat the environment.

Another example would be the action of of washing dishes after eating lunch. For this problem,

we could plan customized assistance through automatic object symmetrization for the patient.

5.4.5 Recovery plan

Sometimes, even though the Smart Home resident knows appropriate simple reactions to

simple anomalies, he or she may not be able to estimate a sophisticated recovery plan in order to

escape the anomaly. This can be a difficult task even for a healthy man or woman. According to

this thesis, we can infer that a recovery plan is a hierarchy of concepts that are symmetrical to an

actual anomaly. A robot can be assigned the recovery plan in order to assist the Smart Home

resident.

We hope that by this proposal, the possible disorders with the Alzheimer's patient are

discovered and new ways of understanding this disease and possible treatments for this illness

are discovered. One other idea for future researchers is the proposal of statistical analysis on

world attributes and activity functions in order to discover linear and non-linear relations

between concepts and world attributes. One result of risk analysis is an increase in precision in

the activity recognition system. Moreover, we could provide statistical information for each

concept as well as a framework for risk analysis in the Smart Home. This risk analysis would

lead to efficient energy management and robotic assistance provision for improvement in

realization of activities.
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6 Appendix A: Fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic is a form of many-valued probabilistic logic; it deals with reasoning that is

approximate rather than fixed and exact. Compared to traditional binary sets (where variables

may take on true or false values) fuzzy-logic variables may have a truth value that ranges in

degree between 0 and 1. Fuzzy logic has been extended to handle the concept of partial truth,

where the truth value may range between completely true and completely false. Furthermore,

when linguistic variables are used, these degrees may be managed by specific functions.

Classical logic only permits propositions having a value of truth or falsity. The notion of whether

1+1=2 is absolute, immutable, mathematical truth. However, there exist certain propositions with

variable answers, such as asking various people to identify a color. The notion of truth doesn't

fall by the wayside, but instead becomes a means of representing and reasoning when partial

knowledge is afforded by aggregating all possible outcomes into a dimensional spectrum.

Both degrees of truth and probability range between 0 and 1 ; hence, they may seem similar

at first. For example, let a 100 ml glass contain 30 ml of water. Then we may consider two

concepts: "empty" and "full". The meaning of each of these can be represented by a certain

fuzzy set. One might then define the glass as being 0.7 empty and 0.3 full. Note that the concept

of emptiness would be subjective and thus would depend on the observer or designer. Another

designer might design a set membership function equally well where the glass would be

considered full for all values above 50 ml. It is essential to realize that fuzzy logic uses truth

degrees as a mathematical model of the vagueness phenomenon, while probability is a

mathematical model of ignorance.
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A basic application might characterize sub-ranges of a continuous variable. For instance, a

temperature measurement for anti-lock brakes might have several separate membership functions

defining particular temperature ranges needed to control the brakes properly. Each function maps

the same temperature value to a truth value in the 0 to 1 range. These truth values can then be

used to determine how the brakes should be controlled.

cold warm hot

w W*%& m? M^mf

temperature �****

In this image, the meanings of the expressions cold, warm and hot are represented by

functions mapping a temperature scale. A point on that scale has three "truth values", one for

each of the three functions. The vertical line in the image represents a particular temperature that

the three arrows (truth values) gauge. Since the red arrow points to zero, this temperature may be

interpreted as "not hot". The orange arrow (pointing at 0.2) may describe it as "slightly warm"

and the blue arrow (pointing at 0.8) "fairly cold".

While variables in mathematics usually take numerical values, in fuzzy-logic applications,

the non-numeric linguistic variables are often used to facilitate the expression of rules and facts.

A linguistic variable such as age may have a value such as young or its antonym old. However,

the great utility of linguistic variables is that they can be modified via linguistic hedges applied

to primary terms. The linguistic hedges can be associated with certain functions.
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6.1 Fuzzy Inference Process

Fuzzy inference is the process of formulating a map from a given input to an output by using

fuzzy logic. This mapping then provides a basis from which decisions can be made or patterns

discerned. The process of fuzzy inference involves all of the pieces that are described in

membership functions, logical operations and if-then rules.

This section describes the fuzzy inference process and uses the example of the two-input,

one-output, three-rule tipping problem. The basic structure of this example is shown in the

following diagram:

Dinner for Two
a 2 input, 1 output, 3 rule system

Input 1 V /
Service (<Mfl) J f V /

Input 2 p V
iiiipgiiiie HI \J Oïltptit 1

r i Wp(E*25%) J

ill III: i« ^ ^ ^

T r̂e mptâs sm crfsp
(fKin-fttzzy)
numbers timflsd to s

The results of iho
avakmted m pBmiièl
using fuzzy
masoning.

Ths PBSUH ï& a

crisp (non-Fuzzy)
number.

Information flows from left to right, from two inputs to a single output. The parallel nature

of the rules is one of the more important aspects of fuzzy-logic systems. Instead of sharp

switching between modes based on breakpoints, logic flows smoothly from regions where the

system's behavior is dominated by' either one rule or another. The fuzzy inference process

comprises of five parts: Fuzzify Inputs, Apply Fuzzy Operator, Apply Implication Method,

Aggregate All Outputs, Defuzzijy.
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6.1.1 Fuzzify inputs as first step (step 1)

The first step is to take the input and determine the degree to which it belongs in each of the

appropriate fuzzy sets via membership functions. The input is always a crisp numerical value

limited to the universe of discourse of the input variable (in this case, the interval between 0 and

10) and the output is a fuzzy degree of membership in the qualifying linguistic set (always the

interval between 0 and 1). Fuzzification of the input amounts to either a table lookup or a

function evaluation.

This example is built on three rules, and each of the rules depends on resolving the input into

a number of different fuzzy linguistic sets: service is poor, service is good, food is rancid, food is

delicious and so on. Before the rules can be evaluated, input must be fuzzified according to each

of these linguistic sets. For example, to what extent is the food really delicious? The following

figure shows how well the food at the hypothetical restaurant (rated on a scale of 0 to 10)

qualifies, via its membership function, as the linguistic variable delicious. In this case, we rated

the food as an 8, which, given your graphical definition of delicious, corresponds to JLX = 0.7 for

the delicious membership function. In this manner, each input is fuzzified over all the qualifying

membership functions required by the rules.

f. Fuzzify
inputs.

0.7

Result of
fuzzlficatian

food s 8

input
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6.1.2 Apply Fuzzy Operator as step 2

After the input is fuzzified, you know the degree to which each part of the antecedent is

satisfied for each rule. If the antecedent of a given rule has more than one part, the fuzzy operator

is applied to obtain a number that represents the result of the antecedent for that rule. This

number is then applied to the output function. The input to the fuzzy operator is two or more

membership values from fuzzified input variables. The output is a single truth value.

By using logical operations, any number of well-defined methods can fill in for the AND

operation or the OR operations, which are respectively supported by: min (minimum) and prod

(product) and max (maximum) and the probabilistic OR method, also known as the algebraic

sum that is calculated according to the equation: probor(afi) � a + b - ab

The following figure shows the OR operator max at work, evaluating the antecedent of rule

3 for the tipping calculation. The two different parts of the antecedent (service is excellent and

food is delicious) yielded the fuzzy membership values of 0.0 and 0.7 respectively. The fuzzy

OR operator simply selects the maximum of the two values, 0.7, and the fuzzy operation for rule

3 is complete. The probabilistic OR method would still result in 0.7.

i. Fuzzify
inputs.

2. Apply
OR operator (max).

mmrn®^ ^

0.7

0-0

0.7

result of
fuzzy operator

input 1 input 2
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6.1.3 Apply Implication Method as step 3

Before applying the implication method, you must determine the rule's weight. Every rule

has a weight (a number between 0 and 1), which is applied to the number given by the

antecedent. Generally, this weight is 1 (as it is for this example) and thus has no effect at all on

the implication process. From time to time, you may want to weight one rule relatively to the

others by changing its weight value to something other than 1.

After proper weighting has been assigned to each rule, the implication method is

implemented. A consequent is a fuzzy set represented by a membership function, which

appropriately weights the linguistic characteristics that are attributed to it. The consequent is

reshaped by using a function associated with the antecedent (a single number). The input for the

implication process is a single number given by the antecedent and the output is a fuzzy set.

Implication is implemented for each rule. Two methods are supported, and they are the same

functions that are used by the AND method: min (minimum), which truncates the output fuzzy

set, and prod (product), which scales the output fuzzy set.
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6.1.4 Aggregate AH Outputs as step 4

Because decisions are based on the testing of all of the rules in a FIS, the rules must be

combined in some manner in order to make a decision. Aggregation is the process by which the

fuzzy sets that represent the output of each rule are combined into a single fuzzy set.

Aggregation only occurs once for each output variable, just prior to the fifth and final step,

defuzzification. The input of the aggregation process is the list of truncated output functions

returned by the implication process for each rule. The output of the aggregation process is one

fuzzy set for each output variable. As long as the aggregation method is commutative (which it

always should be), then the order in which the rules are executed is unimportant. Three methods

are supported: max(maximum), proèor(probabilistic OR) and sum (simply the sum of each

rule's output set). In the following diagram, all three rules have been placed together to show

how the output of each rule is combined, or aggregated, into a single fuzzy set whose

membership function assigns a weighting for every output (tip) value.
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6.1.5 Defuzzification as step 5

The input for the defuzzification process is a fuzzy set (the aggregate output fuzzy set) and

the output is a single number. As much as fuzziness helps rule evaluation during the intermediate

steps, the final desired output for each variable is generally a single number. However, the

aggregate of a fuzzy set encompasses a range of output values, and so must be defuzzified in

order to resolve a single output value from the set. Perhaps the most popular defuzzification

method is that of centroid calculation, which returns the centre of area under the curve. There are

five built-in methods which are supported: centroid, bisector, middle of maximum (the average

of the maximum value of the output set), largest of maximum and smallest of maximum.
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7 Appendix B: some samples of applied MATLAB

In the current appendix, we present some MATLAB sample codes applied in the implementation

of the proposed activity recognition model:

Fuzzy-inference system

[num,txt,raw] = xlsread('SmartHomeData.xls','mytable')
[num2,txt2,raw2] = xlsread('SmartHomeData.xls ', !mytable2T)
[num3,txt3,raw3] = xlsread('SmartHomeData.xlsf, fmytable3f).
num(:,1)=[]
num2(:,l) = []
num3(:,l) = []
data=[num, num2, num3]
quantity =size(data,1)

for i=l: quantity
output(i,1)=1;
end

fismat = genfis2(data,output,0.5)

Subtractive clustering

path(TC:/folder',path)
[num,txt,raw] = xlsread('SmartHomeData.xls!,'mytable');
[num2,txt2,raw2] = xlsread(f SmartHomeData.xls f, !mytable2');
[num3,txt3,raw3] = xlsread("SmartHomeData.xls','mytable3T);
num(:,1)=[];
num2(:,1)=[];
num3(:,1)=[];
data=[num, num2, num3];
dl=data(:,109) ;
d2=data(:/101) ;
d3=data(:,93) ;
data2=[dl, d2, d3] ;
[ClusterCentres, S] = subclust (data2,, 0 . 5) ;

Regression



Y = regress(FuzzyRank,RolePlaying)

Smoothing

yy = smooth(FuzzyRank,RolePlaying)
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